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A MAN CALLED PLENTY
HORSES
The Last Warrior of the Great
Plains War

ALONG O’MY OLD BROWN
MULE
R.A.V.C. History 1944-1947

Alan R. Hall

Softback, 68 pages with Maps &
Illustrations
Published Price £12.99
28950
£2.99

Major J. D. Parkinson

Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £25
28084

£2.99

On January 7, 1891, in the immediate
aftermath to the assassination of Sitting
Bull and the massacre at Wounded Knee
Creek, an obscure Sioux Indian shot and
killed one Lieutenant Casey in cold blood.
This is the forgotten story of the civil trials
of Plenty Horses for the murder of the last
Whiteman to die in the Great Plains War,
trials that legally and dramatically
agonised over justifying criminal acts
committed during warfare.

THE 1916 BATTLE OF THE
SOMME RECONSIDERED
Peter Liddle

A good revised hardback reprint of
this 180 page publication that is
regarded as a classic
Published Price £19.99
26205
£4.99
This title gives a vital, balanced and
objective coverage to the battle. Liddle reexamines the concept and planning of the
operation and follows the course of the
action through the entire four and a half
months of the fighting. This an essential
addition to our Somme library.

A CENTURY OF AIR WARFARE
WITH NINE (IX) SQUADRON
RAF
Still Going Strong

Very well produced history of the
activities of the RAVC during the Burma
Campaign of World War 2,giving a vivid
account of events during battle and the
important conurbation of transport animals
in achieving final victory.

A TALE OF TEN SPITFIRES
The Combat Histories of Spitfire
VCS AR501 to AR510
Andrew Critchell

Gordon Thorburn

Hardback, 200 pages
Published Price £25

Hardback, 286 pages
Published Price £25
28174

30073

£3.99

£5.99

Through first hand accounts, combat
reports, unit diaries and more, the book
provides a unique looking glass into the
period, told via the experiences of the
Spitfire pilots themselves, tracing their
fates and those of the ten machines that
they flew.

Number 9 Squadron is the oldest dedicated
Bomber Squadron of the Royal Air Force.
Formed in December 1914, saw service
throughout the First World War, including
at the Somme and Passchendaele. During
the Second World War it was one of two
Avro Lancaster units specialising in heavy
precision bombing, aircraft from this
squadron sank the battleship Tirpitz on 12
November 1944.

COLD WAR JET COMBAT
Air-to-Air Jet Fighter Operations
1950-1972
Martin Bowman

A MARINE AT GALLIPOLI
AND ON THE WESTERN FRONT
The Diary of Harry Askin
Jean Baker

30248

Mike Spick

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
27398

£5.99

This is a compelling, well-researched and
highly informative study of a particularly
dynamic era in aviation history.

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

ACES OF THE REICH
The Making of a Luftwaffe Fighter
Pilot

£5.99

An excellent recounting of the life of a
Royal Marine who goes from private to
officer in the course of WW1.

SB, 240 pp
Published Price £12.99
24608

£3.99

In this revealing study of the fighter pilots
of the Luftwaffe, Aviation historian Mike
Spick shows how the world’s best
equipped and trained air force changed
from an all-conquering war winning
machine into a defeated and demoralised
shambles.

1918
The Decisive Year in Soldier’s own
Words and Photographs
Richard van Emden

Hardback, 392 pages
Published Price £25
30101HB

A FRENCH SOLDIER’S WAR
DIARY 1914-1918
£5.99

1918: The Decisive Year in Soldiers Own
Words and Photographs is a volume in the
remarkable series of books from the bestselling First World War historian, Richard
van Emden. Revisiting the winning
formula of diaries and memoirs, and above
all original photographs taken on illegallyheld cameras by the soldiers themselves,

3-PARA
Mount Longdon - The Bloodiest
Battle
Jon Cooksey

Softback 111 pages
Published Price £14.99
28104

£3.99

Tells the story of 3 Para and the oftenneglected struggle for Mount Longdon. It
was a battle which tested the discipline,
comradeship and professionalism of the
paras to the limit; it was a battle which
witnessed another posthumous VC; it
turned out to be the bloodiest battle of the
entire Falklands Campaign.

Henri Desagneaux

Hardback, 112 pages
Published Price £19.99
25440

£3.99

A classic account of a French soldier’s
role in the trenches of the Western front.
Henri Desagneaux writes with anger and
compassion of the suffering and losses he
and his increasingly mutinous comrades
endured as they tried to execute orders
issued by a distant High Command from
their HQ miles behind the front.

ALI PASHA, LION OF
IOANNINA
The Remarkable Life of the Balkan
Napoleon
Eugenia Russell, Quentin Russell

Hardback, 206 pages
Published Price £25
30025

£5.99

This book charts the rise of Ali Pasha from
brigand leader to a player in world affairs
and, ultimately, to a gruesome end.

ABOVE THE BATTLE
An Air Observation Post Pilot at
War
Ronald Lyell Munro

A MUDDY TRENCH
A Sniper’s Bullet: Hamish Mann,
Black Watch, Officer-Poet
Jacqui Buttriss

Hardback, 226 pages
Published Price £25
30096

£5.99

Hardback, 276 pages
Published Price £25
30002

£5.99

An interesting and unusual history of a
British observation pilot during WW2,
compiled from journals Munro kept at the
time, that been skilfully edited by
members of his family.

A meticulously researched and crossreferenced biography of a Black Watch
subaltern killed in France in 1917, using
Hamish Mann’s recently discovered trench
diaries and letters.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

ADMIRAL OF THE FLEET
LORD BEATTY
The Last Naval Hero, an Intimate
Biography
S. W. Rosskill

Softback, 430 pages
Published Price £16.99
30029

£5.99

This biography of Beatty is a definitive
analysis of this complex man, written by a
naval historian of impeccable credentials.
Roskill substantiates the grandiose title in
this work and we come away from the
book with an appreciation of Beatty's
triumphs and tragedies, his character flaws
and strengths and his intense personal
feelings and disappointments.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
AGINCOURT 1415
A Tourist Guide to the Campaign

AISNE 1918
Battleground North West France

Anne Curry, Peter Hoskins

David Blanchard

Softback, 192 pages
Published Price £14.99

Softback, 192 pages
Published Price £14.99

25427

£3.99

Henry V's English army triumphed over
the French at Agincourt in northern France
on 25 October 1415 in one of the defining
battles of the Hundred Years War. Over
six hundred years later this famous event
still excites passionate interest and
provokes controversy, yet there are no upto-date guides to the 1415 campaign, the
battle itself and the aftermath. That is why
the publication of this practical and
authoritative guidebook by Peter Hoskins
and Anne Curry is so timely.
As well as writing a graphic narrative of
the entire campaign, based on the most
recent scholarship and research, they take
the motorist, cyclist and walker along the
route of Henry's army. The itinerary is
divided into five tours which culminate in
a vivid reconstruction of the Agincourt
battle and a detailed guide to the
battlefield. Important buildings and sites
along the way are described, there are
sketch maps showing the route of the
English army, and town plans overlaid
with details of the medieval defences and
monuments.
The book is a mine of fascinating
historical information. It will be an
essential travelling companion for readers
who are interested in medieval history and
warfare, the Hundred Years War and the
extraordinary career of Henry V.

27877

AIR BATTLE OF THE RUHR
RAF Offensive March-July 1943
Alan W. Cooper

AIR WAR MARKET GARDEN:
SHRINKING PERIMETER
Martin W Bowman

SB, 228 pp
Published Price £12.99
24291

£3.99

The Ruhr valley was the heartland of
German industry in the Second World
War. Bomber Command dealt heavy
blows to Nazi productivity in a series of
devastating raids in the Spring and
Summer of 1943 which are described in
this moving and important contribution to
the history of the RAF’s most gruelling
campaign.

AISNE 1914
SB, 208 pp
Published Price £12.99
25072

HB, 216 pp
Published Price £19.99
24255

AIR WAR MARKET GARDEN:
THE BUILD UP TO THE
BEGINNING
Martin W. Bowman

Anthony Rogers

Hardback, 220 pages
Published Price £25
£5.99

This comprehensive volume from an
experienced author documents all known
aircraft crash sites in and around the
Maltese Islands, and provides the
circumstances of each loss related in detail
with accounts from both sides. In
Germany especially there are many still
unaware of the fate of family members
who never returned after the Second
World War, this book reveals what
happened to some who even today are still
officially listed as 'missing'.

28405

£3.99

During the two and half years of the war,
there were about 100,000 overall military
casualties, while between 500,000 and 3
million Biafran civilians died of
starvation.The United Kingdom and the
Soviet Union were the main supporters of
the Nigerian government, while France,
Israel and some other countries supported
Biafra.

Martin W Bowman

HB, 138 pp
Published Price £19.99
£3.99

AIR WAR VARSITY
Martin W. Bowman

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
27795

£5.99

AN ANZAC ON THE WESTERN
FRONT
The Personal Reflections of an
Australian Infantryman from 1916
to 1918
H. R. Williams

HB, 208 pp
Published Price £19.99

Thomas Mayer-Maguire, Brian Baker

27266

AIR WAR D-DAY:
Winged Pegasus and the Rangers

D-Day could not have been the successful
operation that it ultimately was without the
preliminary seizure of vial keypoints by
glider and paratroops ahead of the
landings themselves. This meticulously
detailed book - one of a series, - describes
the thrilling taking of the ground around
the Canal de Caen and the Orne River,
including the legendary Pegasus Bridge on
the left flank of the Normandy bridgehead
by the 6th Airborne Division supporting
the British 2nd Army and the First
Canadian Army.

BRITISH MILITARY
RESPIRATORS AND ANTI-GAS
EQUIPMENT OF THE TWO
WORLD WARS
Softback, 64 pages
Published Price £10.99

£3.99

£4.99

Sharpe and his adventures has made the
95th Foot renowned again and the
discovery of an unpublished diary by an
American from Charleston South Carolina
who served, despite his father's objections,
as an officer in this elite regiment has
caused great excitement. James Penman
Gairdner was born in Charleston, South
Carolina, but he was sent back to the 'Old
Country' for his education, receiving his
schooling at Harrow. After school, rather
than joining his father's merchant business
he decided to become a soldier, receiving
a commission in the famous 95th Rifles.
He subsequently served, without a break,
from the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo in
January 1812 until the end of the war in
1814.

Al J. Venter

The first in a four part series on the Battle
of Arnhem, aka Operation Market Garden,
in September 1944 concentrates on prior
preparations and the big build-up to one of
the most ambitious - alas over-ambitious airborne operations ever carried out.
Together, the four books are a riveting and
truly monumental read.

24232

Gareth Glover

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25
26972

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99

HB, 192 pp
Published Price £25
AIR BATTLE OF MALTA
Aircraft losses and Crash Sites
1940-1942

THE AMERICAN SHARPE
The Adventures of an American
Officer of the 95th Rifles in the
Peninsular and Waterloo
Campaigns

£3.99

This is the third volume in a four-part
series on ‘Operation Market Garden’ aka
the battle of Arnhem in September 1944.
The author draws on many veterans’
accounts to tell the story of the desperate
fight to keep the corridor known as ‘Hell’s
Highway’ open to relieve the embattled
1st Airborne and keep them re-supplied
from the air.

£3.99

The battle of the Aisne in 1914, was an
attempt by the British Expeditionary Force
to carry well-fortified German positions on
the river established after the battle of the
Marne. It marked the real birth of the
trench warfare that would characterise the
next four years, and the first real
‘blooding’ of the BEF.

24357

£4.99

This battlefield guide and history focus
mainly on the events of attack that fell on
the British sector of the front between the
27th - 1st June 1918, although the
offensive which also befell the French
forces is not totally neglected. This area
had been a French held sector since 1915
and the French had fought one of its major
engagements of the war here in 1917, the
ill-fated Nivelle Offensive. French
monuments and cemeteries dominate the
landscape. The British were also here in
1914, and they too have left reminders of
their relative brief presence. However, the
actions fought here early in the war tend to
be found mainly to the west of the sector.
The battlefield of May 1918 scales the
heights of the Chemin des Dames ridge,
along the Californe Plateau and descends
to afforested valley of the Aisne river and
canal. The retreat of the Britsh forces
during the course of the first day and in
following days extends further south
almost to the Marne and takes in part of
the Champagne region.

BIAFRA GENOCIDE: NIGERIA
Bloodletting and Mass Starvation
1967-1970

Jerry Murland

27335

Telephone : 01825 749494

24367
£3.99

Poison gas was one of the most fearful
weapons of its day and added a terrifying
new dimension to modern warfare. In
1915, the only item a soldier had to protect
himself from the harmful effects of gas
was a shell dressing, soaked in his own
urine and then tied around his face. By
1918, the British Army had developed a
range of innovative protection methods
that heralded the birth of the modern day
military respirator. Throughout both
World Wars, Great Britain led the way in
developing anti-gas technologies. Today,
items such as respirators and anti-gas
equipment are highly sought after by the
enthusiast. What the collector lacks is
information and reference photographs of
such items, and he also has little
information available to him on topics
such as preservation, manufacturer details
and safety aspects of handling these items.
This book aims to provide a useful, fullcolour reference guide for the discerning
collector and for all students of militaria,
as well as providing a brief history of the
development of gas warfare and
equipment.

Bowman in his now familiar style
describes the story of the "Jump across the
Rhine", Operation Varsity. This was the
successful airborne forces operation
launched by Allied troops that took place
toward the end of World War II. Involving
more than 16,000 paratroopers and several
thousand aircraft, it was the largest
airborne operation in history to be
conducted on a single day and in one
location.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

£4.99

Harold Williams was an Anzac volunteer
who enlisted in 1915, and arrived in
France in June 1916 - just in time for the
disastrous battle of Fromelles, a
catastrophic prelude to the Somme which
Williams describes in truly shocking
clarity. Surviving Fromelles, the Somme
itself, and a subsequent gas attack
Williams went through the mud of the
Ypres salient; the German Spring
offensives of 1918 - and the Australian-led
Allied counter-attack before Amiens.
Wounded at Peronne, he was invalided to
Britain and returned to Australia in 1919.
His account of his horrific experiences is
both well-written and utterly terrifying.

BLOODY BULLECOURT
David Coombes

Hardback, 440 pages
Published Price £30
28077

£3.99

In April-May 1917 the sleepy hamlet of
Bullecourt in Northern France became the
focus of two battles involving British and
Australian troops. Given the unique place
in Australia's military history that both
battles occupy, surprisingly little has been
written on the AIF's achievements at
Bullecourt. Bloody Bullecourt seeks to
remedy this gasping omission.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

Telephone : 01825 749494

ANGOLAN WAR OF
LIBERATION
Colonial-Communist Clash 1961
-1974
Al. J. Venter

Softback, 136 pages
Published Price £14.99
30099

£3.99

The struggle for the control of Portugal's
overseas province of Angola was a
guerrilla war in which the Portuguese
army and security forces waged a
counterinsurgency
campaign
against
armed groups mostly dispersed across
sparsely populated areas of the vast
Angolan countryside. Many atrocities
were committed by all forces involved in
the conflict. In the end, the Portuguese
achieved overall military victory. Another
good title from the “Cold War” series.

ARMAGEDDON ROAD
A VC’s Diary 1914-1916
THE ANATOMY OF GLORY
Napoleon and his Guard
Henry Lachouque, Anne S. K. Brown

Hardback, 575 pages
Published Price £35
27807

£5.99

The Imperial Guard, Created, built and
nurtured as a bodyguard for Napoleon, it
grew from a brigade of less than two
thousand men into a virtual army, and
became 'a human fortress which no one
but he could dominate and no enemy could
penetrate'. And, on such battlefields as
Austerlitz, Jena, Friedland, Wagram and
Waterloo, it won the laurels of undying
fame.

Billy Congreve, edited by Terry Norman

Hardback, 223 pages
Published Price £19.99
25455

£3.99

The diaries of Great War hero Billy
Congreve who, by the time of his death on
the Somme had amassed a DSO, MC,
Legion d’Honneur and would receive a
posthumous VC. Brainy as well as brave,
Congreve’s writing as a staff officer who
served in the trenches, edited by esteemed
historian Terry Norman, offers a unique
perspective on the war.

ARTILLERY OF THE
NAPOLEONIC WARS VOL II
Artillery in Siege, Fortress, and
Navy, 1792-1815

THE BABY KILLERS
German Air Raids on Britain in the
First World War
Thomas Fegan

Kevin Kiley

Britain’s Forgotten
Offensive Of 1915
Paul Kendall

SB, 192 pp
Published Price £12.99

Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £30
27550

THE BATTLE OF NEUVE
CHAPELLE

£5.99

An ambitious account of artillery during
the Napoleonic wars, covering every
major action of the period. Detailing
engagements as well as technical details
this volume chronicles the story of the
guns and men during the twenty-three
years of almost continuous warfare from
1792-1815.

24976

£3.99

Air raids on British cities were a new and
terrifying dimension of conflict in the First
World War. At first the menace came from
the Zeppelin airships, followed by the
Gotha and Giant bombers. In this
definitive account Thomas Fegan details
the attacks, and the frantic efforts to thwart
them made by the authorities . His
research also recounts the effects of the
raids on popular opinion, and how they
were presented in propaganda.

Hardback 256 pages
Published Price £25
26895

£4.99

The British attack at Neuve Chapelle was
the first where a concentrated force was
deployed, with a specific objective. Paul
Kendall’s book covers it all in good detail,
including many personal accounts that
help bring it all alive. As such, it is of
value and worth reading.

A BATTLE TOO FAR: ARRAS
1917
Don Farr

Hardback, 368 pages with good clear
colour maps.
Published Price £29.95
27373
£5.99
This is a valuable addition to any Great
War library, providing a good account of
the inception, planning and execution of
the battle, it considers its impact upon
British desires to get on with a more
important offensive in Flanders. The
French actions of the time are also covered
especially as the entire affair was devised
as a prelude to the French attack on the
Chemin des Dames.

ANATOMY OF THE ZULU
ARMY
From Shaka to Cetshwayo, 1818
-1879
Ian Knight

Softback, 282 pages
Published Price £14.99
27112

£2.99

“Know your enemy” is a fundamental
mantra of soldiering. Lack of knowledge,
or under-estimating capabilities, can have
disastrous consequences as the British
discovered following the opening salvoes
of the Anglo-Zulu war in 1879. Despite
his extensive campaign experience on the
continent of Africa, the British
commander Lord Chelmsford had failed to
comprehend that the Zulu were unlike any
of the foes he had encountered on earlier
wars. In “The Anatomy of the Zulu Army”
Ian Knight explains what made the Zulu
such an effective fighting force.

ARMIES OF EARLY
COLONIAL NORTH AMERICA
1607-1713
History, Organization and
Uniforms
Gabriele Esposito

Hardback, 180 pages
Published Price £19.99
28074

£4.99

Esposito presents a detailed overview of
the military history of Colonial North
America during its earliest period, from
the first colonial settlement in Jamestown
to the end of the first continental war
fought in the Americas. Ample
illustrations, including colour art works,
show the first military uniforms ever worn
in North America, as well as interesting
details of weaponry and equipment used.

CALIGULA
An Unexpected General
Lee Fratantuono

Hardback, 262 pages
Published Price £25
28265

£4.99

This is a military history of Rome during
Caligula’s reign, it offers a new appraisal
of Caligula as a surprisingly competent
military strategist. Caligula expanded the
Roman Empire into Mauretania and made
a significant attempt at expanding into
Britannia, Fratantuono argues that his
achievements helped to secure Roman
military power in Europe for a generation.

THE Austro-Prussian War in
Bohemia, 1866
Otherwise Known as The Seven
Weeks' War or Needle-Gun War

BADER’S LAST FIGHT
An in-Depth Investigation of a
Great WWII Mystery

J H Anderson

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £14.99

Softback 112pages
Published Price £9.99
26140

£3.99

Useful and reliable primer that was
designed for use of Staff College students
sitting exams in 1908, and as such gives a
clear analytical account of this mid-19th
century conflict. The Seven Weeks' War
was the first war between two major
continental powers in seven years, and
used many of the same technologies as the
American Civil War. The Prussian Army
used von Dreyse's breech-loading needle
gun, which could be rapidly loaded while
the soldier was seeking cover on the
ground,
whereas
the
Austrian
muzzleloading rifles could only be loaded
slowly, and generally from a standing
position. Superior Prussian organisation
and élan decided the battle against
Austrian numerical superiority, the victory
was near total, with Austrian battle deaths
nearly seven times the Prussian figure.

Andy Saunders

27339

£3.99

Douglas Bader is a hero across the globe
for his legless exploits as a British fighter
pilot in WWII. Made famous by his
biography Reach For The Sky and in film,
most people know about his last fight and
the midair collision with a German fighter
that brought him down in the summer of
1941. Or did it? This book is the final
word on one of the great mysteries of
WW2.

THE BATTLE OF NEUVE
CHAPELLE

BATTLEGROUND EARLY
BATTLES: RETREAT OF I
CORPS 1914

Geoff Bridger

Jerry Murland

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £10.99

Softback, 139 pages
Published Price £12.99

25020

£2.99

The Battle of Neuve Chapelle in March
1915 was the first British offensive of the
Great War. As so often, initial success as
the German trench lines were penetrated
was followed by frustrating failure. This
account tells the story of the battle, and
guides visitors around the battlefield as it
is today.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

25437

£3.99

A re-examination of one of the most
controversial episodes in the BEF’s retreat
from Mons to the Marne and in the career
of Sir Douglas Haig. The book looks at
Haig’s decision to speed his I Corps’
retirement while Sir Horace SmithDorrien’s II Corps fought the Battle of Le
Cateau.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

Telephone : 01825 749494

BATTLEGROUND FRENCH
COAST: COCKLESHELL RAID
Paul Oldfield

Softback, 240 pages
Published Price £14.99
26239

£3.99

This book covers the whole of the
Operation ‘Frankton’ story including the
development of the Royal Marines Boom
Patrol Detachment, the planning and
preparation for the raid, its aftermath and
an account of the horrific war crimes
inflicted on those who were captured. It
also includes the epic escape by Haslar
and Corporal Bill Sparks across occupied
France into Spain.

BATTLEGROUND SUSSEX: A
MILITARY HISTORY OF
SUSSEX FROM THE IRON AGE
TO THE PRESENT DAY

BAY OF PIGS
CIA’s Cuban Disaster, April 1961
Phil Carradice

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
28922

BATTLEGROUND GALLIPOLI:
ANZAC SARI BAIR
Stephen Chambers

Softback, 244 pages
Published Price £14.99
25184

28071
£5.99

As the authors demonstrate, the repeated
threat of invasion from the Continent has
shaped the very landscape of the county.
The rounded tops of the Iron Age hill
forts, the sheer walls of the medieval
castles, the squat stumps of Martello
towers, the moulded Vaubanesque
contours of the Palmerstone redoubts and
the crouched concrete blocks and bricks of
the Second World War pillboxes constitute
the visible evidence of Sussex's position
on Britain's front line.

Bruce Bairnsfather, Tonie Holt, Valmai
Holt

Softback, 136 pages
Published Price £14.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace

THE BEST OF FRAGMENTS
FROM FRANCE
BY Captain Bruce Bairnsfather
Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99

£4.99

Perhaps not in casualties but as far as
prestige and standing in the world were
concerned, the Bay of Pigs invasion of
1961 was the worst disaster to befall the
USA since the War of 1812 when British
forces burned the White House. With a
cast of players including Fidel Castro,
Nikita Khrushchev and John F. Kennedy,
the Cuban Missile Crisis was an almost
inevitable consequence.

30000

BETWEEN SCYLLA AND
CHARYBDIS
The Army of Elector Friedrich
August II of Saxony 1733-1763
‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series
Marco Pagan, Franco Saudelli

Softback, 111 pages
Published Price £19.95

£3.99

Summary collection of some of the best
and classic cartoons drawn by Bruce
Bairnsfather during WW1 featuring 'Old
Bill'. Some things never change, including
the unique British sense of humour which
this book perfectly illustrates.

27781

£4.99

An excellent introduction to the army
of Saxony during the eighteenth
century. Perhaps one of the lesser
known military armies of the
eighteenth century, this volume goes
into great detail regarding the staff
core and cavalry units. Anyone looking
to either re-enact this period, or wargame the War of Austrian Succession
will find this a useful and interesting
book.

£3.99

The tragic story related in this book, one
of a series on Gallipoli, tells how the
ambitious August 1915 offensive of Gen.
Sir Ian Hamilton, designed to seize the
Peninsular’s commanding heights, failed
despite the heroic efforts of the fighting
men, because of the battle plan’s tortuous
complexity, and ferocious Turkish
resistance orchestrated by Mustapha
Kemal. It was the Allied last gasp at
Gallipoli.

THE BETRAYAL OF AN ARMY
Mesopotamia 1914-1916
Norman Nash

BAYLY’S WAR
The Battle for the Western
Approaches in the First World War
BATTLEGROUND VERDUN
VERDUN THE LEFT BANK
Christina Holstein

Softback, 176 pages
Published Price £12.99
27605

£3.99

The book includes a plethora of historical
and modern black & white photos, it’s a
very well researched and a nicely done
battlefield guide from a popular series.

BATTLEGROUND GENERAL:
ARNHEM 1944
Jonathan Sutherland

Softback, 176 pages
Published Price £9.99
27136

£2.99

Battleground General is a series of game
books that put you the player in command
in some of history’s greatest battles. This
one recreates Operation Market Garden in
September 1944 one of the most daring
Allied plans of the Second World War.

Steve R Dunn

Hardback 304 pages + plates
Published Price £25
28637
£5.99

Hardback, 300 pages with maps and
photographs
Published Price £25
27392
£5.99
A well written and compelling chronicle
of political and military ineptitude. The
guilty men walked away and, as ever, it
was the soldiers who paid the price.

Vivid account of the vigourous defence of
Britain's trade, it brings to life the U-boat
battles, Q-ship actions, merchant ship
sinkings, and rescues as well as the tireless
Admiral Bayly, the commander at the
centre. An impressively researched and
deftly written history that is well organised
and presented.This is an excellent book,
looking at one of the key battles of the
First World War, making it clear just how
hard fought and costly it was, and how
Bayly’s men helped win this difficult and
dangerous campaign.

BEACHHEAD ASSAULT
The Story of the Royal Naval
Commandos in World War II
David Lee

Softback 256 pages
Published Price £14.99
30378

£4.99

The motto of the Royal Naval
Commandos was First in, last out . They
were the first men to land on invasion
beaches, and the last to leave.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

BIG GUN MONITORS
Design, Construction and
Operations 1914-1945
Ian Buxton

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27887

£4.99

Monitors were largely ignored by naval
historians until Ian Buxton produced the
first edition of this book in 1978. Although
published privately, this became an
established classic and copies of the first
edition are now almost unobtainable, so
this new edition is welcomed. It has been
completely
revised,
extended
and
redesigned to a generous large format
which allows material deleted from the
original edition for lack of space to be
restored.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

Telephone : 01825 749494

THE BOY AIRMAN
An Absolute Stranger to Fear
Richard Petty

Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £19.99
27533

£3.99

A Great War, Royal Naval Air Service
biography, recording an age when young
men rushed to try new skills and offer
themselves for duty in their country's
defence.

BRAVE LIVES
The Members and Staff of the
Travellers Club who Fell in the
Great War
Hardback, 177 pages
Published Price £20
27811
£3.99

BILLY BISHOP VC: THE LONE
WOLF HUNTER
The RAF Ace Re-Examined
Peter Kilduff

HB, 192 PP
Published Price £20
20587

BLENHEIM 1704
Marlborough's Greatest Victory

Canadian born ‘Billy’ Bishop VC MC
DSO and DFC was the highest scoring
Allied air ace of the First World War, with
72 kills. But Bishop’s ‘lone wolf’ tactics
of flying alone deep behind enemy lines
made his claimed successes difficult to
verify and his record has been dogged by
doubts. In this meticulous analysis of
Bishop’s fighting career, Peter Kilduff,
doyen of WW1 aviation historians,
achieves a balanced view of the brilliant
but controversial flyer.

Softback
Published Price £10.99
30337

Phil Carradice

Paperback 123 pages
Published Price £12.99
30059

£3.99

A detailed and easily followed guidebook
that tells the story of the Duke of
Marlborough's victory at the Battle of
Blenheim in 1704 and takes the reader
across
the
Bavarian
battlefield,
rediscovering the lanes and by-ways
tramped by the soldiers of 300 years ago.
The author's skilful use of maps, his
detailed knowledge of the ground, and his
deep military understanding combine to
give the reader an unprecedented feel for
the twists and turns of this exciting and
complex battle.

THE BLOCKADE BUSTERS
Cheating Hitler’s Reich of Vital
War Supplies
Ralph Barker

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
27028

£4.99

The story of how George Binney, a 39
year-old civilian working in neutral
Sweden when Norway was overrun by the
Germans in 1940, set about running vital
cargoes of Swedish ball-bearings and
special steels to Britain through the
blockaded Skagerrak, where German air
strength was dominant and where the
Royal Navy dare not trespass. Despite
Admiralty gloom and in the face of
political objections that were overcome by
Binney's persistence, five ships carrying a
year's supply of valuable materials for the
expanding British war industries were
successfully sailed to Britain in January
1941.

THE BLACK SHIP
Dudley Pope

Softback, 368 pages
Published Price £15.99
30182

BLOODY MARY
Tudor Terror 1953-1558

James Falkner

£3.99

£3.99

Recounts the worst mutiny in British
Naval history, that off HMS Hermione
whose crew mutinied on 21 Sept. 1797
killing the sadistic Captain Pigot and most
of his officers. The remaining crew sailed
the ship to Spain where it was refitted as
the Santa Cecilia but was recaptured in
1799 at Puerto Cabello harbour by Captain
Edward Hamilton, leading 100 English
sailors in six open boats in one of the most
brilliant cutting-out expeditions in naval
history.

This book was the result of a team effort
with members of the club and descendants
of the deceased adopting a warrior and,
under the guidance of an expert Editorial
Board, researching and writing up their
lives .A good example of a modern
memorial book that was published to
coincide with the recent centenary of the
Great War.

£3.99

28910

HM Jones

Hardback xvi+379 with 16 pages of
maps and sketches
Published Price £20
27192
£3.99

THE BRAVEST MAN IN THE
BRITISH ARMY
The Extraordinary Life and Death
of John Sherwood Kelly
Bujak Philips

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
30043

£5.99

During his military career John Sherwood
Kelly achieved fame and notoriety for his
mixture of heroic exploits and explosive
temperament. In this meticulously
researched and vivid biography Jake B.
Liphuip tells Sherwood Kellys story and
gives a fascinating insight into one of the
most remarkable and controversial
military men of the period.

CRECY 1346: A TOURISTS’
GUIDE
Peter Hoskins, Richard Barber

Kerin Freeman

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £14.99

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

27399

£5.99

The extraordinary and little-known story
of one of the Second World War’s most
remarkable heroes. ‘Jack’ Howard, 20th
Earl of Suffolk, formed a three-person
bomb disposal team known as the Holy
Trinity with his secretary Beryl, and
chauffeur, Fred. They successfully defused
thirty four bombs, but the thirty-fifth blew
them up. The Earl was posthumously
awarded the George Cross for his cool
courage and noble sacrifice.

£5.99

Arthur Rhys Davids was a friend and
Squadron pilot with Albert Ball V.C. and
the legendary McCudden V.C. both from
the Squadron of Aces, number 56
Squadron. This was the Squadron formed
from the "Top Guns" of the day to get
Richthofen and his Flying Circus of aces,
with whom they clashed several times.
Rhys-Davids certainly fought many of
these top German aces, including Werner
Voss, He shot down around 23 of their
number before he himself was killed.His
epitaph was spoken best by the great ace
McCudden V.C who said: "If ever you
saw a single fighter, fighting like hell
amongst a crowd of Germans over the
front lines in 1917, then that was RhysDavids".

THE BOILING CAULDRON
Utrecht District and the AngloZulu War 1879

CIVILIAN BOMB DISPOSAL
EARL
Jack Howard and Bomb Disposal
in WW2

25377

Alex Revell

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99

The tragic history of Queen Mary I and
her brief reign of terror against Protestants
in sixteenth century England—includes
illustrations.

The subject of this book is both wider and
narrower than the subtitle suggests, for it
covers the whole history of what became
known as ‘the disputed territory’, in the
upper Phongolo basin, from over fifty
years before the outbreak of the AngloZulu War up until the immediate aftermath
of the battle of Hlobane. Its theme is that
this disastrous military encounter (from
the British point of view) was the result,
not just of inept military planning, but of
tensions and conflicts which had been
developing in the area for many years
before.

BRIEF GLORY
The Life of Arthur Rhys Davids
DSO

BOMBERS FLY EAST
WWII RAF Operations in the
Middle and Far East
Martin W. Bowman

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
30006

£5.99

A real mixture topics in the individual
chapters covering various aspects of the
war in the Mediterranean, Malta, the
Western Desert, and the Far East, that are
told by the combatants themselves.

£3.99

On 26 August 1346, near the village of
Crecy in northern France, Edward III's
outnumbered English army confronted the
French forces of Philip VI and won one of
the most remarkable battles of the
Hundred Years War. Edward's victory had
a major impact on the course of the
conflict, and it ranks alongside Poitiers
and Agincourt as a landmark in the history
of medieval warfare. And now, thanks to
this detailed, highly illustrated guide,
visitors can explore the battlefield for
themselves and retrace the entire course of
the Crecy campaign. Peter Hoskins and
Richard Barber set Edward's victory
within the context of the Hundred Years
War and provide a graphic account of the
battle.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

BRISTOL F.2B FIGHTER.
POLISH WINGS 22.
RAF SE5a, Sopwith 1F.1 Camel,
Sopwith 5F.1 Dolphin, Martinsyde
F.4 Buzzard
Tomasz J. Kopanski &Janusz Swiatlon
Illustrator

Softback 80 pages fully illustrated
with photographs & colour profiles
Published Price £15
28037
£3.99
This title in the popular Polish Wings
series tells the story of the famous British
First World War fighter aircraft deployed
in the service of the Polish Air Force. It
covers the duties of these aircraft during
the Polish-Bolsheviks War and the early
1920s. The specially commissioned colour
profiles in the book show the original
colour
schemes
of
their
Polish
deployment.
Features
over
150
photographs,
mostly
previously
unpublished, and many newly created
colour profiles by Janusz Swiatlon

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
BRITISH SUBMARINES AT
WAR 1914-1918

BUILDING A MINIATURE
NAVY BOARD MODEL

Edwyn Gray

Philip Reed

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £12.99

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £16.99

27261

£3.99

Originally published in 1970 and was out
of print for many years, this book has
earned its place as a classic of submarine
history by an author with an international
reputation for being second-to-none in
evoking the claustrophobic horror of war
beneath the waves.

Telephone : 01825 749494

28214

THE CANAL LINE 1940
The Dunkirk CampaignBattleground Dunkirk
Murland Jerry

Softback, 208 pages
Published Price £14.99

£4.99
30091

From about the middle of the seventeenth
century, the Navy’s administrators began
to commission models of their ships that
were accurately detailed and, for the first
time, systematically to scale.This step-bystep volume from Phil Reed tackles what,
for many, are regarded as the ultimate
expression of the ship model maker’s art,
the Navy Board model.

THE BULGARIAN AIR FORCE
IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR
Alexander Mladenov, Evgeni Andonov,
Krassimir Grozev

Softback 144 pages, 220 B&W
images & 8 colour profiles
Published Price £29.95
27903

BRITISH CAMPAIGNS IN THE
SOUTH ATLANTIC 1805-1807
John D. Grainger

Hardback, 277 pages
Published Price £19.99
25395

£5.99

This book is a ground breaking work that
takes a first look, as far as the English
speaking aviation literature world is
concerned, ot one of the more obscure air
arms of World War Two. Complete with
personal reports of fight missions,
excellent photo material and for the model
builders, great colour prints of all
partaking planes.

£5.99

A fascinating account of one of the least
known episodes of the Napoleonic wars.
The book chronicles Britain’s subjection
of the Dutch colony in South Africa - with
its long term consequences; and the far
less successful occupations of Buenos
Aires and Montevideo in present day
Argentina and Uruguay.

Andrea Hetherington

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
28048

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
KITCHENERS
A History of 11th (Service)
Battalion (Cambs) Suffolk
Regiment
Joanna Costin

Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25
27881

£5.99

Following the outbreak of war in the
summer of 1914 and the subsequent call
for volunteers, the men of Cambridgeshire
were not slow in stepping forward in the
service of their country. However, in a
departure from standard practice, these
enthusiastic new volunteers did not join
their county regiment. For organisational
reasons they were enlisted into a
separately designated Cambridgeshire
battalion of the Suffolk Regiment – the
11th (Service) Battalion. The book takes
the form of a chronological narrative over
seventeen chapters starting from the early
days in Cambridge through to the closing
stages of the war. In particular, the reader
learns about the battalion’s heroic
involvement on the first day of the Battle
of the Somme in 1916, the difficult
assaults undertaken during the Battle of
Arras in 1917 and the critical defensive
actions on the River Lys in the spring of
1918.

BRITISH WIDOWS OF THE
FIRST WORLD WAR
The Forgotten Legion

£4.99

This a more riveting than you think the
subject would allow. Hetherington’s study
gives us a fascinating insight into the way
in which the armed services and the
government regarded war widows after the
Great War.

THE CAMBRAI CAMPAIGN
1917: BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
Andrew Rawson

BRITISH STEAM MILITARY
CONNECTIONS
Great Western Railway,
Southern Railway, British
Railways & War Department
Steam Locomotives

Hardback, 200 pages
Published Price £25
27826

Keith Langston

Hardback, 248 pages
Published Price £25
30049

£4.99

The very British tradition of naming steam
locomotives has continued into modern
times as the newly built A1 class
locomotive is named Tornado, in
recognition of the jet fighter aircraft of the
same name. A generously illustrated
publication highlights the relevant steam
locomotives and additionally examines the
origin of the military names.

EYEWITNESSES AT THE
SOMME
A Muddy and Bloody Campaign
1916-1918
Tim Cook

Hardback, 397 pages
Published Price £30
28075

£5.99

Tim Cook’s book is a magnificent tribute
to the Australians of the 55th Battalion.
This book has been ill-served by at title
that makes it unclear as to it’s real nature,
an excellent Australian unit history!

BRUTUS: CAESAR’S ASSASSIN
Dr. Kirsty Corrigan

Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £25
27396

£4.99

As the first dedicated biography in over 30
years,
this
full
and
balanced
reconsideration of this significant Roman
republican is long overdue.

£5.99

30069

Readers get not only the story of the
Roman Republic’s rise and domination of
an empire, but a closer look at a family of
Romans who made it possible.

27342

£3.99

Michael Muller's biography of the
enigmatic Admiral Wilhelm Canaris (1887
-1945), WW2 head of Hitler's Abwehr.
Initially a supporter of Adolf Hitler, by
1939 he had turned against the Nazis as he
felt Germany would lose another major
war. During World War II he was among
the military officers involved in the
clandestine opposition to Nazi Germany
leadership. He was executed in
Flossenbürg concentration camp for high
treason as the Nazi regime was collapsing.

HB, 228 pp
Published Price £19.99
24300

CAMEL COMBAT ACE
The Great War Flying Career of
Edwin Swale CBE OBE DFC
Barry M Marsden

Hardback, 100 pages
Published Price £16.99
£5.99

Michael Mueller

Softback, 288 pages
Published Price £14.99

Adrian Stewart

Jeremiah McCall

Hardback, 201 pages
Published Price £19.99

CANARIS
The Life and Death of Hitler’s
Spymaster

CARRIERS AT WAR 1939-1945

From the well thought out “BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” series, this
title covers the British attack that was
followed by the biggest German
counterattack
against
the
British
Expeditionary Force since 1914. The
initial British success showed that even the
strongest trench defences could be
overcome by a surprise attack, using a
combination of new methods and
equipment, reflecting a general increase in
the British capacity to combine infantry,
artillery, tanks and aircraft in attacks.

CLAN FABIUS, DEFENDERS OF
ROME
A History of the Republic’s Most
Illustrious Family

£3.99

The network of canals stretching from the
coast at Gravelines, through St-Omer,
Bthune and La Basse, follows the
approximate boundary between Artois and
Flanders and was, in 1940, the defensive
line established on the western edge of the
so-called Dunkerque Corridor designed by
Lord Gort to provide an evacuation route
to the channel coast. This “ Battleground”
title is illustrated by over a hundred
contemporary and modern photographs
and by five car tours and three walks, all
of which give the tourist a greater access
to the battlefield.

27341

DAMBUSTERS
The Forging of a Legend
Christopher Ward, Andy Lee

Softback, 320 pages
Published Price £16.99

£3.99

Edwin Swale was credited with 17 aerial
victories during the Great War. His victory
list is notable because he scored 14 of his
17 wins against the premier German
fighter of the war, the Fokker D.VII, and
became the leading Sopwith Camel ace of
No. 210 Squadron RAF.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

£4.99

Aircraft Carriers were ignored by
Germany and Italy before the Second
World War, but became a crucial weapon
in the Pacific War between the US and
Japan. Britain’s deployment of these
revolutionary vessels was mixed - with the
loss of the Courageous and Glorious early
in the war providing painful lessons. This
absorbing study of the part played by
carriers in the war is essential reading for
all naval and aviation buffs.

28277

£4.99

Critically acclaimed as the best account of
the most famous RAF Squadron in World
War II, with a good depth of detail on the
Squadron and it’s raids. This is a real nuts
and bolts account.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
THE CHICKAMAUGA
CAMPAIGN
Barren Victory: The Retreat into
Chattanooga, the Confederate
Pursuit, and the Aftermath of the
Battle, September 21 to October 20,
1863

CONTROL IN THE SKY
The Evolution and the History of
the Aircraft
L. F. E. Coombs

Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25
28911

David A. Powell

£5.99

This book shows, the basic design of an
aircraft control system has barely changed
since the pioneering days of flight. The
early pilots who flew at speeds of less than
100 mph and never climbed higher than
10,000 feet still needed reliable
information of altitude, temperature, wind
speed and direction, fuel and the state of
their engines.

Hardback 379 pages
Published Price £25
25871

Telephone : 01825 749494

£5.99

An excellent, comprehensive account of
the aftermath of one of the key campaigns
of the American Civil War. If you have
Powells first two books about the battle
the last book is a must. The aftermath is
necessary to understanding how a great
battlefield victory, was not so great. The
commanding generals on both sides made
major mistakes.

CHURCHILL AND THE
ADMIRALS
CHARGING AGAINST
WELLINGTON
The French Cavalry in the
Peninsular War
Robert Burnham

Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £30
28924

£5.99

Burnham’s tome is effectively a dictionary
on the subject and so is a rich source of
information for wargamers, enthusiasts
and historians. Despite the title of the
book, which is somewhat misleading it
covers French cavalry in action against the
British, Spanish and Portuguese. This is a
must for any buff of the Napoleonic wars
whether to clarify orders of battle for a
wargame, to check regimental histories,
seek information as the basis to rate
French cavalry generals, or for general
interest in the Peninsular War.

Stephen Wentworth Roskill

Softback, 352 pages
Published Price £14.99
26936

£3.99

Stephen Roskill comes to the subject with
excellent credentials - having been
appointed to the Cabinet Office Historical
Section in 1949 to write those volumes of
the UK Military History Series eventually
published as "The War at Sea 1939-45”,
(these four volumes are now republished
by the Naval & Military Press).
In "Churchill and the Admirals," the
author now explores the very relationships
Churchill had with a variety of senior RN
officers (and others) throughout both wars.
Whilst names like Beatty, Jellicoe (WW1),
Pound and Mountbatten (WW2) spring
readily to mind.

THE CIVIL WAR IN LONDON
Voices From The City
Robin Rowels

THE COMMANDO GENERAL
The Life of Major General Sir
Robert Laycock KCM, CB, DSO

THE CRIMEAN WAR THEN
AND NOW

Richard Mead

Hardback 390 pages Illustrated
throughout
Published Price £35
27804
£5.99

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25
26967

£5.99

This well balanced biography is to a large
part, the history of the Army Commandos
during the war. Laycock was involved in
the beginning with the raising of the first
commando units, rising to Head of
Combined Operations by 1945. The author
has woven with the political and military
strategic issues around the deployment,
and development, of the commandos, with
the personal life of Laycock and the more
tactical side of the operations. The level of
research is excellent, with the book based
upon interviews with relevant people,
primary and secondary research.

Softback, 134 pages
Published Price £12.99
28406

David R. Jones

An extremely useful 'Then and Now'
survey of the actions on the Crimean
peninsula. The locations of the great
battles of the Alma, Balaklava, Inkerman
and the Allied batteries and encampments
of the siege lines in front of Sevastopol are
all presented in impressive full colour and
have detailed explanations of the
significance of each set of images.

THE CRECY WAR
A Military History of the Hundred
Years War from 1337 to the Peace
of Bretigny 1360
Alfred H. Burne

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £12.99

£3.99

Very useful work showing the role of city
finance in supporting Parliament and how
the various trades and other enterprises
were crucial in keeping opposition going
against the monarchy. Radical groups such
as The Levellers and the Fifth Monarchy
Men are also featured.

27548

£3.99

An important book a work of original
research, written by a master of his
subject. With his vigorous and exciting
style, Colonel Burne has chronicled for the
general reader as well as for the military
enthusiast, one of the most exceptional
wars in which England has ever been
engaged. This book firmly restores the
Crecy campaign to its rightful place near
the pinnacle of British military history

FINAL SCRUM
International Rugby Players Killed
in the Second World War
Nigel McCrery

30028
COMMANDOS IN EXILE
The Story of 10 (Inter-allied)
Commando 1942-1945

Stephen McGreal

Nicholas van der Bijl

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
27104

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
28926

£4.99

Concentrating on a little known, but
unique Great War organisation, this is a
major study of 'The Bantams'. Raised in
Birkenhead in 1914, the Bantams were
unique as the average height of the
volunteers was a mere five foot. Despite
their lack of stature, they fought with
honour on the Somme before being
decimated. McGreal explains well how the
battalions began to lose their bantam
nature, as drafts were not of the same ilk
as the original volunteers and once
conscription came in, the official bantam
status was dropped. It goes without saying
that his coverage of movements and
actions in France is exemplary. There are
many stories of individuals and acts of
gallantry, too, which is rounded off in a
comprehensive listing of awards, which
includes citations where they could be
found. The book also includes a roll of
honour.

£5.99

The history of X Commando, made up of
escaped Jewish individuals is especially
interesting.

COLD WAR WARRIORS
Story of the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Royal Regiment (Berkshire and
Wiltshire)
David Stone

£3.99

Cold War Warriors is the official history
of the Duke of Edinburgh''s Royal
Regiment, from its formation in 1959 until
1994, when it became the Royal
Gloucestershire, Berkshire and Wiltshire
Regiment,’
Special
emphasis
and
extensive coverage is given to the 1st
Battalion's operational activities and to the
Northern Ireland campaign in particular.

£4.99

Final Scrum gives an individual biography
of each of the ninety international rugby
players who lost their lives with their
international and club playing record as
well as their backgrounds, details of their
military careers and circumstances of their
death. We learn where they are buried or
commemorated together with at least one
photograph of each player.

£5.99

DAGGER DIVISION
The Story Of The 19th Indian
Division
SB 46pp Illustrated throughout in
colour 2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition
Published Price £9.99
28741
£5.99

FOREVER VIGILANT
Naval 8/208 Squadron RAF- A
Centenary of Service from 1916 to
2016
Graham Pitchfork

FROME AT WAR 1939-45

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

A superb book that is an mixture of
numerous topics connected with the Zulu
War, from Ammunition Boxes to the Zulu
Royal House, and everything in between.
The amount of subjects covered is very
broad and yet again, Knight shows what a
true master historian he is with regard to
the Zulu War.

A well-written and thoroughly researched
account. It is ideal for the wargamer. This
is a first rate investigation into this
neglected battle of the 1715 Rebellion Sheriffmuir. All manner of archives have
been utilised in what must be the most
detailed analysis of this campaign to date.
Both armies are thoroughly investigated
including the financing and sustaining of
the armies in the field.

Raised in late 1941, the 19th was the first
‘standard’ Indian Division. Its troops were
the first to breach the Japanese defence
line in Burma and to raise the flag at Fort
Dufferin. It crossed the Chindwin in
November 1944, driving on to Mandalay
and Rangoon during seven months of
continuous fighting. The 19th’s exploits
are graphically described also in John
Masters’ personal memoir, ‘The Road Past
Mandalay’.

Ian Knight

Hardback 272 pages
Published Price £19.99
30184

Hardback, 445 pages
Published Price £25
27020

COMPANION TO THE ANGLOZULU WAR

Jonathan Oates

HARDBACK, 288 pages with B&W
illustrations + maps
Published Price £25
27466
£5.99

War Department Government of India

Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £19.99
THE CHESHIRE BANTAMS
15th, 16th and 17th Battalions of
the Cheshire Regiment

CRUCIBLE OF THE JACOBITE
‘15
The Battle of Sheriffmuir 1715
“Century of the Soldier” Series

28477

David Lassman

£5.99

This is a great record of a unique
squadron, one of very few to have
remained operational for a century.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

Softback, 232 pages
Published Price £14.99
30202

£1.99

Frome at War 1939-1945 is a
comprehensive account of this Somerset
market town's experience of the conflict,
covering in detail life on the Home Front
set against the background of the wider
theatres of war.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: FAR EAST AIR
OPERATIONS 1942-1945
John Grehan, Martin Mace

Hardback, 248 pages
Published Price £19.99
25504

£4.99

This volume in the fine Despatches from
the Front series focuses on the Second
World War in the air in the Far East. It
includes despatches written by Air Chief
Marshal Sir Keith Park, ACM Peirse and
General Wavell.

DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE BATTLE FOR
NORWAY 1940-1942
John Grehan, Martin Mace

Hardback, 174 pages
Published Price £19.99
25340

THE DAY ROMMEL WAS
STOPPED
Battle of Ruweisat Ridge, 2 July
1942
Major F. R. Jephson MC TD, Chris
Jephson

DEATH OF A DIVISION
Eight Days in March 1918 and the
Untold Story of the 66th (2/1 East
Lancashire) Division

THE DESERT VCs
Extraordinary Valour in the North
African Campaign in WWII

David Martin

Hardback, 216 pages
Published Price £25

Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £20
28284

£5.99

What it was like to be there and of the men
who “stuck to their guns”, this is a first
hand account of the most dangerous day
in the desert, and that day that artillery
appears to have stopped the initial
eastward rush of the Panzerarmee.

Hardback, 236 pages
Published Price £19.99
28049

Well produced, well researched and
readable, taken from the Official War
Diaries, and surviving accounts, this
histories intention is to tell the story as it
happened with the loss of command the
central theme.

THE DECOYS: A TALE OF
THREE ATLANTIC CONVOYS,
1942
Bernard Edwards

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
27561

Brian Best

28047
£3.99

£3.99

The despatches from the front in this
volume cover the Norway campaign - the
German invasion and occupation that
brought down
the Chamberlain
Government - and the British naval raids
that followed.

£4.99

£3.99

DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: CAPITAL SHIPS AT
WAR 1939-1945
John Grehan, Martin Mace

Hardback, 191 pages
Published Price £19.99
25199

£3.99

In this volume in the Despatches From the
Front series, the war of the Capital ships
are covered. Actions featured include the
entrapment and destruction of the pocket
battleship Graf Spee in 1939; the loss of
the battleships Prince of Wales and
Repulse by the Japanese; the sinking of the
Scharnhorst in 1943; and the attack on the
Tirpitz by midget submarines.

DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE BEF IN FRANCE
1939-1940
Manning the Front Through to the
Dunkirk Evacuation
John Grehan, Martin Mace

Hardback, 194 pages
Published Price £19.99
£3.99

The brave but inglorious story of the BEF,
deployed in France and Belgium to meet
the German invasion in May 1940, but
beaten back to the French coast and
evacuated from Dunkirk in Operation
Dynamo Includes all the Despatches
relating to the British Expeditionary Force
in 1939 and 1940.

DEATH BEFORE GLORY
The British Soldier in the West
Indies in the French Revolutionary
and Napoleonic Wars 1793-1815
Martin Howard

DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE WAR IN ITALY
1943-1944

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25
£4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace

Hardback, 292 pages
Published Price £25
25441

Matthew Richardson

Hardback 207 pages
Published Price £19.99
£5.99

The strength of the book is a procession of
pen portraits of a long list of holders from
Crimea to Iraq.

£4.99

A particularly valuable volume in the
Despatches from the Front series includes
despatches on the conquest of Sicily, and
the Salerno landings by Field-Marshal
Alexander and Admiral Sir Andrew
Cunningham.

DEEDS OF HEROES
The Story of the Distinguished
Conduct Medal 1854-1993

30339

SB, 276 pp
Published Price £14.99
This classic account of Arnhem - one of
the heaviest British defeats of the Second
World War - is republished with updates
and amendments written by the author himself an Arnhem veteran. There is no
better account of the heroic battle that
proved truly ‘a bridge too far’.

25472

This excellent book specifically examines
the experiences of the British soldier
fighting in the West Indies from the
beginning of Britain’s involvement in the
French Revolutionary Wars to the final
defeat of Napoleon in 1815. The book
itself is split into three sections, the first of
which briefly examines the opposing
armies. The second section considers the
actual campaigns themselves in detail,
which took place in and around the West
Indies almost continuously throughout the
wars. Finally, the author concludes his
work with a number of chapters that
closely examine the personal experiences
of those who fought in the campaigns.

Geoffrey Powell

23799

The fighting in North Africa was not just
in the harsh extremes of the rolling desert,
but also the barren mountains of Tunisia,
and the coastal strips of Libya. In every
battle, every manoeuvre, the terrain was
the limiting or enabling feature – and it
was over that unforgiving ground that
twenty-nine men distinguished themselves
and were awarded the highest of all
gallantry medals, the Victoria Cross.

£5.99

There is nothing on record to say that RB
1, SC 107 and SL 125 were sacrificed to
ensure the safe passage of the TORCH
convoys but this well researched book sets
out to examine the truth behind the
rumours.

27052

THE DEVIL’S BIRTHDAY
The Bridges to Arnhem 1944

DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: DEFENDING
BRITAIN’S SKIES 1940-1945
John Grehan, Martin Mace

Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25
25456

£4.99

This volume of despatches from the Front
contains those of Fighter Command’s
chief in the battle of Britain, Air Chief
Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding. Indispensable
for all interested in the RAF during the
Second World War.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

A DICTIONARY OF COASTAL
COMMAND 1939-1945
Geoff Simpson

Hardback, 151 pages
Published Price £19.99
27276

£3.99

From A to Z this well-illustrated book tells
the story of the gallantry, the
achievements, the losses, the VCs, the
aircraft and much else about RAF Coastal
Command.

DONITZ, U-BOATS, CONVOYS
The British Version of His Memoirs
from the Admiralty’s Secret AntiSubmarine Reports
Jak P. Mallmann Showell

HB, 288 pp
Published Price £19.99
24645

£4.99

Drawing on the memoirs of Grand
Admiral Karl Donitz, overlord of the Uboats, and the secret British Monthly AntiSubmarine reports, Naval historian Jak
Showell pieces together the real story of
the Battle of the Atlantic as seen by both
sides.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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DUTCH COURAGE
Special Forces in the Netherlands
1944-45

EARLY SHIPS AND
SEAFARING
Water Transport Beyond Europe

F-104 STARFIGHTER SPECIAL
CAMOUFLAGES

Jelle Hooiveld

Sean McGrail

Hardback, 204 pages
Published Price £20

Hardback, 176 pages
Published Price £19.99

Hardback, 48 pages
Published Price £19

28025

£5.99

A factual account of a subject not
extensively written about,the mission of
the Dutch Jedburgh section was to arm and
support resistance and gather intelligence.
They played a key role in several major
Allied operations, including Market
Garden and the SAS operations Amherst
and Keystone. This book tells accurately
the story of their recruitment and training
and their courageous actions alongside the
Dutch Resistance.

THE E-BOAT THREAT
Bryan Cooper

28475

Lieuwe de Vries

28912
£5.99

£3.99

Eye catching, high quality profiles of the
much admired F-014 Starfighter.

In this volume Professor Sean McGrail
introduces the reader to a relatively new
branch of Archaeology - the study of water
transport - how early rafts, boats and ships
were built and used. Concepts, such as
boat building traditions, ship stability and
navigation without instruments, are first
described. Archaeological research is then
discussed, including sea levels in earlier
times, how to distinguish the vestigial
remains of a cargo vessel from those of a
fighting craft; and the difference between
a boat and a ship.

Hardback, 138 pages
Published Price £19.99
25401

£5.99

Motor torpedo boats - E-boats to the
Germans and PT boats to the Americans came into their own in the Second World
War when their small size and fast speed
were used to attack and defend coastal
waters. This book recounts the menace Eboats posed to the vital convoys keeping
Britain alive, and the measures taken to
counter their threat.

28519

ESCAPING FROM THE KAISER
The Dramatic Experiences of a
Tommy POW

£4.99

H. W. Tustin

EL ALAMEIN 1942
Turning Point in the Desert
Richard Doherty

Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25
27831

£5.99

This is a fresh and riveting, account of the
iconic battle that took place near the
Egyptian railway halt of El Alamein. The
Allied victory was the beginning of the
end of the Western Desert Campaign,
eliminating the Axis threat to Egypt, the
Suez Canal and the Middle Eastern and
Persian oil fields.

EMPEROR ALEXANDER
SEVERUS
Rome's Age of Insurrection, AD
222–235

Hardback, 184 pages
Published Price £19.99
25420

THE EXPERIMENTAL UNITS
OF HITLER’S CONDOR
LEGION
German Aircraft in Action During
the Spanish Civil War

Jeremy Armstrong

26963

£4.99

An
accomplished
overview
and
introduction to early Roman warfare from
the period of the Kings foundation of
Rome up to the eve of the First Punic War
that saw Rome emerge as a major power
beyond the Italian peninsula.

£5.99

Alexander Severus' is full of controversy
and contradictions. He came to the throne
through the brutal murder of his cousin,
Elagabalus,
and
was
ultimately
assassinated himself. The years between
were filled with regular uprisings and
rebellions, court intrigue (the Praetorian
Guard slew their commander at the
Emperor's feet) and foreign invasion.

THE EMPEROR COMMODUS
God and Gladiator
John S. McHugh

Alexander Lüdeke

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
27408

£3.99

Lüdeke has devoted himself to the
Radpanzertechnik in particular in this Fact
File volume, providing a concise technical
history of these German Military Vehicles.

FAITH, HOPE AND RICE
Private Cox’s Account of Captivity
and the Death Railway
Ellie Taylor

Hardback, 176 pages
Published Price £19.99
25934

£3.99

Fred Cox, a young soldier in the East
Surrey Regiment, was taken prisoner by
the Japanese at the fall of Singapore in
February 1942. The next three and a half
years were spent in a series of POW
camps, notably in Thailand working on the
aptly named Death Railway.

Softback, 196 pages
Published Price £14.99
£3.99

In the centre section there are some
excellent full colour profiles which
illustrate the camouflage and markings
that will be a great source of inspiration
for modellers. Added to these is one page
of colour photos showing a preserved
Condor Legion uniform along with various
badges and insignia. This is a good value
book, presented in a similar style to the
Images of War series.

FIFTEEN ROUNDS A MINUTE
The Grenadiers at War, August to
December 1914
Michael Craster

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
28929

EYEWITNESS IN THE CRIMEA
The Crimean War Letters of
Lieutenant Colonel George
Frederick Dallas

£5.99

A well written and well researched
biography. Commodus is synonymous
with debauchery and megalomania, best
remembered for fighting as a gladiator.
Ridiculed and maligned by historians since
his own time, modern popular culture
knows him as the patricidal villain in
Ridley Scott's Gladiator. Much of his
infamy is clearly based on fact, but is this
the full story? John McHugh reviews the
ancient evidence to present the first fulllength biography of Commodus in
English.

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £14.99
25994

£2.00

Through these letters we relive the terrible
perils of combat and siege warfare: the
author s almost miraculous escape from
serious
injury,
whilst
continually
witnessing his comrades slaughter; the
monotony of being entrenched in
Sebastopol;
the
utter
confusion
surrounding instructions to attack; the
mistakes at Inkermann and the Redan; the
wearying cold.Supplemented by the editor
s excellent footnotes and detailed
biographical index, this is a revealing and
intimate history of all those involved in the
Crimean War.

£4.99

Very engaging account of the 2nd
Battalion Grenadier Guards who crossed
to France in the summer of 1914, told in
the words of the officers of the battalion,
and is taken from diaries and letters, as
such it makes terrific reading. By the end
of First Ypres the battalion had lost 959
men, killed, wounded or missing.

Michael Hargreave Mawson

Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25
27057

FACT FILE: GERMAN HALFTRACKS AND WHEELED
VEHICLES 1939-1945

£5.99

The great battles of modern history
examined in this second volume range
from the defeat of the Armada and the
relief of Vienna, to Chatham, Culloden,
Waterloo, Gettysburg, the Somme and
Stalingrad. In each chapter, the historical
events surrounding a battle form the
backdrop for multiple later interpretations,
which, consciously or unconsciously,
carry political agendas, some for further
bloodshed and sacrifice, but others for the
more recent and laudable phenomenon of
reconciliation over the graves of the dead.

Rafael A Permuny Lope, Lucas Molina
Franco

27862

Hardback 320 pages
Published Price £25
28445

£3.99

The thrilling personal story of a week in
the hell of the Second Battle of Ypres,
followed by 16 months of added suffering
as a PoW of the Germans, but crowned
with the happy ending of a successful
escape, a miraculous journey back to
Blighty and a joyful reunion with the
author’s fiance Sybil.

John S. McHugh

Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £19.99

28512
£3.99

A good introduction to the darkest figures
from the Roman Empire, in easy-to-read
style. As is to be expected, the book
features accounts of cruelty and violence
of all kinds and also of extreme sexual
practices.

Charles J. Esdaile

EARLY ROMAN WARFARE
From the Regal Period to the First
Punic War

Hardback, 184 pages
Published Price £25

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99

Hardback, 257 pages
Published Price £25
The Eagle Rejected sets out to
demonstrate that by 1814 Napoleon had
bankrupted France of money and men so
that on his return in 1815, the population
was largely either unprepared or unable to
furnish more to support a new military
campaign to re-conquer Europe.

G. Heuser D. Beatrice, Leoussi Athena

Paul Chrystal

THE EAGLE REJECTED
NAPOLEON, FRANCE AND
WATERLOO

27569

FAMOUS BATTLES AND HOW
THEY SHAPED THE MODERN
WORLD

EMPERORS OF ROME : THE
MONSTERS
From Tiberius to Elagabalus AD 14
-222

FALAISE: THE FLAWED
VICTORY
The Destructon of Panzergruppe
West, August 1944

FIFTH (ROYAL IRISH)
LANCERS IN SOUTH AFRICA
1899-1902
Major WT Willcox

Softback
Published Price £8

Anthony Tucker-Jones

Softback, 246 pages
Published Price £15.99
28066

27194
£4.99

A broad view of the sequence of
operations that culminated in the battle at
Falaise, tracing the course of the campaign
mainly from the panzers' viewpoint.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

£2.99

The regiment fought at the Battle of
Elandslaagte on 21 October 1899, at the
Battle of Rietfontein on 24 October 1899
and at the Siege of Ladysmith in
November 1899 during the Second Boer
War.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
FIGHT, DIG AND LIVE
The Story of the Royal Engineers in
the Korean War

FIGHTING THE SOMME
German Challenges, Dilemmas and
Soluair battttions

General Sir George Cooper GCB

Jack Sheldon

Softback, 212 pages
Published Price £12.99

Hardback, 225 pages
Published Price £19.99

27214

£3.99

27346

A excellent Sapper history of the Korean
War, The Royal Engineers were involved
at all levels, from patrols and minefields,
to defence works and, providing support to
all manner of operations such as
transportation, bridging and the important
provision of postal services, so vital for
morale, they were often involved in closequarter fighting with the enemy, and
certainly lived up to the title of this book:
Fight, Dig and Live.

FIGHTING NAPOLEON
The Recollections of Lieutenant
John Hildebrand 35th Foot in
the Mediterranean and Waterloo
Campaigns

£3.99

Jack Sheldon expert author examines the
Battle of the Somme from the vantage
point of the German High Command.
There are still, however,enough vignettes
from the front line to testify to the
harrowing fighting that took place in
trench and shell hole. This book provides
an entirely fresh way of looking at the
Battle of the Somme 1916. It is not a
rehashed narrative history of the battle.
Instead, drawing heavily on examples that
can be illustrated through exploitation of
the primary sources still available in
abundance in the archives at Stuttgart and
Munich and anecdotal accounts, it
explains how and why the German
defence was designed and conducted as it
was.

FIRST WORLD WAR
UNIFORMS
Production, Logistics and Legacy
Catherine Rowe-Price

Hardback, 232 pages
Published Price £25

Gareth Glover

28081

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27273

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT SINCE
1945
Frank Schwede

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
27839

Major D. D. Ogilvie

FIGHTING BRIGADIER
The Life of Brigadier James Hill
DSO MC
Peter Harclerode

Hardback 24 pages
Published Price £19.99
30329

£4.99

This book has a slightly misleading title,
leading one to think it is a a biography of
Brigadier Hill, we do have occasional
references to him, but it is better described
as a history of the actions of the Parachute
Regiment in Europe in the Second World
War.

FIGHTING FOR THE FATH
Crusade and Jihad 1000-1500
David Nicolle

Hardback 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
30379

£5.99

This eye-opening study shows that conflict
between Christians and Muslims in the
Middle Ages was not confined to the Holy
Land. Crusades and Jihads were fought out
on a truly global scale.

Airey Neave

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £14.99
28515

THE FIRST WORLD WAR

Hardback, 205 pages
Published Price £14.99
25424

Cyril Falls

Hardback, 448 pages
Published Price £25

£3.99

The Fife and Forfar Yeomanry, a Scottish
cavalry regiment, lost three quarters of its
strength to casualties and disease in just
two months deployed at Gallipoli - and
was among the last units to leave the
peninsular.
The
survivors
were
amalgamated as the Fourth Battalion of
the famous Black Watch, and fought in
Egypt and Palestine. Rushed to France in
1918 to help stem the German Spring
offensives, the battalion fought fiercely
and lost more men in the final weeks of
the war. This fine account is based on the
wartime diaries of one of the battalion’s
officers, Major D.D. Ogilvie.

25795

Clive Dunn

27403

£4.99

Softback, 127 pages
Published Price £19.95

£3.99

The defence of Calais in May/June 1940
was a superb example of selfless courage
and sacrifice. Sent by Churchill to divert
the Germans from Dunkirk and so save the
British Army, 30 Infantry Brigade had
orders not to evacuate or surrender. Airey
Neave, later to be Margaret Thatcher's
right hand man until his assassination in
1979, was one of those who fought, was
wounded and captured there and his
account remains the classic.

27780

£4.99

A very worthwhile study tracing the
evolution of the units and uniforms of the
Dutch infantry, with the information
broken down by regiment. The chapters
cover the early period following the Peace
of Utrecht and the end of the Wars of
Spanish Succession, the significant Dutch
involvement in the War of Austrian
Succession, breakdowns of structure,
organisation, chapters on the Guard,
National, Swiss, Scots, German and
Walloon regiments. The book contains six
pages of vibrant colour plates drawn by
Mark Allen, together with copious
numbers of colour and black and white
illustrations.

GALLANT COUNTY
The Regiments of Gloucestershire
in the Great War
Robin Grist

Hardback 288 pages
Published Price £25
28080

Clive Dunn has assembled an admirable
history of an unsung unit of the Territorial
Force, the 7th Battalion of the Durham
Light Infantry. This battalion went to
France in April 1915 as part of 151st
Infantry
Brigade
of
the
50th
(Northumbrian)
Division,
but
in
November of that year was converted into
the Division’s Pioneer Battalion. It
subsequently served with 8th Division
after the 50th was reorganised in mid
-1918. The title ‘fighting pioneers’ refers
to the fact that despite its role as a unit that
provided manual labour for front line
work, it certainly played its part in
fighting. The loss of 600 dead and many
more wounded through the years of the
war are testimony to it.

£4.99

The gifted expert in military history Cyril
Falls account of WW1 is an excellent
single volume history of the war, It has the
directness and feel of one who participated
in this great event himself, which indeed
he did. Gary Sheffield in his "A Short
History of the First World War" says it
"has a mixture of narrative and analysis
that makes it worth reading more than half
a century after its original publication".

THE FIGHTING PIONEERS
The Story of the 7th Battalion DLI
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Marc Geerdink-Schaftenaar

FLAMES OF CALAIS
A Soldier’s Battle 1940

FIGHTING ON THREE FRONTS
A Black Watch Battalion in the
Great War

FOR ORANGE AND THE
STATES
The Army of the Dutch Republic
1713-1772: Part I Infantry
‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series

£4.99

Well
researched
and
informative
examination of military uniforms and how
the British textile industry and defence
establishment evolved to supply five
million men serving on the Western Front
with their clothing.

£5.99

This probably one of the most interesting
and original of books that can be classified
as “Napoleonic Memoirs” It Is a unique
service record of a junior officer from a
neglected regiment fighting in a neglected
theatre, often found over his head but with
a flair for adventure and blessed with good
luck. The operations conducted east of
Sicily and amongst the Ionian Islands are
some of the least studied campaigns
conducted by the British armed forces
during the Napoleonic Wars.

£3.99

A compact well illustrated guide that
includes listings for the latest 5th
generation fighters, such as the Chengdu J
-20,, Shenyang J-31 and Sukhoi T-50, but
has numerous omissions including the
Gloster Meteor (despite being on the
cover!)

Telephone : 01825 749494

£5.99

Published coincide with the centenary of
the Armistice, this is a history the two
regiments of Gloucestershire in the Great
War.
These
were,
first,
The
Gloucestershire Regiment, which achieved
a record haul of twenty-four Military
Medals in one day at Festubert in April
1918 during the Germans’ final and most
critical offensive. Second, The Royal
Gloucestershire Hussars, a Yeomanry
Regiment that was heavily engaged at
Gallipoli, and was one of only two English
Yeomanry Regiments to fight all the way
from Egypt, through Palestine to Aleppo
in Syria.

THE FORGOTTEN VCs
The Victoria Crosses of the War in
the Far East During WW2
Brian Best

THE FLATPACK BOMBERS
The Royal Navy and the Zeppelin
Menace
Ian Gardiner

Softback, 163 pages
Published Price £12.99
25233

£2.99

The Flatpack Bombers recounts the birth
of aerial bombing and Naval aviation on
the outbreak of the Great War. First
conceived by Winston Churchill as First
Lord of the Admiralty, the original idea
was to hit Zeppelins on the ground, but
they became the forerunner of all bomber
raids and aircraft carrier strikes since.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
28046

£4.99

This is the first book to examine in depth
the Victoria Crosses of the war in the Far
East. VC expert Brian Best brings to life
the daring deeds of a group of courageous
men in the most inhospitable of battlefield
conditions, filling a glaring gap in the
historiography of Britain s most
prestigious award for valour.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

Telephone : 01825 749494

FRANKFORCE AND THE
DEFENCE OF ARRAS 1940
Jerry Murland

Softback, 192 pages
Published Price £12.99
27838

£3.99

This book serves both as guide to the
Second World War battlefields that
surround the city and its environs as well
as detailing the actions of the British
armoured attack of 21 May 1940. It looks
at the strategic situation that led up to the
famous Arras counterstroke and, using
material that has not been published
before, examines the British and German
actions between 20 and 23 May. The only
Victoria Cross action that took place
during this time is looked at in detail; as is
the fighting that took place in Arras and
during the breakout.

FROM AUSTER TO APACHE
The History of 656 Squadron
RAF/AAC 1942-2012
Guy Warner

FROM SOMME TO VICTORY
The British Army’s Experience on
the Western Front 1916-1918

£3.99

FREEING THE BALTIC 1918
-1920

27254

Martin Williams

£4.99

Peter Simkins is unashamedly one of those
often called ‘revisionists’: he eschews
notions of poor Generalship, ‘lions led by
donkeys’ and suchlike. His core thesis is
that the BEF developed very quickly under
good leadership, and by 1918 had
succeeded in integrating new weapons,
new tactics and new methods of command
and control to produce a formidable and
highly effective fighting machinery. The
essays make for a strong and cogent
argument.

25335

£5.99

Author Arthur J. Marder was arguably the
greatest naval historian of the 20th
century. In this classic collection of essays
he examines episodes of British Royal
Navy involvement in operations ranging
from the disastrous attempt to force the
Dardanelles straits in 1915, to the
controversial attack on the French fleet at
Oran in 1940.an essential text for
historians of the period by one of the great
historians of the Royal Navy.

FROM ST VITH TO VICTORY
218 (Gold Coast) Squadron and the
Campaign Against Nazi Germany

Geoffrey Bennett

Hardback, 263 pages
Published Price £19.99

FROM WARSAW TO ROME
General Anders’ Exiled Polish
Army in the Second World War

Softback, 311 pages
Published Price £16.99

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

656 Squadron, first formed on New Year’s
Eve, 1942, served in Burma, Java, Malaya,
Borneo, Hong Kong, the UK, the
Falklands, Bosnia, Kosovo and most
recently Afghanistan. This is the legendary
squadron’s story, told for the first time
with a fine selection of photographs.

27865

Arthur J Marder

Peter Simkins

HB, 336 pp
Published Price £25
24270

FROM THE DARDANELLES TO
ORAN
Studies of the Royal Navy in War
and Peace 1915-1940

Hardback, 276 pages
Published Price £25
27879

FROMELLES
French Flanders
Peter Pederson

Stephen C. Smith

The British Campaign in the Baltic 1918–
20 was a part of the Allied intervention in
the Russian Civil War. The intervention
played a key role in enabling the
establishment of the independent states of
Estonia and Latvia but failed to secure the
control of Petrograd by White Russian
forces.
During the course of this campaign,
coastal motor boats sank one Bolshevik
battleship and a cruiser at Kronstadt naval
base. Augustus Agar received the Victoria
Cross for for the attack on Kronstadt naval
base and the sinking the cruiser Oleg.

GERMAN MILITARY
SYMBOLS
January 1944

25389

FROM SERRE TO THE RIVER
SOMME
August 1914- 30 June 1916
David O’Mara

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £14.99

intelligence Service, War Department

2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1943). Softback vii+144pp with
hundreds of line drawings throughout
Published Price £9.99
28423
£5.99
The military symbols in this classified
book appeared on maps, documents, tables
of organisation and orders of battle, as
well as on military vehicles. The symbols
illustrated replaced those in use up until
May 1943, although some of the former
symbols remained in use until the end of
WWII. This is an essential core reference
for the study of World War 2 German
photographs, maps, charts, vehicles and
equipment.

Softback, 176 pages
Published Price £9.99

Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

£4.99

30058

£4.99

In farmiluar “Battleground” style - The
extensive fighting during the opening
phase of the war, as both the French and
Germans tried to outflank each other,
before the British took over part of the line
part in later 1915 and some in 1916.

FROM SOLEBAY TO THE
TEXEL
The Third Ango-Dutch War 1672
-1674
“Century of the Soldier” Series
Quintin Barry

Softback, 136 pages
Published Price £19.95
27464

£4.99

This is briskly written and well illustrated
study of the Naval wars between Holland
and England during the Commonwealth
and in Charles II's reign.

£5.99

A well researched account of an
outstanding body of men who played a
crucial part in the Italian campaign as part
of Eighth Army. The author provides a
detailed narrative of how the Polish II
Corps came into being and of the roles of
the various Polish commanders, especially
Lieutenant
General
Anders,
who
commanded the corps throughout the
Italian Campaign, capturing Monte
Cassino on 18 May 1944, later fighting on
the Gothic Line and in the final spring
offensive.

30185

£5.99

£3.99

No. 218 )(Gold Coast) Squadron, formed
in the Great War and reformed in 1936 as
the Second World War loomed, took an
honourable and distinguished part in the
RAF’s bomber offensive against Nazi
Germany. This is a complete record of
their
service, illustrated with many
previously unseen photographs.

This excellent series continues with a
volume on the bloody battle of Fromelles,
a battle neglected by comparison to the
monumental clashes at Ypres and the
Somme, but an action of singular
resonance for the Australian involvement
in the Great War, and no less for the
savage mauling of a British Midland
Territorial division.

HITLER’S ARCTIC WAR
The German Campaigns in
Norway, Finland, And The USSR
1940-1945

GALLANTRY IN ACTION
Airmen Awarded the Distinguished
Flying Cross and Two bars 1918
-1955

Christer Jorgensen, Chris Mann

Softback, 224pages
Published Price £14.99
27868

£4.99

The Scandinavian theatre of WW2 is often
overlooked as an area of limited
significance, yet this book demonstrates its
strategic importance and the considerable
resources which both sides were obliged to
commit there. Much of it concerns the
remarkable efforts of the Finns, in
resisting the Russian invasion of 1939, the
later fighting alongside their German
Allies to destabilise Stalin's northern flank,
The book also describes the invasion o f
Norway in 1940, and Hitler's obsession
with this country which remained
garrisoned by an extremely large force
until the end of the War. A large chapter is
devoted to the British Arctic Convoys,
which ran a perilous gauntlet of bombers,
U-boats and battleships, to bring
desperately needed supplies to Russia.
This oversized title is lavishly furnished
with photographs, and the concise
narrative provides a gripping introduction
to this very different war.

Norman Franks

FROM THE MARNE TO
VERDUN
A French Officer’s Diary
Charles Delvert

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
27591

£4.99

Charles Delvert was born in Paris in 1879.
During the First World War he rose to the
rank of captain in the French army and
served with great distinction at the front,
in particular during the Battle of Verdun
where his company mounted a heroic
defence of Fort Vaux. His account is
essential reading for anyone who is keen
to gain a direct insight into the Great War
from the French soldier's point of view,
and it bears comparison with the bestknown English and German memoirs and
journals of the Great War.
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Hardback, 182 pages
Published Price £17.99
28026

£4.99

Within the covers of this book recorded
for the first time together are the minibiographies of all sixty Airmen Awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross and Two
bars 1918-1955 along with the citations
that accompanied their awards, or in some
cases the recommendations for them. Also
recorded are citations for other decorations
such as the Distinguished Service Order, et
al. The recommendations were often
longer than the actual citations themselves,
and during periods of large numbers of all
types of awards, these citations did not
make it into the London Gazette, recording
name of the recipient only. As the reader
will discover, the range of airmen who
received the DFC and Two Bars, cover
most of the ambit of WWII operations, be
they fighter pilots, bomber pilots, nightfighter aircrew, aircrew navigators,
engineers, etc, or reconnaissance pilots.
Each has interesting stories, proving, if
proof be needed, their gallantry in action.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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GREAT GENERALS OF THE
ANCIENT WORLD
Professor Richard A. Gabriel

Hardback, 264 pages
Published Price £25
27349

£4.99

Using antiquity's great commanders as
study cases this is a fascinating
introduction to the nature of warfare and
the conditions that determined its
successful conduct,. It is a useful starting
point for anyone interested in the military
history of this period(s). Professor Gabriel
has selected the ten commanders whom he
believes to be the greatest of them all.
Those included, and more so those
omitted, will surprise many readers.
Conspicuous by their absence, for
example, are Alexander the Great and
Attila the Hun.

GALLIPOLI VICTORIA CROSS
HERO
The Price of Valour: the Triumph
and Tragedy of Hugo Throssell VC
John Hamilton

GERMAN LIGHT CRUISERS OF
WORLD WAR II

Jack Sheldon

Gerard Koop, Klaus-Peter Schmolke

Ken Anderson

Softback, 384 pages
Published Price £16.99

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £16.99

Hardback, 198 pp
Published Price £19.99

25483

Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £25
25393

THE GERMAN ARMY ON VIMY
RIDGE 1914-1917

£3.99

Australian Hugo Throssell went through
the bitter fighting at Gallipoli, and was
severely wounded and won a VC for his
outstanding courage. After the war he
became a pacifist and socialist, got into
debt, and was offered only ten shillings
when he tried to pawn his VC. He finally
shot himself with his own service pistol in
1933. This is a tragic story which raises
disturbing questions about how we reward
our heroes.

£3.99

In the generally flat country of Artois
Vimy Ridge stands out, making it clear
why it was so fiercely fought over in the
Great War. In this detailed study, Jack
Sheldon traces the story of the battles for
possession of the ridge from the Germans
seizing it in October 1914 down to its
recapture by the Canadian Corps in April
1917.This study employs a similar format
to the author's acclaimed The German
Army on the Somme 1914 – 1916 and The
German Army at Passchendaele. The
greater part of the text is based on the
words of the German participants
themselves. Commentary and evidence
from senior commanders are introduced as
necessary. The aim once again has been to
produce a work of popular history, which
nevertheless provides an important
authoritative contribution to the overall
historiography of the Great War.

GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914
-1918
Wolfgang Fleischer

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
28931

THE GERMAN 66TH
REGIMENT IN THE FIRST
WORLD WAR
The German Perspective

HERO ON THE WESTERN
FRONT
Discovering Sergeant York’s WWI
Battlefield
Michael Kelly

Otto Korfes (Author), Terence Zuber
(Translator)

Hardback 320 pages
Published Price £20
27852

£5.99

This solid unit history is a translation of
the original German text into English by
Terence Zuber. The German Infantry
Regiment 66 fought in most of the great
battles on the Western Front in the First
World War: Le Cateau, First Marne, Arras
1915, the Somme, Chemin des Dames
1917, the German March 1918 offensive,
Chemin des Dames 1918, Second Marne
and the Siegfried Line. This is the official
regimental history, written in 1930 by
Major Dr Otto Korfes, an officer in the
regiment for most of the war, and a
Reichsarchiv historian.

£3.99

The importance of artillery in warfare
grew more and more throughout the
nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.
New developments such as solid cannon
barrels improved hit accuracy and the
range of projectiles. This Fact File volume
focuses on German Artillery during the
Great War, when it could be argued that
artillery was for the first time the dominant
weapon on the battlefield. Wolfgang
Fleischer discusses the diversity of
artillery developed and used during the
First World War by the Germans.

Hardback, 343 pages
Published Price £25
28274

27888

25204

£3.99

An extraordinary and unique tale of how a
brave and loyal Australian First World
War soldier, Walter Schwarz, deserted,
then lied and bamboozled his way back
into the trenches after being withdrawn
because of Army prejudice against his
German origins. The book also shows how
Schwarz’s fellow Freemasons conspired to
help a Mason in distress. A great read and
a great story.

GERMAN MOTORCYCLES OF
WWII
A Visual History in Vintage Photos
and Restored Examples

GREAT WALLS AND LINEAR
BARRIERS
Peter Spring

Hardback, 370 pages
Published Price £25

David Doyle

Softback, 120 pages
Published Price £16.99
27687

25404

£3.99

The Great Wall of China, as this book
amply demonstrates, was just one of many
walls and barriers commonly built in the
ancient world to keep out enemies. The
author finds similar examples all over the
world: often such barriers were built by
settled farming communities to keep out
roving nomads.

£5.99

This volume features large, full colour
detail photos of the BMW R4; R12; R35;
R71; R74 and Zündapp KS750. Only the
very finest examples of these motorcycles
were sought out for inclusion in this title.
The detail in here is ideal for modellers
and good references for anyone who has a
preserved example of their own.

GIVENCHY IN THE GREAT
WAR
A Village on the Front Line 1914
-1918
Phil Tomaselli

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
27347
GERMAN PANZER I
A Visual History of the German
Army’s World War II Light Tank
David Doyle

£4.99

Sergeant York received the Medal of
Honour for leading an attack on a German
machine gun nest, taking at least one
machine gun, killing at least 25 enemy
soldiers and capturing 132. York's Medal
of Honour action occurred during the
United States-led portion of the MeuseArgonne Offensive in France, which was
intended to breach the Hindenburg line
and force the Germans to surrender. This
title is the story of the battlefield itself,
particularly the much-needed argument for
the ignored, "alternative" location of the
legendary shootout.

£4.99

Gerhard Koop does an excellent job
writing up the design, construction, and
operational life of the German light
cruisers of WWII This volume is devoted
to the six ships from Emden to Nurnberg
that were built between the wars. They
were primarily intended for commerceraiding, but the war gave them few
opportunities for such employment,
although they did provide useful support
for key naval operations in the Baltic and
North Sea. Two were lost in the 1940
Norway campaign, but the remainder
survived for most of the conflict

A GERMAN TOMMY
The Secret of a War Hero

Hardback, 168 pages
Published Price £22.99
27688

£5.99

David Doyle takes a close look at the
Panzer 1, which formed the backbone of
the German army's tank divisions and gave
them such an edge during the first years of
the war. Brilliantly illustrated

GERMAN PANZER II
A Visual History of the German
Army’s World War II Light Tank
David Doyle

Hardback, 168 pages
Published Price £22.95
27689

£3.99

During the Great War War Givenchy was
completely destroyed, as this was the only
part of the entire front that withheld the
force of the German offensive in the
spring of 1918. For much of the war, the
village was an area of fierce underground
warfare.

£5.99

Almost 200 well chosen wartime
photographs, with detailed captions
illustrate the Panzer II in all the theatres.
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GREAT WAR
The Countdown to Global
Conflict
Hardback 208 pges
Published Price £25
28169
£2.99
Patriotism and confidence in the
invincibility of the British Empire was as
strong in the minds of the Daily Mirror’s
demographic – the working people of
Britain.
The chain of events that led to World War
I was not immediately obvious to the
average person on the streets as - in the
days before television, rolling news or the
use of radio as an entertainment and
communication medium - there was only
one way for people to hear about what was
happening - from reading the daily papers.
Through the remarkable Daily Mirror
archive, the key factors in the outbreak of
the Great War are revealed in a way that
brings the era to life and reveals much that
has been lost to the mists of time.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
THE GREAT WAR
ILLUSTRATED: THE HOME
FRONT
THe Realization- Somme, Jutland
and Verdun

HANNIBAL’S ROAD
The Second Punic War in Italy 213
-203 BC

HEART OF A DRAGON
VCs of the Welsh Regiment 1845
-1902

HITLER TRIUMPHANT:
Alternate Decisions of WW 2

Mike Roberts

W. Alister Williams

Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

Hardback, 229 pages
Published Price £30

Softback
Published Price £13.99

David Bilton

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £14.99
27575

27841
£2.00

This informative is book among the better
of the books concerning the Home front,
taken from an international point of view
in W.W.I

Telephone : 01825 749494

£4.99

While Hannibal’s three great victories in
Italy are well known, this book picks and
deals with a little known period of the
Second Punic War. It focuses on the
events and campaigns in Italy following
the Roman disaster of Cannae in 1216 to
the recall of Hannibal to Africa some
twelve years later in 203 BC.

27893

£4.99

This is an in-depth examination of the
details of a number of individual VC
actions and other significant events in the
lives of the men concerned.

Peter G. T. Souras

10079

£3.99

Eleven ‘What If’ scenarios that would
have changed the course of the Second
World War and led to an Axis victory.
Leading historians explore the chilling and entirely plausible - possibility of a
Nazi win.

HITLER’S MUNICH MAN
The Fall of Sir Admiral Barry
Domvile
Martin Connolly

Hardback, 154 pages
Published Price £19.99
30017

HEAVY CRUISERS OF THE
ADMIRAL HIPPER CLASS
Gerard Koop, Klaus-Peter Schmolke

GUDERIAN
Panzer General

HARROGATE TERRIERS
1/5th Territorial Battalion, West
Yorkshire Regiment in The Great
War

Kenneth Macksey

Softback 228 pages
Published Price £14.99
28103

£3.99

This balanced biography draws on
material from Enigma sources and
information taken directly from the
extensive Guderian family archives to
explore the man who was partly
responsible for the development of modern
tank warfare and the drive for
mechanisation.

GUTHRIE’S WAR
A Surgeon of the Peninsula and
Waterloo

John Sheehan

Hardback, 351 pages
Published Price £25
27275

£4.99

This is one of the best examples of a
modern unit history. Mobilised on the
declaration of war “Harrogate Terriers”
served in France and Flanders from 1915
onwards, good coverage is given to all the
vital actions of 1917 and 1918 as we as to
earlier actions.

Softback, 208 pages
Published Price £16.99
27889

Danny S. Parker

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £12.99
28932

£2.99

Everything from preparations for the
offensive, to attitudes during the campaign
and after it was brought to a close are
covered, providing a fascinating and
invaluable record of the German
perspective - essential for a balanced view
of the battle.

HIGH WOOD
Michael Harrison

Michael Crumplin

Softback, 170 pages
Published Price £12.99

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
28478

£4.99

A well translated, concise history, it
covers the Admiral Hipper class, among
the largest heavy cruisers to serve in
World War II. Intended to be a class of
five, they enjoyed contrasting fortunes:
Seydlitz and Lutzow were never
completed; Blucher was the first major
German warship sunk in action; Admiral
Hipper became one of the most successful
commerce raiders of the war; while the
Prinz Eugen survived to be expended as a
target in one of the first American nuclear
tests in 1946.

HITLER’S ARDENNES
OFFENSIVE
The German View of the Battle of
the Bulge

£5.99

Admiral Sir Barry Edward Domvile, was a
high-ranking Royal Navy officer who was
interned during the Second World War for
being a Nazi sympathiser. This first book
to throw a spotlight on his saga, it
examines his writings, both open and
issued under a pseudonym, and considers
the legitimacy of his detention. With
photographs from the German archives,
substantial coverage using the Secret
Service files, Domvile’s personal diaries
and other sources.

28630

£5.99

HAKING A Dutiful Soldier
XI Corps Commander 1915-18: A
Study in Corps Command
Michael Senior

A very good quality Hardback
Edition of 308 pages with maps &
Plates
Published Price £25
24957
£2.99
General Sir Richard Cyril Byrne Haking,
GBE, KCB, KCMG commanded XI Corps
in the First World War, and was damned
as a boneheaded bungler for his bloody
and botched attack at Fromelles in 1916.
Arguments over the late release of
Haking's Corps on the first day of the
Battle of Loos were instrumental in
forcing the resignation of Sir John
French as Commander-in-Chief of the
BEF. Haking is remembered chiefly for
the high casualties suffered by his forces
(including many Australian troops) at the
second Battle of Fromelles, launched
while the Battle of the Somme was
underway 80 km to the south, although.
Although blocked from further promotion
he continued to command XI Corps including in Italy in the winter of 1917-18
and in Flanders in April 1918 - until the
end of the war.

£4.99

This up to date guide offers both novice
and seasoned visitor to the Somme a
handrail to the local area and provides a
good understanding of the events that took
place there. High Wood’s importance in
the battle of the Somme is found in its
name, as it dominates the landscape in all
directions. British possession of it in 1916
would allow observation over the
German’s 3rd battle line as far as
Bapaume, a major objective of the
offensive.

An excellent book, Guthrie was 'an
exceptionally gifted clinician and surgeon,
robust enough to perform well under fire,
work tirelessly during and after combat, be
outspoken surgically and withstand
criticism from colleagues'.

HITLER’S REVENGE
WEAPONS
The Final Blitz of London
Nigel Walpole

Hardback, 216 pages
Published Price £25

THE HITLER CONSPIRATOR
The Story of Kurt Baron Von
Plettenberg and Stauffenberg’s
Valkyrie Plot to Kill the Fuhrer

28041

Eberhard Schmidt

HEROIC HORSES
Tales of Equine Courage from
Waterloo to Korea
Duncan Forer

Softback, 216 pages
Published Price £19.95
27911

£3.99

The tale of a number of military horses
and their contributions in a range of wars
and conflicts across the globe from the
Napoleonic era to the Korean War. The
book recounts the stories and exploits of
some famous war horses and some far less
well-known, along with those of their
riders, and in so doing describes the
history of those wars and campaigns.

HITLER’S GIRLS
Doves amongst Eagles

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27498

Tim Heath

£4.99

The biography of Plettenberg a soldier in
both world wars and member of the
German Resistance (Widerstand). He
belonged to the circle of close friends
which included Claus Schenk Graf von
Stauffenberg, Johannes Popitz, Ludwig
Beck, Ulrich von Hassell, Carl-Hans Graf
von Hardenberg and Fabian von
Schlabrendorff. He was involved in the
preparations for the 20 July plot, an
attempt to assassinate Adolf Hitler, Führer
of the Third Reich. To avoid betraying his
friends under torture, he threw himself out
of a third-floor window of the Gestapo’s
"house prison" at Prinz-Albrecht-Straße in
Berlin.

Softback, 240 pages
Published Price £14.99
30090

£3.99

Concentrating purely on the role of
German girls in Hitler's Third Reich, we
learn of their home lives, schooling,
exploitation and eventual militarisation,
from firsthand accounts of women who
were indoctrinated into the Jung Madel
and Bund Deutcscher Madel as young
girls.
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£4.99

With painstaking research the author has
included in this well thought out book
visits to Peenemunde, Mimoyecques and
other sites in mainland Europe where these
weapons were developed and from which
they were launched. Walpole has included
many fascinating photographs of the
weapons themselves, pictures of them
taken by photo-reconnaissance aircraft as
well as images of their various different
launch sites. Along with the V1 and V2,
he also provides details of the V3 and
potential future developments of the V2
(A4) missile.
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IMAGES OF WAR: ANIMALS IN
THE GREAT WAR
Lucinda Moore

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99
28628

£3.99

A more unusual offering title from he
popular “IMAGES” series, from dogs and
birds to the occasionally downright
bizarre.

IMAGES OF THE NATIONAL
ARCHIVES: ARMISTICE
HITLER’S WARTIME ORDERS
The Complete Directives 1939-1945
Bob Caruthers

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
30044

HULL COMMERCIALS
A History of the 10th (Service)
Battalion of the East Yorkshire
Regiment

HMS BELLEROPHON
Colin Pengelly

Hardback, 304 pp
Published Price £19.99
25201

£4.99

HMS Bellerophon - or ‘`Billy Ruffian’ to
her crew - was a typical ship of the line of
the Napoleonic Wars. The 74-gunner
fought on the Glorious First of June and
was with Nelson at the Nile and Trafalgar.
Her most famous hour, though, came
when she carried her old enemy, Napoleon
Bonaparte, into exile after his downfall at
Waterloo.

Timothy Venning

Hardback, 236 pages
Published Price £19.99
28068

28933
£5.99

Hull Commercials served in 31st Division
at Serre on the first day of the Battle of the
Somme in 1916, though they escaped the
worst of the disaster. However, they
suffered heavy casualties in the same area
later in the year, and again at Oppy Wood
in early 1917. They continued to serve on
the Western Front for the rest of the war,
including hard fighting against the German
Spring Offensive and in the final Hundred
Days Offensive.

THE HULL ZEPPELIN RAIDS
1915-1919
Arthur G. Credland

SB, 176 pp
Published Price £16.99
24557

£3.99

A dramatic account of the little-known
Zeppelin raids on Hull in the great War.
The first raid found the city utterly
defenceless, but energetic countermeasures were taken, dramatically
reducing casualties.

£3.99

If you are interested in counterfactual
history, this book will most likely appeal
to you. This is a exploration of how the
history of Europe, and indeed the world,
might have been different if the Western
Roman Empire had survived the crises that
pulled it apart in the 4th and 5th centuries.

ILLUSTRATED WAR
REPORTS: TRENCH WARFARE
Contemporary Combat Images
from the Great War
Bob Carruthers

Softback 128 pages illustrated
throughout
Published Price £12.99
28237
£2.99
Following the time frame of the Great
War, drawings and illustrations show a
range of combatants from throughout the
commonwealth fighting Germans, Italians
and Turks. Many were used to illustrate
ether a remarkable act of heroism or those
who received medals for their bravery.

£3.99

The 1956 Hungarian Revolution was the
first tear in the Iron Curtain. Hungarians
from all walks of life rose up against
insurmountable odds to fight the brutal
Soviet-installed Hungarian communist
government.

27654

IMAGES OF WAR- THE
DESERT AIR WAR 1940-1943

I CHOSE THE SKY
Leonard H. Rochford DSC and bar, DFC

Hardback, 184 pages, Illustrated
Published Price £16
25846
£3.99
These are the Great War memoirs of
veteran flyer 'Tich' Rochford, who writes
about his action-packed two years serving
with No.3 (Naval) Squadron in Sopwith
Pups and Camels.This classic first-hand
account is told in vivid detail throughout.

ILYUSHIN/BERIYEV A-50
The Soviet Sentry
Yefim Gordon

Softback, 96 pages
Published Price £16.99
27414

£4.99

Offers
the
Soviet/Russian
aircraft
specialist a first-rate volume on the A-50.
The volume is complete with full
developmental coverage and colour sideviews of the aircraft in various schemes.

IMAGES OF WAR: AXIS
ARMOURED FIGHTING
VEHICLES OF THE SECOND
WORLD WAR
Michael Green

Christopher Ailsby

£4.99

£3.99

Hitler's
Sky
Warriors
contains
biographical details on all the main
parachute commanders, such as Kurt
Student, Bernhard Herman Ramcke and
Richard Heidrich, and includes appendices
that contain information about divisional
orders of battle and Knight's Cross
winners. Illustrated throughout by many
photographs.

Images of War: AMERICAN
EAGLES
US Fighter Pilots in the RAf
Tony Holmes

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99
28907

£3.99

In typical IOW style American Eagles
provides a photographic snapshot of the
lives of the American fighter pilots who
volunteered their services during World
War II, as well as the Spitfires and
Hurricanes they flew.
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£3.99

While everybody knows about D-Day, not
too much time had been devoted to the
Allied landings in the South of France in
the summer of 1944. This book, another
addition to the Images of War series, fills
that knowledge gap by looking at the use
of tanks in this campaign.

Softback, 208 pages
Published Price £16.99
£3.99

30022

In this book the author not only tells his
story of flying against the Japanese but he
succeeds in painting a much wider canvas
embracing the events leading up to and
during the Japanese invasion of Singapore
and the Dutch West Indies.

27389

Anthony Tucker-Jones

Terence Kelly

28914

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99

£3.99

This new volume in the long-running
Images of War series features the actions
of the British Army on the Somme. Not
only is the book comprised of rare
photographs illustrating the actions of the
British army fighting on the Somme, but it
is accompanied by a powerful text written
by Official War Correspondent Philip
Gibbs, who was an eyewitness to the
events.

Softback, 248 pages
Published Price £14.99

Hardback, 205 pages
Published Price £19.99

IMAGES OF WAR: ARMOURED
WARFARE FROM THE
RIVIERA TO THE RHINE 1944
-1945
Anthony Tucker-Jones

IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER’S
SKY WARRIORS
German Paratroopers in Action
1939-1945

HURRICANES VERSUS ZERO
Air Battles over Singapore,
Sumatra and Java

William Mowll

This is a book full of great detail, clearly
the result of much careful research and
labour in making a fine model. The great
pains that William Mowll has gone to
ensure authenticity are evident.

Sir Philip Gibbs

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99

With some interesting images of the Regia
Aeronautica for those that are unfamiliar
with Italian Air Force aircraft. The wide
range of Italian, British, German and
American aircraft involved, the air and
ground crews from all sides, and the
conditions in which they operated and
fought are all shown in this varied
selection of photographs.

Louis Archard

Hardback, 128 pages. Dimensions :
19.3 x 24.89 cm fully illustrated in
colour & B&W
Published Price £25
30050
£5.99

THE IMAGES OF WAR BRITISH
ON THE SOMME 1916

30094

Softback, 129 pages
Published Price £14.99

HMS GANNET
Ship and Model

£3.99

With useful chapters on treaties,
demobilisation,
women's
uniformed
services, disability, Peace Day, The
Unknown Warrior and The Cenotaph.
Disability is probably the best chapter in
the book: both informative and thoughtprovoking.

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99

HUNGARIAN UPRISING
Budapest’s Cataclysmic Twelve
Days 1956

28060

Softback, 132 pages
Published Price £14.99
30102

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

David Bilton

£5.99

Hitler's War directives from 1939-1944
with a new introduction and commentary.
Führerbefehle were instructions and
strategic plans issued by Adolf Hitler
himself. They covered a wide range of
subjects from detailed direction of military
units in World War II to the governance of
occupied territories and their populations.

Louise Bell

IF ROME HADN’T FALLEN
How the Survival of Rome Might
Have Changed World History

28063

£3.99

An excellent addition to any model
builders and military vehicle enthusiasts
library, 200 pages of excellent information
with 250 photos.

IMAGES OF WAR: BATTLE
FOR THE CAUCASUS 1942-1943
Anthony Tucker-Jones

Softback, 136 pages
Published Price £14.99
28064

£3.99

In late 1942 Hitler's forces advanced far
into the Caucasus in the southern Soviet
Union in one of the most ambitious
offensives of the Second World War, but
this extraordinary episode is often
forgotten-it is overshadowed by the
disastrous German attack on Stalingrad
which took place at the same time. Using
over 150 wartime photographs Anthony
Tucker-Jones gives the reader a graphic,
concise introduction to this remarkable but
neglected campaign on the Eastern Front.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
IMAGES OF WAR: GERMAN
ARMOUR LOST ON THE
WESTERN FRONT

IMAGES OF WAR: M1 Abrams
Tank

Bob Carruthers

Softback 192 pages
Published Price £14.99

Softback, 148 pages
Published Price £14.99
28622

£4.99

The German armoured forces lost some
10,000 armoured fighting vehicles. Today
there are very few surviving vehicles from
the Wehrmacht. We are fortunate therefore
that these unique photographs detail the
fate of the Panzers destroyed in action in
the west.

IMAGES OF WAR: GERMANS
IN FLANDERS 1917-1918
Rare Photographs from Wartime
Archives
David Bilton

IMAGES OF WAR: BATTLE OF
IWO JIMA : RAISING THE
FLAG
February-March 1945
Mark Kahn

Softback, 201 pages
Published Price £16.99
28518

£3.99

The battle Iwo Jima resulted in one of the
most iconic images to emerge from the
Second World War the raising of the
American flag on the summit of Mount
Suribachi.

IMAGES OF WAR: BEYOND
ROME TO THE ALPS
Across the Arno and Gothic Line
1944-1945

SB, 208 pp
Published Price £14.99
24235

Photographs of the Great War from the
German side are unfamiliar to an Englishspeaking readership, but provide a
fascinating portrait of the enemy on ‘the
other side of the hill’. This volume, with a
picture on every page, describes the
increasingly desperate fortunes of the
Germans in Flanders in the last two years
of the war from Third Ypres
(Passchendaele) in July 1917 to the final
collapse and Armistice of November 1918.

£4.99

The dramatic events after the liberation of
Rome in June 44, are described in words
and images in this good Images of War
title.

IMAGES OF WAR: FIGHTERS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN
WORLD WAR TWO
Graham Simons

Softback, 128 pp
Published Price £14.99
£3.99

A vivid account of some of the
conception, construction and development
of some of the most important fighter
aircraft of the Second World War in both
pictures and print.

26181

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £14.99

IMAGES OF WAR: GERMAN
ARMOUR LOST IN COMBAT
ON THE EASTERN FRONT

£4.99

From the ever growing IOW series,rare
photographs from both German and
Russian sources : Today there are very few
surviving vehicles from the Wehrmacht.
which illustrate the fate of many of the
armoured fighting vehicles of Hitler's
much vaunted Panzerwaffe.

The third volume in Nik Cornish's
photographic history of the Second World
War on the Eastern Front records in vivid
visual detail the sequence of Red Army
offensives that pushed the Wehrmacht
back across Russia after the failure of the
Operation Citadel, the German attack at
Kursk. A very well chosen selection of
photos offer a lot for modellers, perhaps
one of the reasons for the popularity of the
Images of War series among hobbyists.

£4.99

Good pictorial source that is focused on
the US army experience.

Ian Baxter

30024

David Doyle

28509

£4.99

Through hundreds of colour photos, the
bulk previously unpublished, Images of
War: M2 Bradley explores America's
premier Infantry Fighting Vehicle in an
unprecedented level of detail. Go inside
and out the modern-day icon, then ride it
into battle through they myriad of photos
presented in this book. See why Bradley
remains one of the most formidable
armoured combat vehicles of its class,
even as it logs over 35 years of service.

£4.99

One in the ongoing series of “IOW”, that
are photographic collections grouped
together into themes for publication. This
covers the Battle for Monte Cassio in Italy
in early 1944, with eleven chapters,
breaking the photographs into specific
elements of the overall battle.

IMAGES OF WAR: NORMANDY
1944
The Battle for Caen
Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99
30034

Jon Diamond

Ian Baxter

Softback, 142 pages
Published Price £14.99
£4.99

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £14.99
28492

28621

IMAGES OF WAR: STILWELL
AND THE CHINDITS
The Allied Campaign in Northern
Burma 1941-1944
John Diamond

IMAGES OF WAR: ROMMEL IN
NORTH AFRICA
Quest for the Nile
David Mitchelhill-Green

Softback, 232 pages
Published Price £14.99
27830

£3.99

In this title from the ever popular “Images
of War” series, that is amply illustrated
and well captioned, the author examines
the privations and challenges Rommel
faced in leading his coalition force.

IMAGES OF WAR: SALERNO
TO THE GUSTAV LINE 1943
-1944
Jon Diamond

Softback, 208 pages
Published Price £15.99
30027

Softback, 176 pages
Published Price £16.99
25464

IMAGES OF WAR: SOPWITH
CAMELS OVER ITALY 1917
-1918
Softback, 103 pages
Published Price £14.99
£3.99

From the ever growing IOW series, many
good aircraft photographs complemented
by some useful biographies of the pilots
assigned to the 3 squadrons the RAF sent
fight in the Italian campaign.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

£3.99

The Chindit guerilla campaigns conceived
by Orde Wingate in Burma remain
controversial. This illustrated book argues
that the battles fought behind the lines by
Wingate’s men contributed hugely to the
success of US General Joe Stilwell’s
Sino-American forces in seizing the key
Japanese base of Myitkyina

IMAGES OF WAR: T-54/55
The Soviet Army’s Cold War Main
Battle Tank
Anthony Tucker Jones

Softback, 136 pages
Published Price £14.99
28616

£4.99

As the series description implies, there are
a lot of large and nicely chosen images,
including a section that has a close-up look
at various parts of the tank.

IMAGES OF WAR: T34
The Red Army’s Legendary
Medium Tank
Anthony Tucker-Jones

£4.99

The difficult fighting of the Italian
Campaign up to the Nazi defence of
Cassino is covered in the popular “IOW”
style, this is a very useful addition to this
ongoing series.

28410

£3.99

This volume in the long-running Images of
War series features images taken by
participants, and portrays the SS
Totenkopfs history from formation
through training to the battles in northern
France and in Russia.

£3.99

The Panzer I and II were the precursors of
the formidable range of medium and
heavy tanks that followed-the Panzer III
and IV and the Panther and Tiger-and this
book is a fascinating photographic record
of them.

£4.99

IMAGES OF WAR: SS
TOTENKOPF DIVISION AT
WAR

Softback, 240 pages
Published Price £15.99

Norman Franks

The bitter fighting between the British
Second
Army
and
the
German
Panzergruppe West for control of the city
of Caen and vicinity, during the larger
Battle of Normandy.

£4.99

This book gives a glimpse into one of the
most infamous Waffen-SS divisions
fielded in WW2 - It fought in France, the
Soviet Union, Greece (where it
orchestrated the Distomo massacre) and
Pomerania.

Anthony Tucker Jones

Softback, 264 pages
Published Price £16.99

£3.99

A volume in the long-running Images of
War series features photographs from both
official and unofficial SS sources illustrate
the role of the individual in this epic
struggle. This is a candid and
comprehensive picture of warfare on the
Russian Front at the sharp end. These were
the men who manned the trenches,
climbed mountains and marched across the
endless steppe in all seasons.

Softback, 141 pages
Published Price £14.99

IMAGES OF WAR: PANZER I
AND II
The Birth of Hitler’s Panzerwaffe
IMAGES OF WAR: M2/M3
BRADLEY

27653

IMAGES OF WAR: SS POLIZEI
DIVISION AT WAR 1940-1945
History of the Division

This superbly researched account traces
the course of the bitterly fought battles
between January and June 1944 in the”
IOW’s” wining formula of words and
images.

Simon Forty

£3.99

30047

30045

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99
27351

Softback
Published Price £14.99

IMAGES OF WAR: ON TO
ROME
Anzio and Victory at Cassino 1944

30100

Bob Carruthers

Softback, 148 pages
Published Price £14.99

Bob Carruthers

Although only 100 examples were
produced, the 155mm Gun Motor Carriage
M12 served with distinction as an
infantry-support weapon and in particular
as a bunker-buster during the U.S. assault
on the Siegfried Line in the winter of 1944
-45.

Jeffrey Plowman

Nik Cornish

Simon Forty

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99

David Doyle

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £14.99

IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER
VERSUS STALIN: KURSK TO
BAGRATION
The Eastern Front 1943-1944

IMAGES OF WAR: SS
GRENADIERS ON THE
RUSSIAN FRONT

Softback, 152 pages illustrated in
colour (60 pages) & B&W
throughout
Published Price £14.99
30112
£3.99

IMAGES OF WAR: MONTE
CASSINO
Armoured Forces in the Battle for
the Gustav Line

£3.99

A useful addition to the ever-growing
Images of War series, this title covers the
Eastern Front in WW2, depicting the war,
in good clear photographs, from the
viewpoint of a motorised telephone line
and pole-laying unit, that were taken by a
professional photographer, conscripted
into the German army in 1940 and posted
to Ukraine 1941-1943. Of particular
interest to the military vehicle specialist
will be the huge range of vehicles in use
by this unit, from French lorries and half
tracks to German vehicles of every kind,
including tractors and Russian lorries.

IMAGES OF WAR: NORMANDY
1944, THE BATTLE OF THE
HEDGEROWS

IMAGES OF WAR: M12 GUN
MOTOR CARRIAGE

£3.99

Nik Cornish portrays in the selection of
rare wartime images he's selected for this
graphic history of the war on the Eastern
Front. The key aspects of the opening year
of the war are vividly recorded - Operation
Barbarossa; the German and Soviet forces
as they marched and fought their way
across the countryside and through the
villages and towns of the Ukraine, Belarus
and the Baltic states; the clashes at Brest,
Smolensk, Kiev; the failure of Operation
Typhoon, the turning point in this phase of
the war which denied to Hitler the
anticipated quick victory in the East.

David Mitchelhill-Green

28620

A very good primer for the Abrams, the
photos are well chosen and whilst some of
the earlier images have been seen in
previous publications, many of the more
recent ones have not.

Nik Cornish

IMAGES OF WAR: FIGHTING
IN UKRAINE
A Photographer at War

27402

£3.99

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £15.99

24309

28606

IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER
VERSUS STALIN
The Eastern Front 1941-1942,
Barbarossa to Moscow

Jon Diamond

30070

£3.99

Michael Green

Telephone : 01825 749494

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99
28602

£4.99

Informative and well written primer on the
T-34 in Soviet WW2 service,as well as a
range of rare archive photographs, +
photographs of a surviving example of the
T-34, the book features specially
commissioned colour illustrations.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
IMAGES OF WAR: THE BEF IN
1917
Arras, Vimy, Messines,
Passchendaele and Cambrai

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH ARMY ON THE
SOMME 1916

Bob Carruthers

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99
27834

£3.99

This new volume in the long-running
Images of War series features the actions
of the British Army at Passchendaele,as is
usual with this series of books it
incorporates a wide range of images, that
in this case encompass the actions of the
British infantry and their supporting
artillery. Also featured are images which
depict the almost incomprehensible state
of the waterlogged trenches. Portraits of
the British troops are contrasted with
German prisoners of war and the endless
battle to get the supply columns through to
the front.

IN GOOD COMPANY
The First World War Letters and
Diaries of the Hon, William Fraser,
Gordon Highlanders

Ian Summer

30103

William Fraser, David Fraser

Hardback, 348 pages
Published Price £19.99

£4.99
26970

In familiar “IOW” style - the French sector
in the south of the battlefield which is
often overshadowed by events in the
British sector further north.

IMAGES OF WAR: VICTORY IN
EUROPE

27161

£2.99

IMAGES OF WAR: U-BOAT
PREY
Merchant Sailors at War 1939-1942

David Bilton

Softback 159 pages
Published Price £14.99
28719

Bob Carruthers

Softback 128 pages
Published Price £14.99
27977

£3.99

This volume in the long-running Images of
War series features the actions of the
British Army at Ypres from 1914-15.

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH AIR FORCE IN THE
FIRST WORLD WAR
Ian Summer

£4.99

In seven crisply-written chapters the
author traces the course of French military
aviation from balloons and other preWorld War I developments through the
weeks
immediately
following
the
Armistice
This
well-assembled
photographic title from the useful “IOW”
series.

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH ARMY IN THE FIRST
WORLD WAR
Ian Sumner

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99
27405

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
GERMANS ON THE SOMME

£3.99

Using a selection of over 150 rare wartime
photographs,
Sumner
provides
an
overview of many aspects of a French
soldier’s service. But while the
photographs create a fascinating all-round
portrait of the French poilu at war, they
also give an insight into the army as a
whole, and offer a French perspective on
the Great War. A great reference book
from this popular series.

Offering an unfamiliar view of a
familiar battleground, this book of
evocative photographs with captions
and an explanatory text shows the
Somme from the point of view of the
Germans who occupied the area in the
Great War.

Images of War: THE RED ARMY
AT WAR
Artem Drabkin

Softback 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
28376

£3.99

The 160 contemporary photographs from
the Russian archives that have been
selected for this book give a striking
insight into all sides of wartime service for
the Soviet soldier. The whole range of
military experience is portrayed here, from
recruitment and the rigors of training to
transport, marching and the ordeal of
combat.

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
WAFFEN SS IN COMBAT
Bob Carruthers

Softback, 176 pages
Published Price £14.99
27087

£3.99

This book tells in true Images of War style
the story of those final months of the
Second World War. Unique photography
and informed captions capture the Allied
campaigns in NW Europe and Italy
culminating in the celebration of victory
both at home and in theatre.

Philip Kaplan

25197

26212

£4.99

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the
graves in the Lijssenthoek Military
Cemetery. Lijssenthoek was the location
for a number of casualty clearing stations
during the First World War and is the
second largest CWGC cemetery in
Belgium after Tyne Cot Cemetery. It was
one of the cemeteries visited by King
George V during his 1922 pilgrimage to
the battlefields of the First World War.

£3.99

In the Second World War the Merchant
Navy kept the vital sea lanes open to
supply Britain with the sinews of war, and
her people with the means to stay alive. In
this, the first volume of a history of the
Merchant Navy’s struggle, due tribute is
paid to the courage of the men who
resisted the U-boat threat at the cost of
30,000 of their lives.

IMAGES OF WAR: VETERAN
LANCS
Photographic Record of the 35
RAF Lancasters That Each
Completed One Hundred Sorties
Norman Franks

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £14.99
27543

£3.99

£3.99

Paperback, 128 PP
Published Price £14.99

David Bilton

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £14.99
28017

Softback, 156 pages
Published Price £14.99
30023

£3.99

Covers the actions of the German Army in
the Low Countries during 1915 and 1916.
In its broad compass it looks at the battles
with the French, Belgians and British,
concentrating mostly on the latter.This is
the second in a series of 'Images of war'
titles covering the German Army in
Flanders at various times in the war. All
three follow the usual IOW style and
pattern.

Paul Chapman

Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £25

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £12.99
27866

Excellent images that show a good picture
of what the French Army was going
through during Battle of Verdun.

IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: LIJSSENTHOEK
MILITARY CEMETERY

Andy Rawson

Ian Sumner

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
GERMANS IN FLANDERS 1915
-16

£4.99

This is a account by the Hon. William
Fraser, Gordon Highlanders, of his service
in the First World War. Several times
wounded, he went to Flanders in 1914
with the 2nd Battalion and commanded
successively a platoon, a company, a
Territorial battalion and a Regular
battalion, ending the war as a lieutenantcolonel of twenty-eight, having survived
the battles of First, Second and Third
Ypres, Arras, Cambrai and the final
triumphs of 1918.

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH ARMY AT VERDUN

IMAGES OF WAR: THE
BRITISH AT FIRST AND
SECOND YPRES

Telephone : 01825 749494

£3.99

This book covers the history of these 35
incredible Lancasters, featuring many
photographs of both aircraft and crew
members drawn together in an effort to
create a photographic record of these
veterans.In addition, there is a section
dedicated to many Lancasters that, whilst
not achieving this almost magic total,
either through eventual loss or the ending
of the war, did achieve a large number of
operations. Pictures of these have been
added so that their achievements, as well
as the achievements of the crews who flew
in them, can be viewed together.

IMAGES OF WAR: WAR IN
THE BALKANS
The Battle for Greece and Crete
1940-1941

IMAGES OF WAR: WITH
ROMMEL IN THE DESERT
Tripoli to Alamein
David Mitchelhill-Green

Softback, 216 pages
Published Price £14.99
27506

IMAGES OF WAR: WITH THE
GUNS 1914-1918
A Subaltern’s Story
Stanley Foxall, John Jones

Jeffrey Plowman

Softback, 118 pages
Published Price £14.99

SB, 160 pp
Published Price £14.99
25034

£3.99

This book is a pictorial narrative of the
unfolding conflict from the arrival of the
Deutsches Afrikakorps until Rommels
departure from the battlefield in March
1943. We view the desert war, with its
shifting fortunes and unique challenges,
primarily through the lens of ordinary
combatants. This is their personal record
of serving with Rommel in the desert.

£3.99

Jeffrey Plowman’s powerful collection of
photographs starkly portrays the changing
course of the Second World War in the
Balkans, from the fiasco of the early
Italian invasions of Albania and Greece, to
the more savage struggles as the Germans
invaded the region, sweeping through
Yugoslavia, Greece, and conquering Crete
by parachute.

27437

£3.99

A WW1 period addition to the Images of
War series, unusual as it contains the
photographs taken by a gifted amateur,
showing aspects of his service in WW1. A
very useful title for uniform study.

This powerful photographic record is
essential reading for anyone with an
interest in the course of the war from the
German
perspective
and
clearly
demonstrates the scale of the task
undertaken by the Waffen-SS on all fronts.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: MENIN GATE
NORTH
Paul Chapman

Hardback, 408 pages
Published Price £30
27417

£4.99

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the The
Ypres Menin Gate Memorial, this bears
the names of more than 54,000 soldiers
who died before 16 August 1917 and have
no known grave, this is the most wellknown war memorial in the world and is
an important place of pilgrimage for
visitors to the battlefields. From October
1914 to October 1918, five major
offensives occurred at Ypres in Belgium,
and by the time the last shells fell nearly
200,000 servicemen had been killed. Since
1928, the Last Post has been sounded
every evening at 8pm under the memorial.
Only during the Second World War has
this ceremony been interrupted.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: MENIN GATE
SOUTH

Telephone : 01825 749494

INTO THE DARK WATER
The Story of Three Officers and
PT-109

JUNKERS JU 88
The Twilight Years: Biscay to the
Fall of Germany

Paul Chapman

John Domagalski

Chris Goss

Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £30

Hardback 280 pages
Published Price £16.99

Softback 198 pages
Published Price £14.99

26208

£4.99

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the
Ypres Menin Gate Memorial, which bears
the names of more than 54,000 soldiers
who died before 16 August 1917 and have
no known grave, this is the most wellknown war memorial in the world and an
important place of pilgrimage for visitors
to the battlefields. From October 1914 to
October 1918, five major offensives
occurred at Ypres in Belgium, and by the
time the last shells fell nearly 200,000
servicemen had been killed. Since 1928,
the Last Post has been sounded every
evening at 8pm under the memorial. Only
during the Second World War was this
ceremony interrupted.

28373

£2.99

30066

History has long recorded that John F.
Kennedy's heroic efforts after the sinking
of his PT-109 led to his successful
political career as Representative, Senator,
and ultimately President. But, as John
Domagalski
demonstrates
in
this
thoroughly researched narrative, there was
far more to the boat's achievements in the
South Pacific than the terrifying night
when a Japanese destroyer cut her in two.

THE KAISER’S FIRST POWs
Philip Chinnery

Softback, 191 pages
Published Price £19.99
28078

IN PURSUIT OF THE ESSEX
Heroism and Hubris on the High
Seas in the War of 1812

Paul Chapman

27415

£4.99

Proctor Patterson Jones

Softback, 792 pages
Published Price £25
28269

£5.99

Along with General Bertrand's memoirs,
Louis-Joseph Marchand's memoirs are the
best account of the Emperor Napoleon's
exile in St. Helena. Serving as valet to
Napoleon, Marchand traces the path of the
Emperor from his high point to his first
exile in Elba and later exile on St. Helena.
Marchand's intimate acquaintance with the
Emperor dates from his service on Elba.
The tragic details of the Hundred Days and
the flight from France after Waterloo are
recounted by a literate and knowledgeable
man who fully realised he was writing
about an era and a leader of great import.

IN PEACE AND WAR
Memoirs of an Exiled Polish
Cavalry Officer

Martin Bowman

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
£5.99

A recommended title that is not about the
aircraft but the air campaigns fought,
starting with the B52 raids on Hanoi, the
US raid on Libya, through the Falklands
and on to the Gulf Wars. The final chapter
deals with the war on terror. This is
superbly written, and well described, often
in the words of the men who took part.

27092

£4.99

A chronological history that lays out out
the genesis, development, combat actions,
countermeasures, and the continual
evolution of the Kamikaze and the
attempts to stop them.

Rachel Bilton

£3.99

The crux of the memoirs are his wartime
experiences during the Polish 1939
Campaign when he commanded a bicycle
platoon in the 19th Lancers Regiment,
taking part in the well-known Battle of
Mokra when the Volhynian Cavalry
Brigade held up a German Panzer
Division. Following the fall of Poland, he
escaped across the mountains into
Hungary from whence to France to join
the reforming Polish Army.

Softback, 194 pages
Published Price £12.99
30003

£4.99

A wide range of personal experiences are
covered in the seventeen chapters of this
book. All the stories are written by the
participants who describe exactly what
happened to them while they fought in the
greatest battles of the First World War.

INTO THE BLUE
Norman Macmillan OBE, MC, AFC

Hardback, 236 pages, Illustrated
Published Price £16
25845
£3.99
An extraordinary 'classic' record of one
man's exemplary service, authoritatively
written, this is a gem that everyone with an
interest in WWI flying should place on
their book shelves. Norman Macmillan
was decorated with the Military Cross for
conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty
in 1918 and was also later awarded the
prestigious Air Force Cross.

IRISH ACES IN THE RFC AND
THE RAF IN THE FIRST
WORLD WAR
The Lives Behind The Legends

Nigel Atter, Peter Simkins

Softback, 144 pages,10 maps in
colour, Illustrated throughout.
Published Price £16.99
26171
£2.00

Joe Gleeson

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25
27326

INSIDE THE REGIMENT
The Officers and Men of the 30th
Regiment during the Revolutionary
Napoleonic Wars
Carole Divall

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
28024

27416

Peter C. Smith

IN THE TRENCHES
Those Who Were There

Softback, 108 pages
Published Price £16.99
28668

£4.99

On 26 October 1812, during the war
between Britain and the United States, the
frigate USS Essex set sail on the most
remarkable voyage in the early history of
the US navy. After rounding Cape Horn,
she proceeded to systematically destroy
the British South Seas whaling fleet. When
news reached the Royal Navy's South
American station at Rio de Janeiro, HMS
Phoebe was sent off in pursuit. So began
one of the most extraordinary chases in
naval history.

Tadeusz Baczkowski

IN THE SHADOW OF BOIS
HUGO
The 8th Lincolns at the Battle of
Loos

Nigel Atter has produced a thorough and
rather eye-opening account of the
battalion’s experience at Loos in 1915.
British historiography hasn’t been kind to
the reserves who fought at Loos claiming, at worst: 'They bolted!' and, at
best, they were tired out by a forced
march... hungry and wet through. The
reality is at least one company stood and
fought until almost completely out of
ammunition, with all their officers dead or
seriously wounded; surrounded by
Germans with machine guns, the surviving
Lincolns were captured.

KAMIKAZE
To Die for the Emperor

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

IN NAPOLEON’S SHADOW
The Memoirs of Louis-Joseph
Marchand, Valet and Friend of the
Emperor 1811-1821

JET WARS IN THE NUCLEAR
AGE
1972 To The Present Day

Ben Hughes

Hardcover, 416 pages
Published Price £25
Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the the
largest CWGC cemetery in the world,
Tyne Cot, many of those who fell on the
Passchendaele battlefields are buried here.
Tyne Cot was a barn that stood near the
level crossing on the road from
Passchendaele to Broodseinde, and around
it were a number of blockhouses. King
George V visited Tyne Cot cemetery in
1922 during his visit to the cemeteries of
the First World War. He chose a
blockhouse as the site on which the Cross
of Sacrifice was placed.

£5.99

This books describes the life and times of
prisoners and the manner in which the
Germans dealt with the problems involved
in accommodating them. Covers not just
British POW’s and not just 1914.

IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: TYNE COT
CEMETERY AND MEMORIAL

26211

£4.99

This is an excellent volume on the Junkers
Ju 88, presenting an overview of the
aircraft and the men who flew it in most of
the roles it undertook; bomber, intruder,
long-range day fighter and reconnaissance.

£4.99

With a remarkable depth of research
Gleeson's book sets the this record straight
by examining the lives and legends of each
Irish Great War Ace. Six thousand Irish
airmen served during the First World War
and made a disproportionate and unsung
contribution: 29 Irish aces accounted for
400 enemy aircraft.

KINGS AND KINGSHIP IN THE
HELLENISTIC WORLD 350-30
BC
JOHNNY GET YOUR GUN
A Personal Narrative of the
Somme, Ypres and Arras
John F. Tucker

19.99Hardback, 207 pages
Published Price £19.99
25403
£4.99
Boy soldier John Tucker was just
seventeen when he enlisted in the
Kensington Regiment 1914, patriotic and
naive. He survived three years in the
trenches, going through the battles of the
Somme, Arras, Cambrai and third Ypres
(Passchendaele). He goes into graphic
detail of some of the horrors of war that he
witnessed, such as the sight of dead and
wounded soldiers. He was wounded
seriously in 1918 in the Beaurains-Tilloy
sector; being hit by a piece of shrapnel
which penetrated his lung, and was left for
dead by his comrades, until finally being
evacuated to blighty

THE JOURNEY’S END
BATTALION
The 9th East Surrey in the Great
War
Michael Lucas

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £12.99

£5.99

A good analysis as to how a regiment
worked at the time of the Peninsular War.

28627

£3.99

Sheds new light on the wartime career of
R.C. Sherriff, also a valuable record of the
operation of a British battalion on the
Western Front during the Great War.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

Dr. John D. Grainger

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25
30011

£5.99

A fascinating account of intrigue, power
politics, dynastic alliances and warfare in
the
ancient
Mediterranean
world
overlapping three continents.

KUBELWAGEN AND
SCHWIMMWAGEN
A Visual History of German
Army’s Multi-Purpose Vehicles
David Doyle

Softback, 120 pages
Published Price £17.99
27690

£5.99

Produced with the full and complete
cooperation of the Kübel Korps, one of the
world’s
largest
KübelwagenSchwimmwagen restoration groups, this
title presents only the very finest restored
examples. Early examples of the
Kübelwagen are featured, as is a very rare
1945 model. No detail is left unrevealed,
with interiors, multiple engine views and
undercarriages.
Additionally,
the
Schwimmwagen is covered in equally
great detail.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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LAST STAND AT ZANDVOORE
1914
Lord Hugh Grosvenor’s Noble
Sacrifice

LONDON TAXIS AT WAR
Alf Townsend

Softback 96 pages
Published Price £9.99

Mike McBride

28436

Hardback, 234 pages
Published Price £19.99
27212

THE LANDING IN THE DAWN
Dissecting A Legend: The Landing
at Anzac, Gallipoli, 25th April 1915
James Hurst

LAST POST OVER THE RIVER
KWAI
The 2nd East Surreys in the Far
East 1938-1945
Cecil Lowry

Hardback, 264 pages
Published Price £29.95
27150

£3.99

A must for any Gallipoli library, this good
study re-examines and reconstructs the
Anzac Landing by applying a new
approach to an old topic – it uses the
aggregate experience of a single, firstwave battalion over a single day, primarily
through the investigation of veteran’s
letters and diaries, to create a body of
evidence with which to construct a history
of the battle. This approach might be
expected to shed light on these men’s
experiences only, but their accounts
surprisingly divulge sufficient detail to
allow an unprecedented reconstruction and
re-examination of the battle. Thus it
effectively places much of the battlefield
under a microscope.

£3.99

Grosvenor was the commander of C
Squadron, 1st Life Guards, and was killed
in action, aged thirty, during the action at
Zandvoorde 1914. At about 0700 hours
heavy artillery opened up on the trenches
in front of Zandvoorde. These were held
by the 1st and 2nd Life Guards of the 7th
Cavalry Brigade. Situated on the forward
slopes of the hill the makeshift trenches
were soon devastated and although the
four hundred or so defenders hung on for
an hour they were quickly overwhelmed
when the Germans launched their infantry
assault with over a Division of men.
Orders for retirement were given but it
was too late and a squadron of each Life
Guard Regiment as well as the Royal
Horse Guards machine guns were cut off
and killed or captured. The bodies of Lord
Hugh and his men were never found - it
was as if they had never existed.

Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £19.99
30098

£5.99

A blow by blow account of the war against
the Japanese in Malaya in Singapore
1941/2. The Surreys were one of the first
regiments to engage the Japanese on the
Thai border in December 1941 and
suffered tremendous casualties during the
defence and retreat from this part of
Malaya.. They lost one out of every three
men during the conflict and in the prisoner
of war camps.

£3.99

Alf Townsend is a London cabbie with
nearly fifty years' experience. In this book
he gathers together for the first time the
complete history of London's cabs in
wartime - not just in the Second World
War when cabs were converted for other
uses (firefighting, ambulances, armoured
personnel carriers, etc), but also in the
First World War, when the cabbies had to
endure hundreds of zeppelin attacks by
night. With over 90 photographs
supporting Alf's usual lively and readable
text, this book reveals a hitherto little
known aspect of the capital in wartime.

THE LILIES AND THE THISTLE
French Troops in the Jacobite ‘45
‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series
Andrew Bamford

Softback, 104 pages 20 b/w ills, 8pp
colour plates
Published Price £19.95
27914
£5.99
The Jacobite Rising of 1745 could not
have taken place without French support.
French ships carried Charles Edward
Stuart to Scotland, French gold financed
his campaign, and French weapons
equipped many of his troops. Yet the
actual French military contribution to the
campaign was small, and its role is
frequently neglected. This book seeks to
redress this balance by looking in detail at
the French military contribution to the
Jacobite ’45.

A LONG WEEK IN MARCH
The 36th (Ulster) Division in the
German Spring Offensive, March
1918
Michael James Nugent

Softback, 272 pages
Published Price £19.95
27915
LAUNCH PAD UK
Britain and the Cuban Missile
Crisis
Jim Wilson

Softback, 208 pages
Published Price £14.99
26965

THE LAST ROAD NORTH
A Guide to the Gettysburg
Campaign, 1863
THE LAST ARMY
The Battle of Stow-on-the-Wold
and the End of the Civil War in the
Welsh Marches 1646
“Century of the Soldier” Series
John Barratt

Softback, 112 pages
Published Price £19.95
27465

£4.99

A thoroughly researched and readable
account of an ideal scenario for
wargamers.
Well written, with a good balance of
narrative and contemporary accounts, the
book is also nicely illustrated, with some
good colour plates by artist Bruno Mugnai

Robert Orrison

Softback 197 pages
Published Price £8.99
25873

£3.99

This battlefield guide offers the ultimate
Civil War road trip, extremely useful to
anyone planning a visit to the Gettysburg
battlefield, and will also be an entertaining
reference for all armchair tourists.

Luftwaffe at War: STUKAS
OVER THE STEPPE
The Blitzkrieg in the East 1941
-1945

25992

Luftwaffe at War: GERMAN
BOMBERS OVER RUSSIA
Manfred Griehl

Softback, 72 pages
Published Price £12.99
26201

£2.00

With more than 100 photographs and
detailed commentary, Stukas over the
Steppe captures the many roles adopted by
these famous dive-bombers as they blasted
a path across Eastern Europe.

£2.99

Thor nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles
stood on a round-the-clock wartime state
of alert ready to be fired; these were the
'other' missiles of the Cuban Missile
Crisis, which made Britain, in effect,
America's launch pad. During the height
of the crisis both RAF Bomber Command
and the US Strategic Air Command were
poised at the highest states of readiness.
Both were ordered to a level of war
readiness unparalleled throughout the
whole of the forty years of Cold War.
There is evidence to suggest that, had the
US needed to launch an air strike against
Russian missiles in Cuba, President
Kennedy might have been willing to
absorb a Soviet nuclear assault on a
NATO ally without retaliation, if it would
have avoided escalation to World War
Three.

Peter C. Smith

Softback, 72 pages
Published Price £12.99

£3.99

This book proves that although under
severe pressure, the Ulster Division with
typical obstinacy, bent, but never broke
and emerged at the beginning of April
1918 in a position to play a full part in the
final drive to the Armistice.

£2.00

Manfred Griehl has drawn on his own
unique archive to present rare photographs
of the German bombers and their crews in
action and on the ground. German
Bombers over Russia is a handy visual
guide to a crucial air campaign.

THE LINES OF TORRES
VERDAS
The Cornerstone of Wellington’s
Strategy in the Peninsular War
1809-12
John Grehan

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27010

£4.99

An excellent modern history of the design
and building of the Lines, at the time the
most extensive field fortifications the
world had ever seen, and the campaign
waged in front of them in 1810-11,
including the battle of Busaco and the
skirmish at Sobral in October 1810. This is
a well-researched, well-written, closely
argued and fascinating contribution to the
historiography of the Peninsular War.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

LUCIUS VERUS AND THE
ROMAN DEFENCE OF THE
EAST
M. C. Bishop

Hardback, 197 pages
Published Price £19.99
30042

£5.99

Lucius Verus rise to power is placed in
the context of Rome’s campaigns in the
East and the part played by all from the
ordinary soldiers up to the aristocracy who
commanded them in making Lucius Verus
Parthian Wars a success.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

Telephone : 01825 749494

LUCULLUS
The Life and Campaigns of a
Roman
Lee Fratantuono

Hardback, 188 pages
Published Price £19.99
28612

£5.99

A biography of Lucullus, the halfforgotten Roman general and right-hand
man to Sulla, who fought victoriously
against both Mithridate VI and Tigrane,
his son-in-law and the King of Armenia.

LUFTWAFFE BOMBER ACES
Mike Spick

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £12.99
25989

£2.99

Outlines the Luftwaffe’s revolutionary
tactics, first tested during the Spanish Civil
War, and highlights individual techniques
and methods used against specific types of
target. Biographical sketches of the
leading bombers many of whom were
awarded the Knight s Cross allow an
insight into the diverse career and
backgrounds of Luftwaffe personnel and
outline just what it took to be a successful
bomber pilot. First-hand accounts add
gripping drama to the narrative, and give
an unsurpassed appreciation of just what it
was like to dive-bomb, come under attack
by fighters or brave a barrage of antiaircraft guns.

LUFTWAFFE OVER AMERICA
The Sectret Plan to Bomb the
United States in World War II
Manfred Griehl

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £12.99
27012

£2.99

An accurate and objective description of
the Nazi strategic bombing plans in the
event of a successful invasion of the
Soviet Union. ,also why and how the
United States was not subjected to
ongoing aerial attack by the Germans
during World War Two. Includes more
than a hundred rarely seen photographs
and original plans.

MALICE AFORETHOUGHT
A History of Booby Traps from the
First World War to Vietnam
Ian Jones MBE

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27013

MANCHESTER BANTAMS
The Story of a Pals Battalion and a
City at War 23rd (Service)
Battalion the Manchester Regiment
(8th City)
Caroline Scott

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £30

£4.99

Malice Aforethought traces the design,
deployment and effectiveness of booby
traps throughout both world wars to the
Vietnam War. Expertly and compellingly
written, this study is a tribute to the brave
men who risked their lives daily to
neutralise the booby traps laid in the dimly
lit dugouts of the Western Front, on the
beaches of Normandy, or in the dark and
dangerous tunnels of Chu Chi.
The unlucky, clumsy, fatigued or greedy
soldier is the greatest asset that an enemy
has for these devices. A nice warm dugout
with a stove ready to light, but with a
length of fuse and a block of explosive up
the chimney. A picture hanging at an
angle, an invitation to an officer to
straighten, with a grenade recessed in the
wall behind it. These and many more such
devices really started to be used on an
organised mass scale with the German
retreat of 1917.

27354

£5.99

The 23rd Battalion was originally formed
as a 'Bantam' unit, made up of men who
were below the Army's minimum height
requirement of 5 feet 3 inches.It first saw
combat near Bethune in March 1916, then
fought again near Neuve Chapelle in April
and May. The 23rd Battalion served in the
Somme Offensive between July and
November 1916, seeing combat at
Guillemont,
Trones
Wood
and
Morlancourt. They also fought around
Arras during October. During 1917 they
served in Ribecourt and Ponttruet before
moving to Belgium and taking part in the
Passchendaele Offensive that October. The
23rd Battalion was disbanded in February
1918

Boris Sokolov, Richard W. Harrison

Andrew Rawson

Hardback, 204 pages
Published Price £19.99
28069

£5.99

This is an insight into the BEF s
experience during this campaign, that also
known as the Fourth Battle of Ypres. The
German objective was to capture Ypres,
forcing the British forces back to the
Channel ports and out of the war. The men
of the BEF who made a difference are
mentioned; those who led the advances,
those who stopped the counterattacks and
those who were awarded the Victoria
Cross. As with all of the BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE this title is
briskly well-written and concentrates on
the actual war actions and not the political
aspects.

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY :
CAMPAIGN OF WATERLOO
The Classic Account of Napoleon’s
Last Battles
Sir John Fortescue

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27125

£3.99

The Campaign of Waterloo is the
complete account of the climatic campaign
and battle of the Napoleonic Wars
abstracted from Sir John Fortescue s
monumental A History of the British
Army. Issued as an independent volume.

Paul L. Dawson

Softback, 288 pages
Published Price £16.99

Hardback, 256 pages 1 coloured map
& seven pages of coloured photos
Published Price £25
27799

£5.99

Ney’s failure at Quatre Bras had disastrous
consequences for Napoleon, whose
divided army was not able to reunite in
time to face Wellington at Waterloo. This
revelatory study of the Waterloo campaign
draws primarily on French archival
sources, and previously unpublished
French accounts, to present a balanced
view of a battle normally seen only from
the British or Anglo-Allied perspective.

THE MEDIEVAL FIGHTING
MAN
Costume and Equipment

£2.99

25983

£2.99

Andrew Uffindell begins his guidebook
with a gripping account of the battle,
followed by a series of easy-to-follow
tours of the battlefield. Each tour covers a
particular sector in detail, using vivid
eyewitness accounts to reveal what the
fighting was like for the men in the front
line. This unique and highly illustrated
book enables readers to explore the
battlefield and retrace the course of those
dramatic events for themselves. It gives
directions to dozens of museums,
cemeteries, and monuments, including the
memorials to the famous 'taxis of the
Marne'. An essential companion for
visitors keen to see the actual terrain over
which the battle was fought.

MEXICANS AT WAR
Mexican Military Aviation in the
Second World War 1941-1945
Santiago A. Flores

27916

£4.99

This book introduces the reader to an
unknown Ally of the Second World War.
Few people remember that Mexico, like
Brazil, took an active part in that conflict.

MESSENGER OF DEATH
Captain Nolan and the Charge of
the Light Brigade

Martin Middlebrook, Mary Middlebrook

28937

Softback, 215 pages
Published Price £15.99

£4.99

It is difficult to overstate the importance of
Messines for the Australians, whose first
two years of war had represented an
almost unending catalogue of disaster.
This was both the first real victory for the
AIF and the first test in senior command
for Major General John Monash, who
commanded the newly formed 3rd
Division. Messines was a baptism of fire
for the 3rd Division which came into the
line alongside the battle-scarred 4th
Australian Division, badly mauled at
Bullecourt just six weeks earlier.

Meticulous use is made of the sources
available to enable the materials, colours
and patterns used for reconstructed
clothing to represent the 'real thing' as
accurately as possible. Fortunately, great
numbers of medieval weapons and pieces
of armour survived and can now be
viewed in displays, and these form the
basis of the arms presented in this book.

David Buttery

Andrew Uffindell

30057

Softback, 232 pages
Published Price £29.95

£5.99

Any biography of Louis Nolan must
inevitably culminate in the tragedy of the
Charge of the Light Brigade,but there was
far more to his life and career than its
dramatic end at only thirty-six. In this title
Buttery has made excellent use of sources
which were unavailable until recently such
as Austrian military records and Louis's
own Crimean campaign journal, which
was feared lost for over a century.

MESSERSCHMITT Bf 109 THE
EARLY YEARS
Poland, the Fall of France and the
Battle of Britain
Chris Goss

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99
27356

£3.99

In this selection of unrivalled images
collected over many years, and now part
of the War in the Air series, the operations
of this famous aircraft in the early part of
the Second World War are portrayed and
brought to life.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

THE MIDDLEBROOK GUIDE
TO THE SOMME
BATTLEFIELDS
A Comprehensive Coverage from
Crecy to the World Wars
Softback, 400 pages
Published Price £14.99
26183

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

THE MARNE 1914
A Battlefield Guide

Craig Deayton

JEns Hill, Jonas Freiberg

28936

Hardcover, 450 pages complete with
photographs and maps.
Published Price £39.95
25910
£5.99

LYS OFFENSIVE APRIL 1918:
BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY
FORCE

MESSINES 1917
The Anzacs in the Battle of
Messines

Softback, 96 pages
Published Price £14.99

MALINOVSKII
Hero of the Soviet Union

This fine biography covers the that of
Radian Yakovlevich Malinovsky a Soviet
military commander in World War II,
Marshal of the Soviet Union, and Defense
Minister of the Soviet Union in the late
1950s and 1960s. He contributed to the
major defeat of Germany at the Battle of
Stalingrad and the Battle of Budapest.
During the post-war era, he made a pivotal
contribution to the strengthening of the
Soviet Union as a military superpower.
Malinovskii's service during the Great
Patriotic War constitutes the heart of this
book. Sokolov traces his subject's rise
from corps to army commander, and
finally to the command of various fronts.
During 1943-1944 the forces under
Malinovskii's command played a major
role in expelling the Germans from the
Donets
Basin,
Southern
Ukraine,
Romania,
Hungary,
Austria
and
Czechoslovakia.

MARSHAL NEY AT QUATRE
BRAS
New Perspectives on the Opening
Battle of the Waterloo Campaign

£2.99

In this evocative book written by the
authors of the iconic First Day on the
Somme, is a thorough guide to the
cemeteries, memorials and battlefields of
the area, with the emphasis on the fighting
of 1916 and 1918, complete with
fascinating descriptions and anecdotes.

MIRACLE AT THE LITZA
Hitler’s First Defeat on the Eastern
Front
Alf R. Jacobsen

Hardback, 160 pages
Published Price £25
28287

£4.99

In the early summer of 1941 a select unit
of German mountain soldiers under the
command of General Eduard Dietl set out
in the far north of Scandinavia to attack
Russia. Operation Silver Fox was a key
part of the invasion of Russia. A diehard
Nazi and one of Hitler’s closest comrades,
Dietl, and his similarly fanatical officer’s
had every expectation of winning glory
and fame by conquering the strategically
important city of Murmansk.The German–
Finnish forces took some ground but
Murmansk was neither cut off nor
captured and operated as important
destination for Allied convoys throughout
the war.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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THE MOST DANGEROUS
MOMENT OF THE WAR
Japan’s Attack on the Indian
Ocean 1942

The Napoleonic Library 1815:
THE RETURN OF NAPOLEON
Bonaparte’s March Back to Power

John Clancy

Hardback, 336 pages
Published Price £25

Paul Britten Austin

Softback, 208 pages
Published Price £19.99
28288

25356
£3.99

£4.99

Paul Britten Austin, distinguished
historian of Napoleon’s assault on Russia,
here turns his attention to the Emperor’s
return from his first exile on Elba in 1815.
His exciting narrative follows Napoleon
from his landing in southern France with a
tiny force of followers, through his ever
more triumphant progress gathering troops
on his road north, to his final triumphant
entry to Paris and the palace of the
Tuileries.

This covers a little known chapter of the
Pacific war when the Japanese fleet
ventured west to neutralise the British
fleet, in an attempt to inflict another Pearl
Harbour. It is debatable whether this was
as Winston Churchill said, 'the most
dangerous moment of the war' however
the Indian Ocean is often treated as a
footnote to the history of World War 2, but
events there were critical to Allied
success.

The Napoleonic Library FROM
CORUNNA TO WATERLOO
The Letters and Journals of Two
Napoleonic Hussars, 1801-1816
Gareth Glover

MORTARS IN WORLD WAR II

NAPOLEON AND GROUCHY
The Last Great Waterloo Mystery
Unravelled

John Norris

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
27580

Paul L. Dawson

£4.99

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Mortars were used throughout the Second
World War by all armies and in all
theatres. Although a very simple weapon
they could greatly enhance the firepower
of infantry formations, giving them their
own mobile artillery arm. They repeatedly
proved their worth in both offensive and
defensive situations, breaking up or
supporting infantry attacks and laying
smoke or illumination rounds. Despite
their ubiquity and effectiveness, there have
been relatively few works devoted to these
important and versatile weapons.

27797

MR MIDSHIPMAN VC
The Short Accident Prone Life of
George Drewry, Gallipoli Hero
Quentin Falk

Hardback, 176 pages
Published Price £19.99
28494

£5.99

As a midshipman, Drewry was awarded
the VC for his exceptional devotion to
duty during the landings at Suvla Bay on
April 25th 1915, and the main part of the
story, that is well told, covers this, and his
further adventures during a later additional
landing that August.

OPERATION MENACE
The Dakar Expedition and the
Dudley North Affair
Arthur J Marder

Softback, 320 pages
Published Price £16.99
N THE NAME OF LYKOURGOS
The Rise and Fall of the Spartan
Revolutionary Movement 243-0146
BC
Miltiadis Michalopoulos

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25
27280

£5.99

This is a fascinating look at an often
neglected period, tracing the political and
military chaos caused by Sparta's last
attempts to regain her lost glories. Sparta's
last battlefield triumphs and defeats are
seen alongside the political events within
the city itself, which were often equally as
violent. The book ends with the demise of
Sparta as a power, even a second-rate one,
its forced incorporation into the Achaean
League and its transformation into a
“tourist attraction” for rich Roman
senators once the Achaean League was
finally destroyed by Rome.

27420

£3.99

The Battle of Dakar, also known as
Operation Menace, was an unsuccessful
attempt in September 1940 by the Allies to
capture the strategic port of Dakar in
French West Africa. It was hoped that the
success of the operation could overthrow
the
pro-German
Vichy
French
administration in the colony, and be
replaced by a pro-British Free French one
under General Charles de Gaulle. Using
Admiralty and Cabinet papers, as well as
private sources of information, Marder
weaves a skilled course through all the
complex material to produce a masterly
case study of how an operation is mounted
and how it can go disastrously wrong. It is
a classic, tragi-comic illustration of the fog
of war.

£5.99

This is a subject which is generally
overlooked by British historians, who tend
to concentrate on the actions of
Wellington and Napoleon, and which
French historians choose not to look at too
closely for fear that it might reflect badly
upon their hero Napoleon. Napoleon sent
Grouchy to pursue a part of the retreating
Prussian army under the command of
General Johann von Thielmann. On 17
June, Grouchy was unable to close with
the Prussians. Despite hearing the cannon
sound from the nearby Battle of Waterloo,
he decided to follow the Prussians along
the route literally specified in his orders,
issued by Napoleon via Marshal Soult,
while the Prussian and British-Dutch
armies united to crush Napoleon. He won
a smart victory over the III Prussian Corps
in the Battle of Wavre, on 18–19 June
1815, but it was then too late, as by the
time this battle was over, and Napoleon
had already lost at Waterloo

THE NAPOLEON OPTIONS
Alternate Decisions of the
Napoleonic Wars
Jonathan North

Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £19.99
27864

£5.99

Written by a who's-who of Napoleonic
history buffs these plausibly constructed
scenarios make for fascinating and highly
entertaining reading. The Napoleon
Options focuses on some of the pivotal
episodes of these catastrophic wars, giving
them a resounding twist, and explores in
detail an alternative sequence of historical
events.

NAPOLEON’S
COMMENTARIES ON THE
WARS OF JULIUS CAESAR
A New English Translation

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
25357

The Napoleonic Library MARCH
OF DEATH
Sir John Moore’s Retreat to
Corunna 1808-1809

Composed when the former Emperor was
on St. Helena this unusual title offers some
interesting criticism of Caesar's campaigns
and some insights into Napoleon's own
military thought. With hindsight Napoleon
points out several cases where a slight
change of decision would have greatly
affected history. Napoleon’s observations
are often insightful, and at times quite
astute.

26978

£4.99

This book fills a very noticeable gap in the
history of the Napoleonic Wars by
providing a good description of what it
was like to be a member of the Royal
Bavarian Army.

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
25967

£4.99

This is the first major study of the
Corunna Campaign in English in 35 years,
it brings the campaign to life drawing
heavily on English primary sources to
describe the initial hopes and optimism of
the soldiers, their frustration and disgust
with their commander for being ordered to
retreat without fighting the French, and
then to paint vividly the hardships they
endured during the retreat.Although no
major battles were fought until the end,
when the British won at Corunna, the
author does a superb job describing the
numerous skirmishes and combats
between the British rear guard and the
French advance guard. Many pages are
devoted to the two most famous events of
the campaign -- defeat of the Chasseurs of
the Imperial Guard at Benavente (and the
capture of General Lefebvre-Desnouettes)
and the death of General Colbert at
Cacabellos (who was killed by Private
Plunkett of the 95th Rifles in an exhibition
of superb marksmanship.)

The Napoleonic Library ON THE
ROAD WITH WELLINGTON
The Diary of a War Commissary in
the Peninsular Campaigns
A. L. F. Schaumann

Hardback, 448 pages
Published Price £25
£5.99

Franz Joseph Hausman

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £19.99

Christopher Summerville

R. A. Maguire

Hardback 144 pages
Published Price £16.99
28065

£3.99

The remarkable experiences of two
British cavalry officers of the 15th
(King’s) Hussars, Major Edwin Griffith
and his nephew Captain Frederick Philips,
who fought together through the
Peninsular War and the Waterloo
campaign. Recounted in their letters home
to Wales, the exciting and informative
story does not have a happy ending, as one
of the authors died in the final climactic
battle against Napoleon’s hegemony.

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: A
SOLDIER FOR NAPOLEON
The Campaigns of Lieut Franz
Joseph Hausmann, 7TH
BAVARIAN INFANTRY

25969

£4.99

The remarkable memoirs of August
Schaumann capture the life and adventures
of a junior officer in the British Army as
he endures the drama and agonies of the
fierce struggle in Spain, Portugal and the
south of France between 1808 and 1814.
Schaumann took part in Sir John Moore’s
ill-fated campaign in Spain, was present at
the ‘bloody battle of Talavera’, witnessed
the battle of Bussaco and invasion of
Portugal, fought at Fuentes d‘Onoro and
Vittoria, and accompanied the Allied
forces into France itself in 1814.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE LEGIONS OF NAPOLEON
The Memoirs of a Polish Officer in
Spain and Russian 1808-1813
Henrich von Brandt

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27283

£5.99

In the Legions of Napoleon recounts the
adventures of an intrepid Polish soldier
who fought for Napoleon the length and
breadth of Europe.

OPERATION BARBAROSSA
AND THE EASTERN FRONT
1941
Michael Olive, Robert Edwards

Hardback 200 pages with 300+ B&W
images & 7 Colour Images
Published Price £19.99
28940
£3.99
This is a good value book, presented in a
similar style to the “Images of War”
series. This is an ideal reference for
Second World War enthusiasts.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
MEMOIRS OF A FRENCH
NAPOLEONIC OFFICER

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE
PELOPONNESIAN WAR
Ships, Men and Money in the War
at Sea, 431-404 BC

Jean-Baptiste Barres

Marc G. DeSantis

Hardback, 220 pages
Published Price £19.99
27282

Telephone : 01825 749494

Hardback, 261 pages
Published Price £19.99

£3.99
27810

These lively memoirs date from the time
of Barres' entry into the Chasseurs Velites
(skirmishers, or light infantry) of
Napoleon's Imperial Guard in 1804. This
is a superb record of a serving soldier,
making light of danger, sharing with the
reader the fatigues and privations that
attended so much campaigning in
appalling weather and hostile country, and
rejoicing as much in the outcome of a
successful foraging expedition as his
promotions and appointment as Chevalier
de la Legion d'honneur.

£5.99

A good well summarised account naval
history of the Peloponnesian War, which
opposed Sparta and Athens with their
respective allies in a long war for
supremacy. De Santis narrates events
while analysing the technical, tactical and
strategic aspects of the war at sea.

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
NAPOLEON AND THE
ARCHDUKE CHARLES
NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE PENINSULA WITH A
FRENCH HUSSAR
Memoirs of the War of the French
in Spain
A. J. M. de Rocca

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27352

£3.99

Albert Jean Michel de Rocca gives a
riveting account of the Peninsular War
from an entirely different perspective.
Albert Rocca was a junior officer in
Napoleon's 2nd Regiment of Hussars, and
describes such early events as the march to
Madrid and Napoleon's entry into the city,
followed by the subsequent battles and the
pursuit of Sir John Moore to Corunna.

F. Lorraine Petre

Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £25.00
27279

£5.99

A narration and analysis of one of
Napoleon’s hardest-fought campaigns, the
1809 action against Austria’s Archduke
Charles which culminated in the great
battles of Essling-Aspern and Wagram. In
the opinion of the author F. Loraine Petre Napoleon was lucky to win, and Charles
unlucky to lose.

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: WITH
NAPOLEON’S GUNS
The Military Memoirs of an Officer
of the First Empire

NIGHT OF THE LONG KNIVES
Hitler’s Excision of Rohm’s SA
Brownshirts 30 June- 2 July 1934

Jean-Nicholas Auguste Noel

Phil Carradice

Hardback
Published Price £19.99

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
28513

27123

£3.99

An engaging and highly readable account
of life in Napoleon's army as seen through
the eyes of an artillery officer August
Noel. In addition to providing a valuable
insight into what life was really like for
the men at the sharp end of Napoleon's
ambitions. From the optimism of the early
years in Italy , through the privations of
the retreat from Moscow and the horrors
of the Battle of Leipzig to the
disillusionment of the Emperor s defeat at
Waterloo, Noël charts both his personal
career and, at close hand, the rise and fall
of the First Empire with frankness.

THE NIGHT HUNTER’S PREY
The Lives and Deaths of an RAF
Gunner and a Luftwaffe Pilot
Iain Gordon

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25
27418

£3.99

A very readable true tale of the intertwined
lives of two airmen on opposing sides
during the air war over Europe during
WWII. In July 1942, just as both men
reach the apex of their careers, they meet
for the first time in the night skies over
Hamburg. As this fascinating book
reveals, only one survived.

R. M. Johnston

Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £19.99
26984

£4.99

An invaluable reference work from a
respected Napoleonic scholar and author,
that is a powerful portrait of a complex
individual. It uses Napoleon's own words
to show his genius, arrogance, insecurities,
and frustrations. The reader will be
amazed by Napoleon's attention to detail,
from those of pressing national interests to
the mundane.

NORTH KOREA INVADES THE
SOUTH
Across the 38th Parallel, June 1950

28603

£4.99

NUREMBERG
The Blackest Night in RAF 30/31
March 1944

Jean-Roche Coignet

26983

Martin Bowman

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

£4.99

27237

“The Notebooks of Captain Coignet stand
alone among French military memoirs,”
wrote Sir John Fortescue. “His record of
service is remarkable, embracing as it does
every campaign of Napoleon as First
Consul and Emperor ...In no other
memoirs, perhaps, can be studied so
closely the inner life of the Army which
for so long was the terror of Europe.”

27278

The NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
VOICES FROM THE
PENINSULA
Eyewitness Accounts by Soldiers of
Wellington’s Army, 1808-1814

The late Lieutenant Colonel Laws has set
this excellent gunners journal within the
context of the Peninsular War, and
outlined Webber's military career, which
culminated at Waterloo where he was
wounded.

Ian Fletcher

William Webber, edt. Richard Henry
Wollocombe

Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £19.99
£4.99

Graham M. Simons

HB, 256 pp
Published Price £19.99

£3.99

Drawing on rare letters, diaries and
memoirs, Ian Fletcher presents a superb
insight into the daily lives of British
soldiers in this momentous period and
evokes such key battles and sieges as
Vimiero, Talavera, Badajoz, Salamanca,
Vittoria and San Sebastian.

24324

£5.99

Jack Northrop’s ‘Flying Wings’ designed
to eliminate drag, and thus the need for
aircraft fuselages and tails, and developed
after the First World War, was an idea way
ahead of its time. But, as Graham Simone
shows in
this eye-opening study,
Northrop’s concept was the distant
ancestor of the ‘Stealth’ aircraft of our
own era.

£3.99

Bowman in his now familiar style
describes the RAF Bomber Command
night attack on the German city of
Nuremberg. The raid was significant for
being the costliest in terms of aircraft
losses for RAF Bomber Command in one
attack during WW2. Nuremberg was not
significantly damaged.

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: WITH
THE GUNS IN THE PENINSULA

NORTHROP FLYING WINGS

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
26340

This publication considers those first few
fateful days in June 1950 that would
cement north south antagonism to this day,
the pariah state that is communist North
Korea a seemingly increasing threat to an
already tenuous global peace.

Victor Miller

A weighty hardback edition of 402
pages + plates with maps
Published Price £25
25329
£4.99

Hardback, 312 pages
Published Price £19.99

Gerry Van Tonder

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £14.99

NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE
A Glider Pilot’s Story of Sicily,
Arnhem and the Rhine Crossing

The memoirs of a volunteer Glider Pilot
who took part in three of the Second
World War’s most difficult airborne
operations: the invasion of Sicily, Arnhem,
and the Rhine crossing. Victor Miller
wrote his remarkable account immediately
after the actions, and his book is a vivid
front line testimony.

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
SOLDIER OF THE EMPIRE
The Notebooks of Captain Coignet
NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE WORDS OF NAPOLEON
The Emperor Day by Day

£3.99

From June 30 to July 2, 1934 Chancellor
Adolf Hitler, urged on by Hermann Göring
and Heinrich Himmler, ordered a series of
political extrajudicial executions intended
to consolidate his power and alleviate the
concerns of the German military about the
role
of
Ernst
Röhm
and
the
Sturmabteilung a cull that eliminated
somewhere between 300 and a thousand
victims, the exact number has never been
clear, many of them innocent of any
intention to rival Hitler. It remains one of
the most significant killings of modern
times.

NOW THE WAR IS OVER
Britain 1919-1920

PIRATES AND PRIVATEERS IN
THE 18TH CENTURY
THe Final Flourish
Mike Rendell

Fowler Simon, Weinbren Daniel

Hardback, 240 pges
Published Price £19.99
30089

£5.99

As they explore the troubled state of
Britain immediately after the war Simon
Fowler and Daniel Weinbren give us a
fascinating insight into how the global
conflict changed the direction of the
nation. It examines at what happened in
every sphere of life and it shows how,
even today, we are still dealing with the
consequences of those years of transition.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

Hardback, 173 pages
Published Price £19.99
28514

£5.99

An Intriguing Account of the end of what
was known as the Golden Age of Piracy,
giving case studies of both pirates and
privateers, A privateer was a private
person or ship that engaged in maritime
warfare under a commission of war, this
commission usually protected privateers
from accusations of piracy.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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THE OLD FRONT LINE

PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND THE
GREAT WAR

John Masefield

Anthony Seldon, David Walsh

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £9.99

hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

30129

£3.99

28187

A concise but moving account of the
Somme battle. British Military Intelligence
in France asked the future Poet Laureate
Masefield to write an account of the Battle
of the Somme. Although Masefield had
grand ideas for his book, he was denied
access to official records and what was
intended to be the preface was published

£3.99

This work attempts to set the record
straight on the contribution of the Public
School system during the Great War. It
includes teachers involvement as equal to
the boys, something that other books on
the subject often fail to do.

as The Old Front Line.

THE PLATOON
An Infantryman on the Western
Front 1916-18

OBJECTIVE SAINT-LO
7 JUNE 1944 - 18 July 1944
Georges Bernage

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
27576

RECONNAISSANCE PLANES
SINCE 1945

Joseph Steward, Andrew Robertshaw,
Steve Roberts

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

£5.99

French historian George Bernage is a
superb historian of the Normandy
campaign - and especially of the German
forces. This book is well researched and
very well written. Bernage provides
insight into not only the critical Battle of
St. Lo, but also the battles leading up to it,
such as the Battle of Hill 192.
Recommended reading for the student of
the Normandy Campaign, the Battle of St.
Lo, and the German Fallschirmjager
formations - the Wehrmacht's most elite
infantry during the Normandy campaign that took part in the battle

25944

ON ANCIENT WARFARE
A. Richard Gabriel

Hardback, 336 pages
Published Price £25
30086

Softback 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
£3.99

Joseph Johns Steward fought in the Great
War, from the Battle of the Somme to the
final offensives of 1918, he was an acute,
unflinching observer of the conflict he
took part in - of life and death on the
Western Front.
He recorded his
experiences in accurate detail and later in
life he wrote a graphic semi-fictionalized
account of his wartime career, his
comrades and his platoon. His narrative is
published here for the first time, edited,
annotated and with an introduction by
Andrew Robertshaw and Steve Roberts.

POINTE DU HOC 1944
Tim Saunders

£5.99

A wide-ranging analysis of the
development of warfare in the ancient
world from an acknowledged expert in
military history,with chapters dealing with
the size and structure of ancient armies,
the life of a common soldier, weapons and
armour,
the
author
also
makes
comparisons between ancient Egypt and
other ancient armies.

Softback, 234 pages
Published Price £14.99
30046

£3.99

In typical Battleground style Tim Saunders
covers one of the opening acts of D Day,
the United States Army Ranger Assault
Group attacked and captured Pointe du
Hoc after scaling the cliffs.

28634

A RABBLE OF GENTILITY
The Royalist Northern Horse, 1644
-45
“Century of the Soldier” Series

£3.99

This book's strength is the photos. There
are, on average, four photos per type. Most
are in colour, and they are very well
reproduced on high-quality paper.

John Barratt

Softback, 120 pages
Published Price £19.95
27467

£4.99

The "Northern Horse" were the die-hard
remnants of the Horse of Newcastle’s
Army who continued in arms after
Marston Moor. The mere fact of their
continued existence after the destruction of
Newcastle’s army is testament to their
stubbornness, and John Barratt gives a
good analysis of the reasons behind their
continued existence as a fighting force.
The book is well illustrated with some
useful maps and some very good colour
plates.

OVER AND ABOVE
Captain John E. Gurdon DFC

THE PASSCHENDAELE
CAMPAIGN 1917; BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
Andrew Rawson

Hardback 264 pages
Published Price £25
28106

£5.99

From the well thought out “BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” series, each
large battle and minor action of this
campaign is given equal treatment, giving
a detailed insight into the most talked
about side of the campaign, the British
side. There are details on the planning of
each offensive and the changing tactics
used by both sides. There is discussion
about how the infantry, the artillery, the
cavalry, the engineers and Royal Flying
Corps worked together. Over sixty new
maps chart the day-by-day progress of
each battle and action. If you're looking
for a good introduction to the battles in
and around Ypres then look no further

Hardback, 224 pages, Illustrated
Published Price £16
26877
£4.99

THE RED BARON
A History in Pictures

This atmospheric account was first
published in 1919 and has the immediacy
of recent memory. The writing is clear and
flowing giving its portraits of the crew and
actions tremendous impact on the reader.
There is a revealing appendix by period
expert Norman Franks. It includes a small
selection of highly evocative photos of
Gurdon and 22 Squadron.It is rare to read
accounts by 2-seater crews and this one is
a must read for anyone interested in this
aspect of the Great War.

Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £19.99

Norman Franks

27226

THE RAID ON ZEEBRUGGE
23 April 1918, as seen Through the
Eyes of Captain Alfred Carpenter
VC
Carl Decaluwe, Tomas Termote

POLISH AIRCRAFT
INSTRUMENT PANELS

Hardback, 144 pages
Published Price £25

Dariusz Karnas

25370

Hardback, 40 pages
Published Price £15
28915

£4.99

This book - the third in the series called
INSIDE - features detailed colour
illustrations of the instrument panels from
the most famous Polish aircraft from 1939
in very great detail. Additionally, every
single instrument is shown in a separate
large-scale drawing. The book illustrates
and documents the instrument panels of
the following aircraft in service at the
outbreak of World War II: 1. PZL P.11c;
2. PZL.37 Los; 3. PZL.23 Karas; 4. Lublin
R-XIII ter; 5. RWD-14 Czapla; 6. PWS
-26.

RAMILLIES 1706
Years of Miracles
James Falkner

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
28941

£3.99

Falkner offers a gripping and authoritative
Battle Field Guide to the campaign and the
action, he takes the reader across the
battleground, relating the course of the
fighting to the terrain as it can be viewed
today.

RUSSIAN EYEWITNESS
ACCOUNTS OF THE
CAMPAIGN OF 1814
Alexander Mikaberidze

Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

£4.99

The raid on Zeebrugge, a bid to blockade
the U-boats operating out of the Belgian
port, was one of the bravest and boldest
actions of the Great War, called by
Winston Churchill the finest feat of arms
in the conflict. Eight VCs were won, the
highest number on any day of the war, and
this account is based on the story of one of
them, Captain Alfred Carpenter who
commanded the lead ship on the raid,
HMS Vindictive.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

£2.99

From the established air historian Norman
Franks a new arrangement of photographs
covering the entire span of von
Richthofen's war, many of which will have
been seen, but spread over a whole variety
of books and magazines about First World
War flying, now consolidated in one book.

25951

£3.99

In the spring of 1814, after twenty-two
years, France was once again invaded by
enemy forces. Following Napoleon's
defeats in Russia and Germany, the
victorious Allies had crossed the River
with the intention of putting an end to the
long-standing conflict with Imperial
France. This book is the first title to bring
together dozens of letters, diaries and
memoirs of Russian participants of the
1814 Campaign.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
THE RISE OF THE TANG
DYNASTY
The Reunification of China and the
Military Response to the Steppe
Nomads

ROMMEL AND CAPORETTO
J. Wilks

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £12.99
28217

Julian Romane

£3.99

This book covers two topics - first is the
overall battle of Caporetto - the
background on both sides, weaknesses of
the Italian command and positions, the
German plan and the course of the battle.
Second is the role that Rommel and the
small unit under his command played in
the fighting.

Hardback, 217 pages
Published Price £19.99
30026

Telephone : 01825 749494

£5.99

Julian Romane examines the military
events behind the emergence of the Sui
and Tang dynasties in the period 581-626
AD. Narrating the campaigns and battles,
he analyses in detail the strategy and
tactics employed, a central theme being
the collision of the steppe cavalry with
Chinese infantry armies.

THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR
SERVICE DURING THE GREAT
WAR
Malcolm Smith

Hardback, 220 pages
Published Price £25
28175
REDCOATS
The British Soldiers of the
Napoleonic Wars
Hardback 200 pages, illustrated
Published Price £19.99
30231
£5.99

ROMAN CONQUESTS:
MACEDONIA AND GREECE
Matiszack Phillip

Softback, 208 pages
Published Price £12.99

This book covers every aspect of the life
of an English Napoleonic soldier from his
enlistment to his eventual pension. There
were many reasons to ‘take the King’s
shilling’. The author covered every part of
a soldier’s life with examples from the
many books and memoirs written during
the years of peace that followed the
Napoleonic Wars

30048

£4.99

Matyszak gives a clear narrative of the
course of these wars against the
Macedonian phalanx , explaining how the
Roman war machine coped with
formidable new foes and the challenges of
unfamiliar
terrain.
Specially
commissioned colour plates bring the main
troop types vividly to life in meticulously
researched detail.

£4.99

Following in the same style as his previous
book of Fleet Air Arm recollections,
Malcolm Smith has collected a
compendium of reminiscences from pilots
who flew for the Royal Navy and the
Royal Marines during the First World
War. A timely reminder of how much the
RNAS achieved during its short life. Not
just in the air, where it pioneered the
concept of strategic bombing, and ran
highly effective fighter squadrons, such as
5(N), 8(N) and 10(N). It also ran armoured
car units as far afield as Imperial Russia.

Peter Davis

Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25
27424

£4.99

This book tells of the authors experiences
in Sicily and Italy in 1942 and 1943. He
went on to be promoted to Captain and
following a skirmish in France in 1945,
was awarded the Military Cross.

SAINT QUENTIN
Hindenburg Line
Helen McPhail, Philip Guest

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £9.95

THE ROMAN BARBARIAN
WARS
The Era of Roman Conquest

30132

£3.99

St. Quentin was somewhat different from
the other "battlefields", in that a major
battle was not fought around it. It was
however prominent in the early actions of
1914, again briefly in 1917, and again in
the actions of 1918, in between it was
occupied by the Germans. The format
follows the usual “Battleground” formula.

Ludwig Heinrich Dyck

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
27423

S.A.S: MEN IN THE MAKING
An Original’s Account of
Operations in Sicily and Italy

£5.99

Dyck has produced an engaging, wellwritten book that not only discusses the
campaigns and leaders of the period, but
also gives a detailed look at tactics,
clothing and weapons as well.

ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS
The Eyes and Ears of the RAF in
WWII
Based on file AIR41/11 at the National
Archives Kew

REPORTING THE GREAT WAR
Stuart Hylton

ROME SPREADS HER WINGS
Territorial Expansion Between the
Punic Wars

Hardback, 166 pages
Published Price £19.99
25506

Gareth Sampson

£3.99

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

The Great War utterly transformed British
society. In four short years, men died in
droves, women became war workers as
popular fears and hopes were magnified.
Drawing on reports in the newspapers of
the time Stuart Hylton’s portrayal of the
Home Front reveals a nation seemingly
sleepwalking into war in 1914 and
awaking utterly changed in 1918.

RHNS AVEROF
John Carr

Hardback, 171 pages
Published Price £19.99
25200

£3.99

The flagship of the Greek Royal Hellenic
Navy, the Averof saw action in the Balkan
Wars of 1912 and the Battle of Lemnos in
the First World War. Remarkably for such
an old lady, she escaped the Germans in
1941, and saw service escorting convoys
to the Indian Ocean befotre being
decommissioned in 1945. After 40 years
of neglect, she has happily now been
turned into a floating Naval Museum off
Athens. This is her story.

26204

ROME SEIZES THE TRIDENT
The Defeat of Carthaginian
Seapower and the Forging of the
Roman Empire
Marc G. De Santis

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
26192

£3.99

A thorough study with clear writing, and a
good analysis of tactical matters on how
Roman seapower developed. Although not
decisive on its own, Rome's new-found
naval power was, as Marc DeSantis
shows, a vital component in their ultimate
victory in each of the three Punic Wars.

£3.99

The purpose of this book is to fill in an
historical gap, the largely underestimated
period from 241 BC to 219 BC. The two
decades between the end of the First Punic
War and the beginning of the Second
represent a key period in the development
of Rome's imperial ambitions, both within
Italy and beyond. Within Italy, Rome
faced an invasion of Gauls from Northern
Italy acquired her first provinces. The
period did, as well shown be the author,
see Rome “spread her wings” as it
acquired its first province in the aftermath
of the First Punic war. However, it also
saw Rome put an end once and for all to
the major threat represented by the Gallic
tribes settled north of the Po.

Hardback, 232 pages
Published Price £19.99
28596

£5.99

This is the official history of the Royal
Observer Corps,awarded the title Royal by
His Majesty King George VI in April
1941, in recognition of service carried out
by Observer Corps personnel during the
Battle of Britain. Throughout the
remainder of the Second World War, the
ROC continued to complement and at
times replace the Chain Home defensive
radar system by undertaking an inland
aircraft tracking and reporting function,
while
Chain
Home
provided
a
predominantly coastal, long-range tracking
and reporting system.
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“SAM” MARSHAL OF THE
ROYAL AIR FORCE THE LORD
ELWORTHY
A Biography
Richard Mead

Hardback, 344 pages
Published Price £25
28500

£5.99

Lord Elworthy served as commander of a
squadron of Blenheim bombers and then
as a station commander during the Second
World War. He became Chief of the Air
Staff in the mid-1960s and implemented
the cancellation of the TSR-2 strike
aircraft and the HS681 military transport
aircraft programmes.This
biography
attempts successfully to do justice to a
man of great stature, integrity and
achievement.
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SANCTUARY WOOD AND
HOOGE: YPRES
Nigel Cave

Softback, 120 pages
Published Price £9.99
28626

£3.99

Both Sanctuary Wood and the village of
Hooge saw intense fighting during the
First World War. Expert Nigel Cave takes
the reader on an explanatory tour of the
immediate area. Included is a description
of the museum at Hill 62 with its trench
system, stereoscopic photos and weapons.

THE SEASICK ADMIRAL
Nelson and the Health of the Navy
Kevin Brown

THE SECOND ANGLO-SIKH
WAR
Amarpal Singh

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
27425

SAS
Secret War in South East Asia
Peter Dickens

Softback
Published Price £14.99
28110

£4.99

An excellent book well researched and
written, this is a scholarly investigation
into Nelson’s ailments both those suffered
in action and to those that we common in
the 18th century. Nelson recognised that
the fitness and morale of his troops was
the trump card for victory over the enemy.
Many other people contributed to what
became a revolution in naval health but
because of his heroic status Nelson’s
influence was hugely significant, a role
which this book reveals in detail for the
first time.

£3.99

From 1963 to 1966 Britain successfully
waged a secret war to keep the Federation
of Malaysia free from domination by
Soekarno's Indonesia and by Chinese
Communists. At the forefront of this
campaign were the men of the Special Air
Service - the SAS - an elite branch of the
British military whose essence is secrecy
and whose tools are boldness, initiative,
surprise, and high skill.

Domenico Angelo

This hardback edition of Domenico
Angelo's instruction book is complete with
all 47 handsomely engraved plates.
Importantly, this was the first to work to
emphasise fencing as a means of
developing health, poise and grace. As a
result of his insight and influence, fencing
changed from an art of war to a sport. If
there is one book on small sword
technique that a person should have in
their collection, Angelo's treatise is
certainly that book.
A good hardback of 144 pages (24. x 16.7
cm) that was published by Frontline at
£19.99

Peter Jacobs

Hardback, 232 pages
Published Price £19.99

Malcolm Atkin

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

£4.99

A fascinating, comprehensive account, of
a hard-fought and much misunderstood
war in Northern India during 1848-9, and
the bitter battles that extinguished the Sikh
Empire. This was a substantial campaign,
against the Sikhs, who after defeat became
the staunchest allies of the British in India,
notably Sikh troops remained loyal during
the Mutiny of 1857.

SECRET NAVAL
INVESTIGATOR
The Battle Against Hitler’s Secret
Underwater Weapons

28618

27075
£5.99

Section D of the Secret Intelligence
Service (SIS) was formed in April 1938 on
the instructions of the chief of SIS. Its task
was to prepare for underground warfare
against the Nazis using a combination of
sabotage, black propaganda and political
warfare. It commenced active operations
in March 1939. Complete with
biographical Notes of Section D officers
and agents.

£3.99

Peter Jacobs describes the extraordinary
contribution to the Allied war effort made
by the S.O.E. in France and tells the
gripping story of the men and women who
so bravely operated behind enemy lines,
many of whom were betrayed and did not
live to tell the tale. It pays tribute to the
extreme courage and bravery of the
individuals who did exactly what
Churchill asked of them; they set France
ablaze.

F. Asha Lincoln

Hardback, 182 pages
Published Price £19.99
27361

£3.99

In the lead-up to the Second World War,
Ashe Lincoln, a junior barrister, had
enlisted in the Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserve as a Sub-Lieutenant. On the
outbreak of war he became determined to
serve at sea and was posted to minelayers.
But a mysterious midnight summons sent
him hurrying from his ship to the
Admiralty in London and a top-secret
conference presided over by Winston
Churchill. Ashe Lincoln soon found
himself pitting his wits against brilliantly
skilful German scientists and technicians.
These were the men Hitler had entrusted to
devise secret underwater weapons sea
mines and torpedoes of new and often
unsuspected types to destroy Britain’s
seapower and starve its population into
surrender.

THE SCHOOL OF FENCING
Hardback, 142 pages with with 47
engraved plates
Published Price £19.99
30005
£3.99

Softback, 560 pages
Published Price £20
28216

SETTING FRANCE ABLAZE
The SOE in France during WWII

SECTION D FOR
DESTRUCTION
Forerunner of SOE

ROMAN CONQUESTS: EGYPT
AND JUDAEA
Dr John D. Grainger

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
28392

SEND MORE SHROUDS
The V1 Attack on the Guards’
Chapel 1944

THE SHANGHAI MASSACRE
China’s White Terror 1927

Jan Gore

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £12.99

Hardback, 188 pages
Published Price £19.99

Christopher Duffy

£5.99

Overall a decent attempt to unravel and
clearly explain a complicated series of
Roman wars, expeditions - in particular
the one into the Sudan - and general policy
decisions across a couple of hundred
years.

VOICES IN FLIGHT: RAF
NIGHT OPERATIONS
Martin W. Bowman

Hardback, 232 pages
Published Price £25
25358

THE WILD GOOSE AND THE
EAGLE
A Life of Marshal von Browne 1705
-1757

£3.99

A series of stories from the sharp end of
the Second World War in the air
conducted at night. The accounts collected
by historian Martin Bowman range from
how it felt to be on the receiving end of
the Blitz in Britain to transcripts of BBC
broadcasts from bombers as they carried
out retaliatory raids on Germany. Moving
and exciting.

Hardback, 224 pages with 8
monochrome illustrations & 21 maps
Published Price £29.95
28470
£5.99
A biography of a soldier whose origins are
in the Wild Geese - soldiers who left
Ireland in the aftermath of the accession of
William of Orange to the English throne
and who’s military career covered a wide
area - service against Frederick II of
Prussia in the first Silesian War, then in
Italy, including campaigning in the Po and
down towards Naples, an abortive though
impressive invasion of France. He fought
Frederick again at Lobositz, made
strenuous efforts to rescue the Saxons
trapped at Prina and finally at the battle of
Prague, where, subordinated to the rather
ineffectual prince Charles of Lorraine, he
nearly saved the day against Frederick's
outflanking attack. While leading a
bayonet charge at the Battle of Prague,
von Browne met his death. He was carried
mortally wounded into Prague, and there
died on the 26th of June

27362

£4.99

The Guards' Chapel incident was the most
serious V1 attack on London of the war.
The flying bomb left only the apse of the
chapel intact. Tons of rubble fell onto the
congregation. 121 soldiers and civilians
were killed and 141 others were seriously
injured. The high death toll included the
officiating
Chaplain,
Revd
Ralph
Whitrow, several senior British Army
officers and a US Army Colonel. Gore
describes the rescue effort which went on,
day and night, for two days, and she
records the names, circumstances and lives
of each of the victims.
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Phil Carradice

30104

£3.99

The violent suppression of Communist
Party of China organisations and leftist
elements in Shanghai by forces supporting
General Chiang Kai-shek and conservative
factions in the Kuomintang Nationalist
Party, and the beginning of the Chinese
Civil War.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

SHELDRAKE
Memories of a World War II
Gunner
Major Richard Hughes

SINEWS OF WAR
The Logistical Battle to Keep the
53rd Welsh Division on the Move
During Operation Overlord
Gwilym Davies

Hardback, 167 pages
Published Price £19.99
27222

£3.99

Major Dick Hughes. Major Dick Hughes'
personal account of his service with the
guns artillery of the 53rd Welsh Division
from Normandy to Hamburg including the
hard fought battles for the Orne valley and
Hetrogosenbosch .

Softback, 104 pages
Published Price £9.99
27814

SNIPING IN THE GREAT WAR
Martin Pegler

A SKETCH OF THE
WATERLOO CAMPAIGN
A Tactical Study for Young
Officers
Major Seymour Clarke

Softback 60 pages
Published Price £5.99

£3.99

A fascinating account of the feat of
logistics which it took to supply of the
hard fighting 53rd Welsh division from
Normandy to Hamburg. A limited run
Divisional publication out of print since
the ’50s with a new introduction and
overview of the actions of the Division.

Telephone : 01825 749494

26030

Softback, 212 pages
Published Price £14.99
27363

THE SOMME
The Epic Battle in the Soldier’s
Own Words and Photographs
Richard Van Emden

£3.99

A scholarly history of Great War sniping
that follows its development rather than
personalities and experiences.

Softback, 368 pages
Published Price £14.99
30001

£4.99

Because of its legendary status, the
Somme has been the subject of many
books. However, nothing has ever been
published on the Battle in which the
soldiers own photographs have been used
to illustrate both the campaign’s
extraordinary comradeship and its carnage.

£3.99

A competent, concise tactical primer to
the Battle of Waterloo that was designed
to help the student of military history,
particularly those studying for Staff
College exams. Wellington’s despatch,
written the day after the battle, is usefully
added.

SOME OTHER AND WIDER
DESTINY
Wakefield Grammar School
Foundation and the Great War
Elaine Merckx, Neal Rigby

Hardback, 450 pages
Published Price £29.95
SHOOTING THE SOMME
How an Icon Film was Made
Bob Carruthers

Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £25
28520

26858
SINO-INDIAN WAR
Border Clash October-November
1962
Gerry Van Tonder

£4.99

A book on how the iconic film was made
and certain scenes were reputedly faked!
The bulk of Carruthers' work is a copy of
Geoffrey Malins' (the man who made the
film) own account of his time in the front
line.

SNIPER ACE
From the Eastern Front to Siberia
Bruno Sutkus

Softback, 136 pages
Published Price £14.99
30062

£3.99

The ‘Clash on the Roof of the World’,
between China and India that occurred in
1962. A Chinese disputed Himalayan
border was the main cause of the war.
Much of the fighting took place in harsh
mountain conditions, entailing large-scale
combat at altitudes of over 4,000 metres.

Softback, 179 pages
Published Price £12.99
30074

£3.99

The book comprises two parts: the
wartime experiences of the author based
on his official Sniper's Log Book and his
experiences following the defeat of the
Wehrmacht and the author's subsequent
captivity and internment by the Soviets.

£2.00

The archives of the Wakefield Grammar
School Foundation are a rich source of
information for those interested in the First
World War and in the individuals who
experienced it. This study uses much of
this material, including photographs,
documents, minutes of meetings and
school magazines in an attempt to bring
the period to life. The schools’ magazines,
‘The Savilian’ and ‘The Wakefield High
School Review’, are especially important
and core chapters covering the years 1914
-18 end with material from both. Here can
be found eyewitness reports on such
events as the arrival of the Royal Flying
Corps in France in 1914 and the
bombardment of Scarborough alongside
accounts of school life in extraordinary
times.
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SOMME 1916
Success and Failure on the First
Day of the Battle of the Somme
Paul Kendall

Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £30
27016

£4.99

Structured balanced and fact-driven this
new examination of the First Day of the
Battle of the Somme it is a top addition to
any “Somme Library”.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

THE SOMME 1916: TOURING
THE FRENCH SECTOR
Battleground Somme

SOUTH AFRICA THE 1853
MEDAL.
GR Everson.

SB
Published Price £13.95

David O’Mara

Softback, 240 pages illustrated
throughout
Published Price £14.99
28056
£3.99
English language studies of the French
sector during the Battles of the Somme in
1916 are few and far between, and useful
guide books even more so. This is a very
welcome addition to the “Battleground”
series and goes a long way to filling the
gap.

24533

SOVIET COLD WAR
WEAPONRY
Aircraft, Warships, Missiles and
Artillery

SPIRIT OF RESISTANCE
The Life of SOE Agent Harry
Peuleve DSO MC

STILICHO: THE VANDAL WHO
SAVED ROME

Nigel Perrin

Anthony Tucker-Jones

Softback, 240 pages
Published Price £12.99

Softback, 304 pages
Published Price £14.99

£4.99

The campaign medal issued for frontier
wars between 1834-1853. Roll of over
10,000 recipients corrects inaccuracies and
incompleteness in official roll. Details of
services rendered by all units involved.

Telephone : 01825 749494

Softback, 160 pages
Published Price £14.99
27428

£3.99

A visual guide to the vast array of aircraft,
warships and missiles the Soviet armed
forces deployed at the height of the Cold
War.

27875

£3.99

Harry Peulevé was a decorated Special
Operations
Executive
agent
who
undertook two missions in occupied
France. Captured Peulevé was tortured for
several days after arrest. He later made an
escape attempt but was wounded in the
thigh, and forced to remove the bullet
himself using a spoon, he then was
transported to Buchenwald concentration
camp, eventually escaping in 1945.

Ian Hughes

27872

£4.99

Flavius Stilicho
became the most
powerful man in the Western Roman
Empire. After many years of victories
against a number of enemies, a series of
political and military disasters finally
allowed his enemies to remove him from
power, culminating in his arrest and
subsequent execution in 408. This a
balanced and insightful book which
navigates through the rather uncertain and
often contradictory records of the later
Roman Empire.

THE SOUTH NOTTS HUSSARS
The Western Desert, 1940–1942
Peter Hart

SOMME OFFENSIVE: MARCH
1918: BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
Andrew Rawson

Hardback, 264 pages
Published Price £19.99
28076

£5.99

An account of the British Expeditionary
Force’s defensive battle on the Somme in
March and April of 1918. It starts with the
huge German offensive along a 60 mile
front on 21 March. Third and Fifth Armies
then had to make a series of fighting
withdrawals in which some battalions had
to fight their way out while others were
overrun. This follows the now established
Rawson style of a chronological overall
order, with army, corps and division
events going from north to South.

SOVIET CONQUEST
Berlin 1945

Softback 224
Published Price £12.99
30336

Tony Le Tissier

£3.99

From the “Voices From The Front” this
title tells in the soldiers own words of the
dramatic fighting in North Africa 40/42.

X-PLANES
German Luftwaffe Prototypes 1930
-1945
Manfred Griehl

Softback 288 pages
Published Price £16.99
28633

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99

£4.99

An essential book for the student of
experimental craft not just of this period
and country but everything that came after
it.The text is accompanied by photos of
every plane and features fighters, bombers,
trainers, liaison and communication
planes, reconnaissance planes, transports,
and helicopters.

25503

£4.99

The memoirs of the three Russian
commanders - Zhukov, Koniev and
Chuikov - who seized Berlin in 1945 are
available in English. This book, by a
British military historian long resident in
the German capital, uses the writings of
the second rank of Soviet commanders those responsible for the front lines - in
this unique account of the war in Europe’s
final battle.

STALAG LUFT III
An Official History of the Great
Escape POW Camp
John Grehan

Hardback, 250 pages
Published Price £25
27860

David Carter

£5.99

This Official History of the POW camp
was prepared for the War Office but was
never released to the general public. It
explains the German administration and
running of the camp, the food and
conditions the prisoners endured, and the
means by which morale was maintained
under
such
trying
circumstances.
Inevitably considerable space is devoted to
the escapes and their careful preparation as
well as the anti-escape measures
undertaken by the guards.
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THE STOCKBROKERS’
BATTALION IN THE GREAT
WAR
A History of the 10th (Service)
Battalion Royal Fusiliers
Hardback, 272 pp
Published Price £25
25232

£5.99

The Stockbrokers’ Battalion can justly
claim to be the first of the volunteer Pals’
Battalions of the Great War. Its members
ranged from wealthy bankers like the
Rothschilds, to humble clerks in the City
of London. The Battalion fought
throughout the war on the western front
from July 1915 to the Armistice. This long
overdue history tells its story.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

STOPPING HITLER
An Official Account of How Britain
Planned to Defend Itself in the
Second World War

SUFFRAGISM AND THE
GREAT WAR
Vivien Newman

Hardback, 178 pages
Published Price £19.99

John Grehan

Hardback, 388 pages
Published Price £25
27364

28411
£3.99

Essential for those studying defence of the
United Kingdom in WW2, these are the
official and previously classified plans and
reports of the Chiefs of Staff from 1933 to
the end of the war. These are the real
reports reproduced in their entirety,
compiled by the men in whose hands lay
the fate of the United Kingdom in its
darkest hours.

THE STORY OF THE GUARDS
ARMOURED DIVISION
Hardback, 324 pages
Published Price £25
27585

£4.99

This book is a HARDBACK 324-page
reprint of the 1956 original. It details the
history of this British armoured formation
during the Second World War, from its
formation in 1941 until it was converted to
an infantry division in 1945.he division
landed in Normandy after D-Day, and
fought in Operation Goodwood. Following
the breakout from Normandy, the division
liberated Brussels, and then was the main
ground formation charged with reaching
Arnhem in Operation Market Garden.

30078

Lynda Telford

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

£5.99

This is the first account of the dynamic
unit that was the Alphabet Company, a
unit that has been neglected by history for
a century. It is the story of the men, their
machinery and the extraordinary grit they
displayed in performing some of the most
difficult tasks in a war noted for the
horrific conditions in which it was waged.

David Rooney, Michael Scott

Softback, 196 pages
Published Price £14.99

£5.99

A lively and well researched biography.
Lucius Cornelius Sulla is one of the
central figures of the late Roman Republic.
Indeed he is often considered a major
catalyst in the death of the republican
system. T he ambitious general whose
feud with a rival (Marius) led to his
marching on Rome with an army at his
back, leading to civil war and the terrible
internecine
bloodletting
of
the
proscriptions. In these things, and in his
appropriation of the title of dictator with
absolute power, he set a dangerous
precedent to be followed by Julius Caesar
a generation later.

25476

THE SWORD OF DAVID
The Is***li Air Force at War

£3.99

General Sir Harry Smith and his Spanish
wife Juana led amazing lives. A boon
companion of the Iron Duke throughout
the Peninsula War, Smith witnessed the
burning of the White House by British
troops in the War of 1814. It then fell to
him to surrender to Andrew Jackson after
the disastrous defeat at New Orleans. He
got back to Britain just in time to take part
in Waterloo. An extraordinary account of
two extraordinary romantic lives.

SZKOLNIKOFF: HITLER’S
JEWISH SMUGGLER

Don McCarthy

Pierre Abramovici

HB, 152 pp
Published Price £25

Hardback, 223 pages
Published Price £19.99

24703

Softback, 288 pages
Published Price £16.99

SURRENDER AT NEW
ORLEANS
General Sir Harry Smith in the
Peninsula and America

SULLA
A Dictator Reconsidered

27081

Damien Finlayson

£3.99

This book explodes many myths,
including the simplistic idea that it was
women's war service alone which led to
their partial enfranchisement in 1918 as
some form of reward from a grateful
nation. Vivien Newman reveals a social
tapestry which is both complex and
infinitely fascinating, one of old
friendships broken and new ones formed,
shifting alliances and bitter rivalries, of
loyalties and even betrayals.

Captain the Earl of Rosse

SUPPORTING TUNNELING
OPERATIONS IN THE GREAT
WAR
The AIF’s Alphabet Company

Telephone : 01825 749494

£5.99

Israel’s air force has been a decisive player
in the many conflicts involving the
country since its foundation in 1948. This
history by aviation historian Don
McCarthy is a most readable narrative of
the IAF’s campaigns, its commanders,
aircraft and structure. Arguably best book
ever published on its subject.

26197

£4.99

Szkolnikoff was a major economic
collaborator in the occupied France during
the Second World War. He made a
considerable fortune by supplying the
Kriegsmarine and then the SS, mainly in
textile, and was described as "the man who
pushed the practice of black market to an
extreme. He then reinvented his returns to
build a real estate empire. He was found
dead on 10 June 1945 near Madrid in
Spain.

SWORDS AND CINEMA
Hollywood VS the Reality of
Ancient Warfare
Jeremiah McCall

Hardback, 210 pages
Published Price £19.99
25496

£3.99

How accurate are the portrayals of ancient
warfare in Hollywood movies and TV
blockbusters? This intriguing book
compares the reality of conflict in the
classical world with their portrayal on the
silver screen, and comes up with some
amazing answers that will interests movie
buffs and students of ancient military
history alike.
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TAMING THE ATLANTIC
The History of Man’s Battle with
the World’s Toughest Ocean
Dag Pike

Hardcover 216 pages
Published Price £25
27809

£5.99

The Atlantic has often been the testing
ground for the latest technology and
design. All this and more, such as
navigation techniques and advance
weather forecasting are covered.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

TANK BATTLES OF WORLD
WAR I

TARGET CORINTH CANAL
1940-1944

Bryan Cooper

Platon Alexiades

Hardback, 144 pages
Published Price £19.99

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

27108

£4.99

Failure to exploit the potential of an
original idea is a recurring phenomenon in
our national history. Few failures,
however, can have been so costly in
human life as that of our military
commanders early in 1916 to appreciate
that the tank was a war winning weapon.
The
slaughter
of
the
Somme,
Passchendaele and Ypres salient had to be
endured before accepted 'conventional'
methods were abandoned and the tank
given a chance. Bryan Cooper describes
the early tank actions in vivid detail, with
many eyewitness accounts.

27430

£2.99

Well researched and informative account
of the wartime history of the canal that
connects the Gulf of Corinth with the
Aegean Sea. It was the focus of numerous
special Allied operations to prevent oil
from the Black Sea reaching Italy, to delay
the invasion of Crete and severing the vital
German supply lines to Rommel's Army in
North Africa.

THE 16TH DURHAM LIGHT
INFANTRY IN ITALY 1943-1945
Voices from the Front

Telephone : 01825 749494

THE BATTLE OF THE LYS 1918
Givenchy and the River Lawe German Spring Offensive

THE GREAT WAR HANDBOOK
A Guide for Family Historians &
Students of the Conflict

Peter Hart

Phil Tomaselli

Geoff Bridger

Softback, 224 pages
Published Price £12.99

Softback 192 pages
Published Price £12.99

SB. B&W photos, maps and diagrams
Published Price £12.99
25560
£3.99

28921

£3.99

A clear and informative account of the
16th Durham light infantry in Italy
duringWW2., an absolute must for anyone
who wants to follow the Italian Campaign
The focus is on the 16 DLI, what Peter
Hart has written and captured in this book,
demonstrates what life was like for any of
the troops involved during this campaign.

28714

£3.99

Phil
Tomaselli’s
vivid
account
reconstructs events in the typical
Battleground style. He describes the
course of the fighting in close detail, using
eyewitness accounts, official records,
photographs and maps, and he provides
walking and driving tours of the battlefield
and of the monuments and cemeteries
associated with it.

A book for all Great War buffs - experts
and beginners alike. Geoff Bridger has
compressed a vast amount of data of all
aspects of the conflict into a single, clear
and
beautifully
produced
volume.
Absolutely indispensable.

The Life and Ship Models Of
NORMAN OUGH
TEHERAN TO TRIESTE
The Story Of The Tenth Indian
Division
War Department Government of India

TANKS OF THE USSR 1917-1945
Alexander Ludeke

Softback 128 pages
Published Price £12.99
28635

£3.99

A quick 'one stop' basic reference for
Soviet Tanks of WW2.

SB 50pp Illustrated throughout in
colour 2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition
Published Price £9.99
28742
£5.99
This History deals with the 10th Indian
Division’s exploits in Iraq (under Maj Gen
‘Bill’ Slim), its role in the Libyan battles
leading up to El Alamein, the following
two years of garrison duties in Cyprus and
Syria and, finally, its fighting services in
the Italian campaign (from Ortona
onwards).

THE The 1989 Coup d'Étát in
Paraguay: The end of a long
dictatorship, 1954-1989
Antonio Luis Sapienza

Softback large format 64 pages with
82 photos, 15 artworks & 4 maps
Published Price £16.99
30340
£4.99
A succinct and clear breakdown of the rule
and fall of Paraguayan dictator Stroessner
including the reasons behind it and the
events that transpired during it. Backed up
by good detail, little seen photos, and great
illustrations about a little known event and
a poorly documented military.

Alistair Roach

THE DRIVE ON MOSCOW 1941:
Operation Taifun and Germany’s
First Great Crisis in World War II
Niklas Zetterling

Softback 336 pages illustrated
Published Price £9.99
30243
£3.99
Well-written and complete with 24
photographs and 7 maps this is an
excellent publication,On 5 December
1941, just over 70 years ago, the German
‘Taifun’ (typhoon) operation froze to
death in a mire of bitter cold and German
exhaustion with the attackers at the very
gates of Moscow, and so ended any hope
that the Germans had of finishing the
USSR as a viable enemy in one major
campaign during the summer and autumn
of 1941. ‘Taifun’ was schemed as the
culmination
of
‘Barbarossa’
(30
September/5 December 1941).
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Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £25
28209

£5.99

An inspiration to model ship builders, but
also an invaluable source of information
about the constructional and working
details of steel men’o’war – from
ordnance to anchors, from ships’ boats and
their handling, to all the upper deck
fixtures and fittings.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

THE SEARCH FOR THE
JAPANESE FLEET
USS Nautilus and the Battle of
Midway
David W Jourdan

Hardback 368 pges
Published Price £19.99
25861

£5.99

A different twist on the Battle of Midway.
The air and surface battle at Midway has
been well documented, at least from the
US side. The author here provides a look
at the submarine role and contribution.
Woven into the tale of World War II is the
modern drama of deep sea discovery as
explorers deploy technological marvels to
the sea floor, over three miles down, to
reveal the relics of history and
commemorate the fallen.

THE STORY OF THE 25th
INDIAN DIVSION
The Arakan Campaign
War Department Government of India

SB 38pp Illustrated throughout in
colour 2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition
Published Price £9.99
28707
£5.99
Formed in Southern India in August 1942
for defence of that area in case of Japanese
invasion, the ‘Ace of Spades’ Division had
its baptism of fire in Arakan in February
1944. It served throughout the remainder
of that campaign, the climax being the
battle of Tamandu. Its victorious fight for
the Kangaw roadblock was considered by
many to have been the fiercest battle of the
entire Burma war, while its liberation of
Akyab was the first convincing proof to
the rest of the world that the tide had
turned against the Japanese.

THE WAR OF THE SPANISH
SUCCESSION
Paper Soldiers for Marlborough's
Campaigns in Flanders
Paperboys on Campaign series

Telephone : 01825 749494

TREAT EM ROUGH
The Birth of American Armor
1917–20

Peter Dennis

Dale E. Wilson

Paperback 297mm x 210mm 48
pages colour artwork throughout
Published Price £16.95
27992
£4.99

Hardback 240 pages
Published Price £25

Recommend even for the traditional
wargamer with many metal and plastic
figures in there collections,and for the
newer younger breed of gamers. The "on
campaign" books are especially good
value as they concentrate on the figures
and dispense with rules etc- these can be
downloaded for free from the paperboys
website,

THEODORE BAYLEY HARDY
VC DSO MC
A Reluctant Hero

30242

THE TRUTH ABOUT RUDOLF
HESS
J. Douglas-Hamilton

Softback, 326 pages
Published Price £14.99
28511

£5.99

The author brings these early days of the
Tank Corps to life. Using eyewitness
accounts from the archives at the Army
War College and elsewhere, he details the
design and building of the first tanks, the
training of crews, the monstrous problem
of transport in an age when roads were
built for horse-drawn carriages, the
evolution of armoured combat doctrine
and the three great battles in which tanks
revolutionised modern warfare: St Mihiel,
Meuse-Argonne, and St. Quentin. This
book is well written, organised, and very
informative.

£3.99

A credible analysis of the events
surrounding Hess's extraordinary decision
to come to Britain in 1941 without Hitler`s
knowledge.

David Raw

Hardback, 162 pages
Published Price £19.99
28495

£5.99

A good biography of one of the most
decorated non-combatants of the First
World War. He was wounded in action
when trying to tend to the wounded and
died a week later in Rouen, France, on 18
October 1918 just two days before his 55th
birthday.

THEY SHALL NOT PASS
The French Army On The Western
Front 1914-1918
Ian Summer

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £14.99
27817
TOBRUK 1942
Rommel and the Defeat of the
Allies
David Mitchelhill-Green

Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25
28947

THE VERY THING
The Memoirs of Drummer
Bentinck, 1807-1823

TRIUMPHS AND DISASTERS
Eyewitness Accounts of the
Netherlands Campaign 1813-1814

Jonathan Crook

Utilising a wealth of primary and
secondary sources Mitchelhill-Green
examines why the fortress fell to
Rommel’s Axis forces in just 24 hours
when it held out against repeated attacks
the previous year. Panzerarmee Afrika
attacked Tobruk with massed air support,
penetrated a weak spot on the eastern
defensive perimeter, taking Tobruk and
33,000 prisoners, many of the garrison on
the western perimeter not having been
involved in the fighting. The surrender
was the second largest capitulation by the
British Army in the war,Comparing the
1941 and 1942 battles, this book presents a
new perspective on Tobruk the isolated
Libyan fortress.

Andrew Bamford

Hardback, 193 pages
Published Price £19.99

£5.99
25700

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

£3.99

These accounts are drawn from interviews
that Bentinck conducted with a journalist
just before his death. The title of the book
is taken from the Battle of Aldea de Ponte:
Wellington
identified
a
tactical
vulnerability and called for infantry to
conduct an immediate manoeuvre. On
being informed that the 23rd of Foot was
best disposed, he smiled and said, Ah, the
very thing, demonstrative his hard-earned
confidence.

27432

THIS BLOODY PLACE
The Incomparables at Gallipoli
Richard Van Emden

Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £19.99
27431

£3.99

Originally published in 1919, Mure's story
of his experiences at Gallipoli is full of a
rawness and immediacy that makes it
worthy of a place amongst any library of
Great War memoirs.

£5.99

In the closing months of 1813, with
Napoleon’s forces largely expelled from
Germany and the allied armies advancing
towards the Rhine, insurrection began to
break out in the Netherlands. With Britain
having a keen interest in this part of the
world, and placing some importance on its
being retained in friendly hands, it was
decided to dispatch an armed force of
around 7,000 men in order to aid the
insurgents. Carefully researched and
expertly compiled by historian Andrew
Bamford, this is a valuable and absorbing
new source, which will be of great interest
to Napoleonic students.
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£3.99

This graphic collection of first-hand
accounts sheds new light on the
experiences of the French army during the
Great War. It reveals in authentic detail
the perceptions and emotions of soldiers
and civilians who were caught up in the
most destructive conflict the world had
ever seen. The author’s pioneering work
will appeal to readers who may know
something about the British and German
armies on the Western Front, but little
about the French army which bore the
brunt of the fighting on the allied side.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

THE UNDERGROUND WAR
Vimy Ridge to Arras

TWO DEATHS AT
AMPHIPOLIS
Cleon vs Brasidas in the
Peloponnesian War

Phillip Robinson, Nigel Cave

Softback, 269 pages
Published Price £14.99

Mike Roberts

Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25
27252

25422
£2.99

This title examines in detail two of the
most significant characters, Brasidas and
Cleon, on either side of the great
Peloponnesian War. It focuses on the
showdown in and around Amphipolis that
led to both their deaths in 422 BC and
allowed exhausted Sparta and Athens and
their respective allies to sign a peace that
would however be short lasted and turn
out to be no more than a breathing space.
This is a valuable book for anyone
wanting to get to grips with this little
known episode and appreciate its
importance, but also with the strategies
carried out during the Peloponnesian War.
It shows well the importance of the fight
for Amphipolis, and the dominance of the
North that would result from it.

£3.99

The war beneath the trenches was an
important feature of the Great War, and
has always fascinated visitors to the
western front - particularly with the recent
opening up of previously hidden
subterranean systems. This book, drawn
from British, French and German sources,
focuses on mining operations in Artois
around Arras, and in particular features the
tunnels beneath Vimy Ridge.

Telephone : 01825 749494

UNDERSTANDING THE YPRES
SALIENT
An Illuminating Battlefield Guide

VEHICLE ART OF WORLD
WAR TWO

Thomas Scotland, Steven Heys

Hardback, 160 pages
Published Price £19.99

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
26168

£5.99

The battlefields of Ypres are a magnet for
British tourists and there can be few other
areas so crammed with the memorials,
cemeteries and, even at this length of time,
the detritus of the Great War. After
reading this book you should be able to
stand at any location within Ypres salient
and be able to work out what happened
there throughout four years of war. You
will also be able to conjure up a picture in
your mind of events which took place
more than 100 years ago as though they
were happening in front of you. New
tourists will enjoy using it, the more
experienced will like the photographs and
the condensed history.

John Norris

28948

THE VICTORIA CROSS AT SEA
The Sailors, Marines and Naval
Airmen awarded Britain’s Highest
Honour
John Winton

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

£2.99

The vast majority of the photos in this title
are of currently existing restored vehicles.
The art shown on the vehicles is too
elaborate to have been in common use and
are more post-war re-enactor fantasies
than reality.

26194

£4.99

This classic is a thoroughly well
researched piece of work, and the best
book on the Naval recipients of The
Victoria Cross.

VCs OF THE NORTH
Cumbria, Durham and
Northumberland
Alan Withworth

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
25959

UNDERSTANDING THE
SOMME 1916
An Illuminating Battlefield Guide
Thomas Scotland

Softback, 240 pages with 160 colour
and B&W maps and photographs
Published Price £19.99
25918
£5.99
THE U.S. NAVY: CURTISS
FLYING BOAT NC-4
An Account of the First
Transatlantic Flight
Richard V. Simpson

Softback, 128 pages
Published Price £18.99
27316

£2.00

The NC-4 flying boat was the first not
non-stop aircraft to fly across the Atlantic
Ocean in 1919. The feat of making the
first transatlantic flight was somewhat
eclipsed shortly afterward by the first nonstop transatlantic flight by John Alcock
and Arthur Whitten Brown in a Vickers
Vimy biplane. This interesting title has
numerous photos of the NC-4 and its
predecessors, along with a detailed scale
drawing.

This is a guidebook with a difference. It is
not a list of memorials and cemeteries. Its
aim is to provide the reader with an
understanding of the Battle of the Somme.
There were some partial successes; there
were many disastrous failures. In 17
concise chapters dealing with different
areas of the battlefield and various aspects
of strategy, this book explains what
happened in each location and why.

£2.99

Alan Whitworth, in this carefully
researched account, describes in graphic
detail the exploits and the lives of this elite
band of heroes. Within this group of
Northern VC recipients are a number of
outstanding names, including Richard
Annand who gained the first VC of the
Second World War and Roland Bradford
who was one of only four sets of brothers
to have secured the VC. He also had the
distinction of becoming the youngest
general in the British army. But among the
roll of the brave whose gallantry and selfsacrifice are celebrated in these pages the
reader will find the names and
extraordinary deeds of many other men
who were either born or bred or lived and
died in the North. They will also find the
story of the youngest Victoria Cross
recipient who won his award aged just
nineteen.

VOICES IN FLIGHT: THE
HEAVY BOMBER OFFENSIVE
OF WWII
Martin Bowman

VERDUN 1916
The Renaissance of the Fortress
J. E. Kaufmann

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
26193

25355

Brian Best

VERTICAL TAKE-OFF
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
Bill Rose

Hardback, 176 pages
Published Price £25

£3.99

Not a plodding history of RAF Bomber
Command, but a collection of fourteen
thrilling standalone stories from the aerial
offensive against Germany conveying the
essence of what it felt like to be on a
bombing mission over the Reich, when the
chances of survival decreased with every
mission.

Hardback, 574 pages
Published Price £25

£5.99

An insightful examination the battle of
Verdun in the context of the Great War
from 1914 to 1916. It is not just a retelling
of the battle, but an explanation of how the
situation developed and the importance of
Verdun. Also included is the role of forts
and fortifications and why they were
virtually abandoned before the battle
began. This a a very good study in the
English language, on a neglected but
important subject.

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

THE VICTORIA CROSS WARS
Battles, Campaigns and Conflicts of
All the VC Heroes

28916

£5.99

Published by Ian Allan this is a highquality "Secret Projects" title, The content
is excellent, with plenty of well-researched
interesting VTO fighter projects stretching
from the late 1930s through WW2 with
German projects such as the Focke Wulf
Treibflugel, Heinkel Wespe, and VTO
rocket fighters. and on to the present day.
Many obscure concepts and designs are
covered, alongside the more familiar
prototypes.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

27367

£5.99

The “Victoria Cross Wars “explains
Britain's involvement in little known and
forgotten colonial campaigns, as well as
the greater conflicts of the twentieth
century. It details the battles and
engagements that resulted in the granting
of the most highly regarded award for
valour in the face enemy. A good addition
to any VC library that well written by the
founder of the Victoria Cross Society,
Brian Best.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com

VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT – SOMME
1916: 1st JULY 1916 – 13th
NOVEMBER 1916
Paul Oldfield

VOICES FROM THE PAST: THE
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT
BRIGADE

VILLERS-PLOUICH:
HINDENBURG LINE
Bill Mitchinson

Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £30
27433

VICTORIA’S HARVEST: THE
IRISH SOLDIER IN THE ZULU
WAR OF 1879
Davis Truesdale & John Young

£3.99

Forming part of the very well regarded
‘Victoria Crosses on the Western Front’
series, military historian Paul Oldfield has
made good use of newly emerging
information to produce a valuable update
on previously produced works. A
chronological history of events, providing
good battle context, and detail of the
actions for which the various VCs were
awarded is followed the biographical
detail of each man recorded. Well
illustrated with maps, photographs and
thoroughly indexed this and it’s
companion volumes are another very
good additions to any VC library.

VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT 1914-1915
A Guide to the Locations – From
Mons to Hill 60
Paul Oldfield

Hardback 376 pages with Photos
illustrations & maps
Published Price £25
25112
£4.99
This book tells the story of some of the
Irish men who served as soldiers in Queen
Victoria's Army, before, during and after
the Zulu War of 1879. Men who fought
not necessarily for a queen or a country,
but most often for their regiment; a
regiment that had seen numerous fellow
Irishmen and often preceding family
members serve in its ranks.
This book is not about the Zulu War of
1879 per se, enough has already been
written on that account. It is the story of
some of those Irishmen who volunteered
for service in Queen Victoria's Army and
found themselves involved in not only the
greatest defeat of the British soldier at the
hands of a native enemy, but some
remarkable victories.

Softback, 144 pages
Published Price £9.95
27666

Telephone : 01825 749494

John Grehan

Martin Bowman

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99

Hardback, 236 pages
Published Price £25

27343
£3.99

When British and Dominion troops again
approached the Hindenburg Line in 1918,
some of the bloodiest engagements of the
Hundred Days were fought over the ridges
and valleys of Villers-Plouich, Beaucamp
and La Vacquerie. this is a good guide that
is up high standard as the other books in
this popular series.

VOICES IN FLIGHT: RAF
ESCAPERS AND EVADERS IN
WWII

£4.99

The battle seen through the eyes of those
who took part, this is an enthralling
reading.

25411

£3.99

Astonishingly, 156 RAF flyers escaped
and almost 2,000 successfully evaded the
clutches of the Germans in western Europe
during the Second World War. Martin
Bowman has drawn on the stories of just a
few of these escapers and evaders to
compile a brilliant history, showing their
courage and resourcefulness at every turn.

VOICES IN FLIGHT: THE
NIGHT AIR WAR
Martin W Bowman

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25
25927

£3.99

These truly epic stories, gleaned from the
memories of the men who made up
Bomber Command, serve as an
appropriate epitaph to their collective
effort.

Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £25
27434

£3.99

VOICES FROM JUTLAND
A Centenary Commemoration

VOICES FROM THE PAST:
WATERLOO 1815
History’s most Famous Battle Told
Through Eyewitness Accounts,
Newspaper Reports, Parliamentary
Debates, Memoirs and Diaries
John Grehan

Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £25

Jim Crossley

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
27128

VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT 1917 TO
THIRD YPRES 27th January 1917
– 27th July 1917
Paul Oldfield

£3.99

£3.99

A well written even handed detailed but
never heavy account of the Battle of
Jutland. Due to the expeditions to the
wrecks by Marine Archaeologists such as
Innes McCartney the disputes related to
the battle can be put to bed and at long last
the accusations aimed at Admiral Jellicoe
have been shown to be baseless.

£3.99

A collection of contemporary accounts of
the great battle of Waterloo, culled from
newspapers,
Parliamentary
debates,
memoirs and diaries. More than 300
voices
contribute
to
giving
a
comprehensive portrait of almost every
aspect of the battle : political, military and
diplomatic.

WALCHEREN TO WATERLOO
The British Army in the Low
Countries during French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic
Wars 1739-1815
Andrew Limm

Michael Senior

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

Hardback 238 pages
Published Price £25
26894

Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £30
27366

VICTORY ON THE WESTERN
FRONT
The Development of the British
Army 1914-1918

25369

£5.99

Michael Senior provides a challenging and
controversial analysis of the underlying
reasons for the success of the BEF. It is
essential reading for anyone who is keen
to learn about the extraordinary
development of the British army
throughout the war - and to understand
why, and how, the Germans were beaten.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

28491

£4.99

Unfortunately a somewhat patchy book,
with a misleading title. There were six
engagements by the British Army in the
Low Countries, only four are mentioned,
with Ostend 1798 referenced only in
passing. The title of the book is poor,
Walcheren was the fourth not the first
action, and Waterloo is not covered, also
the image on the cover is of the Battle of
Waterloo so it’s hard to explain why it’s
been used.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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WALKING THE WESTERN
FRONT
THE SOMME 1916: THE FIRST
OF JULY

A WARGAMER’S GUIDE TO
THE EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE
Daniel Mersey

Softback, 136 pages
Published Price £12.99

Ed Skelding

A Landscape hardback, 208 pages,
illustrated throughout.
Published Price £25
27427
£3.99
This book explores the history of the
battlefields through the eyes of the camera.
Complete with 150 prints, both in colour
and black and white, taken over a twentyyear period reflecting the author’s many
filming trips to the Somme, the book
shows the battlefield as it was almost 100
years ago and is accompanied by a shot of
the exact same spot as it stands today. The
author then explains the significance of the
photographs and why they were included
in the book. Battleground historian Nigel
Cave also contributes to proceedings and
adds his expert knowledge to the narrative.
While researching the battlefields, the
author has taken many photographs, and
each has been carefully chosen to maintain
the narrative and, as much as possible, to
put the viewer/reader on the spot where
the action took place.
Overseas clients please note: Due to
excessively high wrapped weight
shipping is weighted on this title.

WANTON TROOPERS
Buckinghamshire in the Civil Wars
1640-1660
Ian F. W. Beckett

Hardback, 204 pages
Published Price £25
27571

£4.99

None of the best-known battles or sieges
took place in Buckinghamshire, but there
was destructive combat in the county on a
smaller scale because its location placed it
on the front line between the opposing
forces - between the royalist headquarters
at Oxford and the parliamentarian
stronghold of London. As Ian Beckett
shows, the impact of war on Bucks was
considerable. His analysis gives us an
insight into the experience of local
communities and the county as a whole and it reveals much about the experience
of the conflict across the country.

27505

£3.99

The Roman army of the early empire is
one of the most instantly recognisable
armies and enjoys a reputation for
excellence. This and their many famous
campaigns against a wide range of
colourful foes makes this one of the most
popular periods for wargamers. Covering
the period from 27BC to AD284, Daniel
Mersey gives a wargamer s perspective of
the many conflicts and offers advice on
how to recreate these on the gaming table.

A WASTE OF BLOOD AND
TREASURE
The 1799 Anglo-Russian Invasion
of the Netherlands
Philip Ball, Kate Bohdanowicz

WAR! HELLISH WAR!
Star Shell Reflections 1916-1918:
The Illustrated Diaries of Jim
Maultsaid

WARGAME: AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR
“Paper Soldiers” series
Peter Dennis

27228

27919
£3.99

An appealing account that is made even
better by the quality of the illustrations
that were created by the author himself .
This is a soldier's eye view of life in the
front line and of the assault by the Ulster
Division on 1 July 1916, followed by an
account of recuperation after being
seriously
wounded,
then
being
commissioned into the Chinese Labour
Corps. In the flood of Great War memoirs
Jim Maultsaid's stand out from the crowd.

Peter Dennis

Softback, 48 pages
Published Price £16.95

Barbara McClune, Jim Maultsaid

Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £25

WARGAME: THE ROMAN
INVASION AD 43 - 84
“Paper Soldiers” series

£4.99

Here the blue and the grey regiments can
clash again, using simple rules from
Veteran wargamer Andy Callan. Although
the figures can be used with any of the
commercial sets of wargame rules, an
introduction to wargaming and a simple
set of rules by veteran wargamer Andy
Callan is included, along with buildings,
trees and even artillery along with daring
rebel cavalry and colourful Zouaves.

Softback, 48 pages
Published Price £16.95
27921

£4.99

In the Battle for Britain series, well-known
historical illustrator Peter Dennis breathes
life back into the 19th century paper
soldier, supplying all the artwork needed
to create the armies which struggled for
supremacy through our island history.
Here, the Legions of Rome and the fierce
Celtic inhabitants of Britannia can clash
again using simple rules from veteran
wargamer Andy Callan.

Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £19.99
28220

£5.99

In 1799, as part of the Second Coalition
against France, an Anglo-Russian army
landed in Holland to overthrow the
Batavian Republic and to reinstate the
Stadtholder William V of Orange.Five
major battles were fought between armies
of four different nations. This book
examines British, French, Dutch and
Russian sources to reveal a fascinating tale
of intrigue, diplomatic skulduggery and
daring action. Spies, politicians, sailors
and soldiers all play a part in the exciting
story of an expedition that made (and
broke) reputations and tested alliances.

WARGAME: THE SPANISH
ARMADA 1588
“Paper Soldiers” series
Peter Dennis

Softback, 48 pages
Published Price £16.95
27922

£4.99

This source book shows you how to copy
and make any number of simple and
colourful ship cut-out models using
traditional skills with glue and scissors. To
play the game you will need a tabletop
playing surface and a handful of dice.

THE WAR WITH HITLER’S
NAVY
Adrian Stewart

Hardback, 244 pages
Published Price £19.99
28504

£5.99

Adrian Stewart appears to be the first
author to compile secondary sources to
create a comprehensive British perspective
on the Royal Navy’s war with the
Kriegsmarine. There are many books that
deal, with aspects of the conflict such as
particular battles, or naval vessels, or
naval personnel but Stewart has done
readers a service by assembling a treatise
on major subjects from the rise of Hitler’s
Navy to its ultimate demise. His book is
organised in the form of nine topical
chapters of a dozen to twenty-five pages
each plus two indices: “Index” and a
valuable “Index of Ships”.Therefore, this
compendium
fills
a
need
in
historiographical studies. A better title for
this book would be The British War with
Hitler’s Navy

WARFARE IN NEOLITHIC
EUROPE
An Archaeological and
Anthropological Analysis
Julian Maxwell Heath

Hardback, 168 pages
Published Price £19.99
28444

£5.99

It comes as no surprise that the various
groups of people who were alive during
the neolithic period, were often at war
with each other. It was ever thus...

WARGAME: CASTLE ASSAULT
Sieges and Battles Edward I to
Bannockburn
“Paper Soldiers” series

THE WATERLOO ARCHIVE
Volume VI: British Sources
Gareth Glover

Hardback xv+ 304 pages + plates in
colour
Published Price £25
25977
£3.99

Peter Dennis, Andy Callan

Softback, 48 pages
Published Price £16.95
27918

£4.99

The Scottish and Welsh wars of Edward
the first and second up to the Battle of
Bannockburn, with barded knights, Scots
schiltrons and wild Welsh archers fighting
again for freedom. Featuring an extensive
castle model with a siege assault force and
a siege game included in the rules.

WARGAME: THE AMERICAN
REVOLUTIONARY WAR
“Paper Soldiers” series

A WARGAMER’S GUIDE TO
THE ANGLO-ZULU WARS
Daniel Mersey

Softback, 113 pages
Published Price £12.99

Peter Dennis

Softbak, 48 pages
Published Price £16.95
27920

27573
£4.99

In the 'Battle in America' series wellknown historical illustrator Peter Dennis
breathes life back into the 19th century
paper soldier, supplying all the artwork
needed to create the armies which
struggled for Liberty across the states of
the colonial new world.

£3.99

This is a wargamers guide covering the
Anglo-Zulu War of 1879. It details the
battles, including minor engagements.
The second chapter is a succinct guide to
information wargamers should find
especially helpful ; ORBATs, estimates of
effective rifle range, and Chelmsford’s
overview of the Zulu army.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

In this sixth and final volume in the
coming to the end, of this magnificent and
groundbreaking Waterloo Archive series,
Glover has again turned his attention to the
British sources. Many treasures await
readers: Lieutenant Ingilby’s journal
provides a long overdue description of the
role of Gardiner’s Troop of Royal Horse
Artillery, Corporal Coulter vividly
describes his own wounding during the
battle; while Esward Heeley gives a
fascinating glimpse into the life of a
servant boy. Through these accounts the
human aspect of war and military
campaigning is brought to the fore: the
humour and exhilaration, the fears and
miseries, the starvation and exhaustion, the
horror and the joy.

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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WATERLOO COMMANDERS
Napoleon, Wellington & Blucher

WELLINGTON’S PENINSULAR
WAR GENERALS AND THEIR
BATTLES
A Biographical and Historical
Dictionary

Andrew Uffindell

Hardback 224 pages
Published Price £19.99
30335

T. A. Heathcote

£5.99

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

The three commanders-in-chief during the
Waterloo campaign rank among the most
famous soldiers in history. This book gives
accounts of their parallel lives and
extraordinary careers. It offers the
contrasts that emerge between their
backgrounds, personalities and methods of
commanding, in an above average surveylevel history.

26098

WATERLOO MESSENGER
The Life of Henry Percy,
Peninsular Soldier and French
Prisoner of War

WEAPONS OF DESPERATION
German Frogmen and Midget
Submarines of the World War II

William Mahon

Lawrence Paterson

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £16.99

27369

£3.99

With thorough research, this is an
excellent account of the life and times of
this officer who served as an aide-de-camp
to Sir John Moore, as a part of the Duke of
Wellington’s military family, and also the
man who carried the ‘Waterloo Dispatch’
back to London.

WATERLOO GENERAL
The Life, Letters and Mysterious
Death of Major General Sir
William Ponsonby

28050

WELLINGTON AND THE
SIEGE OF SAN SEBASTIAN 1813

28058
£3.99

Covers not only the Kriegsmarine midget
U-boat operations, but the co-operation
with the Italian counterparts,frogmen
operations, sabotage, commando, agent
insertion in all theatre's of war. Pieced
together from fragmentary sources, this
largely untold story uncovers some of the
most desperate operations of the War.

WELLINGTON’S REDJACKETS
The 45th (Nottinghamshire)
Regiment on Campaign in South
America and the Peninsula 1805-14
Steve Brown

Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Bruce Collins

Hardback, 268 pages
Published Price £25

27018
£4.99

The siege of San Sebastian in 1813 was
messy, expensive of casualties, and
resulted in the brutal and widely criticised
sack of the city after a final assault. This is
a a detailed look at a still controversial
topic.

John Morewood

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25
27089

£4.99

Wellington’s
achievements
in
the
Peninsular War cannot be overestimated.
At the outset in 1808 Napoleon and his
Marshals appeared unstoppable. By the
close Wellington and his Army had
convincingly defeated the French and
taken the war across the Pyrenees into
France itself. He and his Generals had
waged a hugely successful campaign both
by conventional means and guerrilla
warfare.

£3.99

Wellington’s Redjackets, is one of the
most detailed unit histories ever published
of a regiment during the Napoleonic era.
As the first, and only, study of this
regiment, it is well written, packed full of
detail, and, there are many useful maps.
The 45th would take part in – or at least be
present at - the battles or sieges of Rolica,
Vimiera, Talavera, Busaco, Fuentes
D'Onoro, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz,
Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle,
Orthes and Toulouse; making it one of the
most experienced of Wellington’s infantry
regiments by the time of Napoleon’s first
defeat. It is an essential purchase for those
with an enthusiasm for the Peninsular
War.

£5.99

Waterloo General is an excellent
biography of a British general,Sir William
Ponsonby,who was destined for obscurity
until fate placed him in the right place at
the right time that allowed him lead the
epic charge that led to the defeat of
Napoleon's Army. Unfortunately he died
in the charge and was never able to enjoy
the many accolades that ensued.

THE WATERY GRAVE
The Life and Death of the Cruiser
HMS Manchester
Richard H. Osborne

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
27244

WATERLOO IN 100 OBJECTS
Gareth Glover

Hardback 321 pages illustrated in
full colour throughout
Published Price £25
24890
£5.99
These 100 objects from the Waterloo
campaign capture the reality of the great
battle and the lives of those who fought
and
suffered
there.
From
the
uncomfortable uniforms to the battle
drums and breastplates, author Gareth
Glover takes us on a fascinating journey
back in time.

WELLINGTON AGAINST
SOULT
The Second Invasion of Portugal
1809

WELLINGTON’S
HEADQUARTERS
The Command and Administration
of the British Army During the
Peninsular War
S. G. P. Ward

Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £19.99

David Buttery

£5.99

A different book from the majority of
those written about the war at sea, it delves
into the story of this particular sinking
which resulted in the Court Martial of her
captain. The cruiser HMS Manchester was
sunk off the coast of Tunisia in August
1942 whilst participating in Operation
Pedestal. An insight into the way the
wartime Royal Navy dealt with the combat
loss of an important vessel is given. The
detailed depiction of the Court Martial
process is a particular strength, along with
the focus upon the relationship between a
warship’s captain and his senior officers,
very much at the centre of this tale.

Hardback, 240 pages with 5 maps &
14 plates
Published Price £25
27230
£5.99
This well written book has been described
as “A triumph of unbiased historical
writing and a must read for students of the
Peninsular
War
and
Wellingtons
Campaigning in general”. Soult's invasion
of Portugal is rarely studied in great depth
and, likewise, the offensive Wellesley
launched, which defeated and expelled the
French, has also received scant coverage.
As well as giving a fresh insight into the
contrasting characters of the two generals,
the narrative offers a gripping and
detailed, reconstruction of the organisation
and experience of a military campaign.

27567

£2.99

It is a superb survey of the duties of the
departments of the Army in the Peninsular
War. An eye opening investigation into the
true nature of Wellington's command
style, written by a man who knew the
Duke's habits and character as well as if he
had himself served under him... There is
no finer book in print that does justice to
this
understudied
but
brilliant
headquarters.

WELLINGTON’S HIGHLAND
WARRIORS
From the Black Watch Mutiny to
the Battle of Waterloo
Stuart Reid

Hardback 256 pages
Published Price £19.99
25322

£5.99

An insight into the world of the eighteenth
century Highland infantry regiments, gives
an account of the raising. and into active
duty and battle, in Ireland, India, the
Iberian Peninsula, and finally the Waterloo
Campaign.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

WELLINGTON’S VOICE
The Candid Letters of Lieutenant
Colonel John Fermantle,
Coldstream Guards, 1808-1821
Gareth Glover

HB, 322 pp
Published Price £25
24371

£4.99

An intimate portrait of the Duke of
Wellington by one of his closest aides.
The author, Lt. Col. Fremantle was on the
Iron Duke’s personal staff throughout the
Peninsular War and the Waterloo
campaign. His letters speak with startling
honesty about Wellington’s flaws and
foibles, his philandering and the intrigues
surrounding him. A fascinating view oif
the ‘Great Man’ as we have never seen
him before.,

Over 7000 military books available online at www.naval-military-press.com
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YORKSHIRE VCs
By Alan Whitworth

Hardback 240 pages
Published Price £19.99
24017

£4.99

Of the 1,357 Victoria Crosses ever
awarded, no fewer than 69 examples of
Britain’s supreme medal for gallantry have
gone to men from a single county:
Yorkshire. This book, which will make the
heart of every Yorkshireman swell with
pride, tells the story of each of these heroic
deeds.

YPRES 1914: MESSINES
Battleground Early Battles
Jack Sheldon, Nigel Cave

Softback, 176 pages
Published Price £12.99
27883

WITH NAPOLEON’S GUARD IN
RUSSIA
The Memoirs of Major Vionnet
1812

WITH WELLINGTON IN THE
PENINSULA
The Adventures of a Highland
Soldier 1808-1814
Paul Cowan

24013

25490
£4.99

Napoleon’s invasion of Russia was the
major mistake which ultimately cost the
Emperor his throne, and destroyed the
armies with which he had conquered and
mastered Europe. This inside view of the
disastrous campaign, culled from the
memoirs of Major Louis Vionnet, gives a
vivid and violent view of the retreat from
Moscow - one of the most gruelling
episodes in the history of warfare.

WITH THE BRITISH ARMY ON
THE SOMME
Memoirs from the Trenches
Sir William Beach Thomas

Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £14.99
25452

£3.99

One of the few survivors of the 71st
Highland Light Infantry who sailed with
Wellington from Ireland to Portugal in
1808, the author of this cynical but good
humoured memoir was in the forefront of
some of the hardest fought actions of the
six year war. Written in 1827, the book is
notable for its unvarnished criticism of the
high command remarkable in coming from
a lowly ranker.

WITH WELLINGTON’S
HUSSARS IN THE PENINSULA
AND AT WATERLOO
The Journal of Lieutenant George
Woodberry, 18th Hussars
Gareth Glover

£3.99

William Beach Thomas was one of only
five journalists authorised to file censored
reports from the western front in the Great
War. This book contains much original
material kept out of his reporting for the
Daily Mail by army censors. It contains a
harrowing and moving picture of the
British army fighting the terrible Battle of
the Somme.

WOMEN’S ARMY AUXILIARY
CORPS IN FRANCE 1917-1921
Women Urgently Wanted
Samantha Philo-Gill

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £19.99

Andrew Bamford

Hardback, 214 pages
Published Price £19.99

By Jonathan North, Louis Joseph Vionnet

Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £19.99

WITH WELLINGTON’S
OUTPOSTS
The Peninsular and Waterloo
Letters of John Vandeleur

Hardback 256 pages + plates somw
in colour
Published Price £25
28082
£3.99
What is most remarkable is that Lieutenant
Woodberry found time to record events at
length in his journal almost every single
day. This enables the reader to trace
accurately the movements of the 18th
Hussars and Wellington’s army in general
with precision. It also provides an insight
into life on campaign in Spain, France and
Belgium with the British Army of the
early nineteenth century

Hardback, 210 pages
Published Price £19.99
25390

27372
£3.99

John Vandeleur was first an infantryman
and then a light cavalryman in the
Peninsular War and the Waterloo
campaign. Drawn from his vividly written
letters home to his mother, this book
provides an invaluable insight into the life,
camaraderie and frequent fighting with the
French of an ordinary soldier in
Wellington’s army.

£4.99

A very good and much needed history of
the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps, as
after a German air raid in September 1940
most of the service records were
destroyed. Over 57,000 women served
between January 1917 and November
1918. On 31 March 1917, women in the
WAAC were first sent to the battlefields in
France, as cooks and waitresses, and in
1918 women medical personnel were sent
to the front in France. The author draws on
a wide range of sources to provide the
background and uses the oral and written
testimonies of the women themselves to
tell their stories.

£3.99

The final major battle of the 1914
campaign on the Western Front. Although
fought over a relatively small area and
short time span, the fighting was even
more than usually chaotic and the stakes
were extremely high.

WELSH YEOMANRY AT WAR
A History of the 24th Pembroke
and Glamorgan Yeomanry
Battalion the Welsh Regiment
Steven John

Softback, 192 pages
Published Price £14.99
27284

£3.99

Members volunteered for Imperial Service
in 1914 and served first in Egypt, and the
offensive in to Palestine, as part of the
74th Yeomanry Division, it was involved
in the Second Battle of Gaza, the Third
Battle of Gaza, the Battle of Beersheba
and the Battle of Epehy. Then to France in
1918 joining the Allied forces in the
victorious 100-day offensive.

ZEEBRUGGE 1918
The Greatest Raid of All
Christopher Sandford

Hardback 181 pages + plates
Published Price £19.95
30241
£5.99
The essential story of the Zeebrugge
mission has been told before, but never
through the direct, first-hand accounts of
its survivors – including that of Lieutenant
Richard Sandford, VC, the acknowledged
hero of the day, and the author’s great
uncle. The fire and bloodshed of the
occasion is the book’s centrepiece, but
there is also room for the family and
private lives of the men who volunteered
in their hundreds for what they knew
effectively to be a suicide mission.

A WOOD CALLED BOURLON
The Cover-up After Cambrai 1917
William Moore

Softback, 270 pages
Published Price £14.99
25444

£4.99

Why did victory in the tank offensive at
Cambrai in 1917 so quickly turn to
failure? In asking and answering this
question, William Moore concentrates on
the fighting for Bourlon Wood, a
maelstrom into which Scottish soldiers,
Welshmen, Ulstermen, Yorkshiremen,
Lancastrians and Londoners were all
drawn - and which was eventually
captured by the Canadians.

Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com

YPRES: THE HOLY GROUND
OF BRITISH ARMS
Major Henry Beckles Willson

SB xiii+83pp Illustrated 2020
N&MP Reprint of 1920 Original
Edition
Published Price £9.99
28780
£4.99
An important early Great War guidebook,
written by a man who played a critical role
in the Ypres we see today. Henry Beckles
Willson was a fierce opponent of the
rebuilding of Ypres, feeling that the
horrific losses sustained there by the
British Army meant that it should always
remain a memorial. As Town Major of
Ypres, he was instrumental in the
development of Ypres as the focal point of
Remembrance; he was also pivotal in the
creation of the Ypres League.
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